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The Newsletter ofthe Monterey Bay Chapter ofACS
AMERICAN CETACEAN SOCIETY - MONTEREY BAY CHAPTER
Monthly meeting at HOPKINS MARINE STATION, Lecture Hall, Boatworks Building
(Across from the American Tin Cannery Outlet Stores)
Date: Thursday,
January 30th 2003
Time: 7:30 p.m.
(please join us for
refreshments at 7:00)
Tide: Secret Killers
of Monterey Bay:
a video on the orcas ofour area
filmed by
Paul and Grace Niska Atkins,
with Anne Marie Hammers,
narrated by Edward Norton
CA148 - 8/26/96 - Photo: N. Black
This new video, made for National Geographic,.and recently shown on MSNBC, was created over three
seasons by film makers Paul and Grace Niska Atkins, together with Anne Marie Hammers. It was
filmed with the guidance ofwell-known local orca authorities Nancy Black and Richard Temullo. After
the video, questions and discussion will be led by Richard Temullo and Alan Baldridge.
Among several areas ofthe world where killer whales occur and can be studied, Monterey Bay is in the
forefront ofadvancing our knowledge ofmany aspects ofthis spectacular predator. Our local orca
population is made up predominantly of"transients" which range from SE Alaska to southern
California and feed mostly on marine mammals with the occasional seabird or other prey. In addition to
prey capture the video shows tissue sampling for pollutants and unique footage of the only recorded
occurrence ofthe Southern resident pods from Puget Sound
Note that some video footage may be graphic in its depiction.
Please join us for an unusual opportunity to see these magnificent and powerful animals ofour local
waters.
Killer Whale lD. photo from Killer Whales ofCalifornia and Western Mexico; a catalo!: ofPhoto-Identified Individyals
ACS Monterey Bay chapter website: www.stamites.comIacsmhI
AOPKlm ~ARINE STATfON rTBRmlY
Calendar
Jan. 8: ACS Board meeting. Contact Jerry Loomis.
Vice Pres.: David Zaches
Recording Secretary: Jon Hubbard
Membership Sec.: Sallie Eastham
Newsletter editor: vacant
Chapter Board, 2002
Jerry Loomis, Presideot &:
special Evaus Chairperson
Loomis@mbay.net
Carol Mm, VK:C president
c:arol&ken@llctpipe.com
Billie Foreman, Treasurer
Br~
Jon Hubbard, RecorctiDs Secretary &:
PlWt President
aiko_99@hotmail.c:om
David Zac:hcs.Pub~ Chair
davidzaches@e8rtlilnet
Sally Eastham, Membersbip Sec:reIaIy
11 NewsletterMai1iDg
Seastbam@mcntere.kl2.ca.us
Alan Baldridge, Program Chair
baldridge@red.shift.com
Newsletter Editor -vacant
Barbara Oliver, News1edl:r Mailiog
bordh@aol.com
New Chapter Board Nominees
January is election time for ACS Monterey Bay. Some ofthe Board
members for 2002 will continue. Please scan the list below before the
election in the January meeting.
President: Jerry Loomis
Treasurer: Billie Foreman
Publicity Chair: Diane Glim
Program Chair: Alan Baldridge
Newsletter mailing: Barbara Oliver
The scientific advisory committee members will remain the same.
The chapter welcomes active members. Contact Jerry Loomis to become a
volunteer with ACSMB.
Jan. 12-17 and Jan. 26-31: Big Sur Elderhostel sessions
about marine mammals, underwater life and Big Sur
natural history. Contact Esta Lee Albright, email
Estalee@inreach.com
Scieptific Adyisory Committee
ACS Monterey Bay Chapter
www.starrsjtes.comlaqmb/
Alan BaIdridge
Tom Kieckhef'er
JoGuenero
Esta Lee Albright
JudVandervere
Jerry Loomis
Libby Osues-Erie
Jan.: NO ACS gray whale trip. A more extensive cruise
may be planned for later in the year. Instead, please
support local whale watch companies that have
helped ACSMB in the past: Monterey Bay Whale
Watch (375-4658) and Monterey Sport Fishing
(372-2203).
Webmaster: Evelyn Starr
American Cetacean Society
Monterey Bay Chapter
P.o. Box HE
Pacific Grove CA 93950
Jan. 30: Regular ACSMB monthly meeting schedule resumes:
the LAST Thursday ofeach month at Hopkins
Marine Station. See you there!
Yanme Riyer Dolpbin and tbe Monterey Peninsula
by Dan Presser
Past-presiden~ACS Monterey Bay
fourwinds@redshiftcom
btQI:llwww.fourwindstravel.com
A decade ago Diane Glim was president ofthe
American Cetacean Society, Monterey Bay
Chapter. During her tenure ACS was holding its
International Conference at the Monterey
Conference Center. In order to save money Diane
called and asked ifwe would take in one ofthe
speakers. I told ~er that before committing, "1'd
have to check With my wife." The next day I called
her and said, "Send someone over."
The person assigned to move in with us for a
week was a young man from China, Wang Ding. He
had been invited to speak on one of the world's
rarest dolphins, the Baiji or Yangtze River Dolphin
Lipotes vexillifer. The Baiji is a beautifuilittIe '
dolp~with a dorsal fin on its b~ck, flippers on
each Side and crescent shaped tall flukes. As with
all freshwater dolphins, the Baiji has limited sight.
Instead ofvision the animal relies on its
sophisticated sonar. Baijis have the ability to make
sounds which are similar to that of a cow.
At the time Wang stayed with us he was working
on an advanced degree in marine biology at the
Texas A&M University, Galveston.Wang turned out
to be a very nice guy with a good command of
English. At the end ofhis week in Monterey we
said "adios."
Since Wang left I opened FourWinds Travel
Agency in Carmel. Over the years the business
model for travel agencies has changed.
Subseq!le~tly we have become specialists. One area
ofspeCiality for us has become China. China has
become such a wonderful travel destination that I
have gone to MPC to learn the language and I have
traveled there many times. Each trip to China is a
delightful adventure.
This last trip was no exception. In November I
had been invited to take a Yangtze River cruise.
One ofmy personal travel goals was to cruise on
the Yangtze River between its famous gorges before
the Chinese finish the world's largest dam. The
Three Gorges Dam will control the rushing waters
of the Yangtze and forever change the landscape of
nearly everything upstream ofthe dam. The water
will begin backing up in June, 2003. The heart of
all the activity is in the Chinese Provence ofHubei
and its capital Wuhan.
As soon as I learned I was going to the Yangtze I
ran to my library and found a book about the Baiji
!hat Wang had helped write. The name ofthe book
IS Baiji The Yangtze River Dolphin and Other
EndangeredAnimals ofChina by Zhou Kaiya and
Zhang Xingduan. In the book was his telephone
number. He lived in Wuhan! I was going to be there.
Once nestled in my hotel room in Shanghai I
called the number he'd given me. It didn't work. I
was saddened by not having a working phone
n~ber. I couldn:t ~gure out why I was always
getting a sound slmllar to a busy signal. I went to
the hotel's concierge for advice. He took one look
at the number I had and said, "A couple ofyears
ago all the phone numbers in China changed. Just
put an 8 in front of it."
Elated I went back to the room and dialed. Same
thing. I had wanted to reach Wang whileJ was in
Shanghai so we could plan a meeting. It was not to
be. I'd see what I could do once I got to Wuhan.
Our plane touched down in Wuhan and there were
dignitaries from the city and the province waiting
for us ~t the baggag~ console. I approached the head
oftounsm for the City and showed him the book.
"A Baiji expert stayed in my house. I'd like to find
him," I said.
"Oh, Mr. Wang is a famous man in China. He not
onl~ saves the B~ji, but he's always on television
talking about ammals!" I was getting excited,
somebody knew ofhim.
"It will be difficult to get his telephone number"
the dignitary said. '
(cont. next page)
(Haiji - continued from previous page)
That night I conked out earlyt our days in China are
always busy and often begin before dawn. My deep
sleep was shattered by the phone ringing at
11 :3Opm. "I have his phone numbers!" said the
dignitary. Perked me right up and I happily wrote
down the numbers he had just given me. It was way
too late to call, I decided to wait till morning.
1called Wang's cell number about 8. He
answered and immediately remembered me. We
talked about his time in Monterey and in Texas. At
the moment he was in an "oxbow ofthe Yangtze far
from Wuhan," he said "Even if! were to leave
now, I'd never make it back to Wuhan in time to
see you before you leave on your river trip."
"What are you doing in the oxbow?" I asked him.
"I'm looking for Baiji," he ~d. "We lost Chi-
Chi." Chi-Chi was the star ofhis book on the Baiji.
Wang bad cared for Chi-Chi for 22 years and this
rare dolphin had just died.
"I calculate there are only. about 100 Baijis left in
the wild The government wants to help the Baiji by
building a huge aquarium near the dam. This
aquarium will contain species that live in the
Yangtze River. I'm attempting to find a breeding
pair for that aquarium." Wang is trying to help the
Baiji the way California has helped its condor.
We ended our conversation by agreeing to keep in
touch by e-mail and to meet in person on my next
trip to Wuhan. Now that I have a way to reach him,
it should be easier.
A few nights later I was sailing down the Yangtze
River on the President I. One of-the other guests
aboard was John Beresford, the General Manager of
the Holiday Inn Riverside in Wuhan. He was telling
me that he wanted a worthy project for his property.
Wham! It hit me. .
"I"ve got one for you," I said "There are only
100 Yangtze River dolphins left and you can help!"
Beresford got excited as I explained what Wang
was doing and how he might need help. I gave him
Wang's contact numbers.
My second morning back on the Peninsula I
received an e-mail from Wang. Beresford had
already contacted him. They were discussing ways
for the hotel to help save the Baiji!
It's a wonderful feeling to have, in a small way,
contributed to the saving ofthe precious Baiji from
the threshold ofextinction.
Thanks Diane for having asked ifwe-would take
in a border for the ACS Conference. That little
decision, we hope, has helped make a difference for
the rarest dolphin in the world
Yangtze River Dolphin
Excerpt from National Audubon
Society, Guide to Marine Mammals of
the World.
Family Lipotidae
At Birth: length 35-37 inches.
Maximum: length 8'4", weight 370 Ib
Western scientists were unaware of
the Yangtze River Dolphin's
existence until the early 1900s.
By the end of the 20 th century,
however, this freshwater dolphin
endemic to China had come to be
regarded as the world's most
endangered cetacean. The dolphin
is often called by its Chinese
name, baiji (pronounced bye'-gee).
The Yangtze River Dolphin has a
robust body with a small head and a
long narrow beak that is slightly
upturned at the tip. The mouthline
curves up slightly at the corners.
The melon is marked by a bulbous
protrusion, giving the head a bluff
appearance in profile. The eyes
are small and inconspicuous, set
unusually high on the side of the
head. The dorsal fin, set behind
mid-back, is low, blunt-peaked and
triangular. The flippers are broad
with rounded tips. Yangtze River
Dolphins have 30 to 34 pairs of
teeth in the upper jaw and 32 to 36
pairs in the lower jaw. The dorsal
surfaces are light bluish gray, and
the ventral surfaces are white.
The dolphin's current distribution
is confined to the middle and lower
reaches of the Yangtze River's main
channel. While there is great
uncertainty about how many of the
dolphins exist, there is no doubt
that their numbers are critically
low, probably only in the tens.
(Note:
The illustration of the Yangtze
River dolphin in this article is
from Richard Ellis, Dolphins and
Porpoises. )
Monterey Bay Whale Watch
List of Most Recent Marine Mammal Sightings in the
Monterey Bay Region
Since November 1, 2002
compiled by Monterey Bay Whale Watch
• ,Hie • Ag Z*fflM' :w '.'. 'reM za .M
This list. updated every few days, includes reported sightings from all boats in the Bay. Sightings
marked • were reported by other boats in the Monterey Bay area. including fishing, research.
private and whale watch boats. as we keep track of all sightings in the Bay through our sighting
network. California Sea Lions, Harbor Seals and Southern Sea Otters. which are seen on all whale
watching trips. are not included in the lisL Each month the sightings from the previous month are
moved to a monthly summary list and plotted on a map.
12/24 5 Gray Whales (llrip)
No trips 12/19·12/20 (weatber).
12/18 I Killer Whale
800 Long Beaked Common Dolphins
11/19 5 Blue Whales
25 Long Beaked Common Dolphins
11/18 6 Blue Whales
5 Long Beaked Common Dolphins
100 Risso's Dolphins
11/17 7 BlueWbales
SO Pacific White Sided Dolphins
ISO Risso's Dolphins
10 Northern Right Whale Dolphins
-----_._--
11/16 7 Blue Whales
7SO Long Beaked Common Dolphins
200 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
ISO Risso's Dolphins
20 Northern Right Whale Dolphins
---~- ... -._-------
111lS 2 Humpback Whales
8 Blue Whales
10 Northern Right Whale Dolphins
11/14 5 Humpback Whales
I Blue Whale
2 Killer Whales
O_O_. __n _
11120 2 Humpback Whales
6 Blue Whales
SO Pacific White Sided Dolphins
100 Risso's Dolphins
MOnterey tIay WI\IJ8 waten ... Latest .....,no fll'iim1'l\1II
SiQ/lllngs
11122 2 Humpback Whales
7 Blue Whales
3 Killer Whales
11/21 7 Blue Whales
200 Long Beaked Common Dolphins
15 Risso's Dolphins
2 Blue Whales
1 Gray Whale
11/1
11130 2 Gray Whales
5 Killer Whales
500 Long Beaked Common Dolphins
No trips 12/14·12/17 (weather).
------_._.
Break period 1212·12/13.
12/21 I Gray Whale
p.m. 700 Long Beaked Common Dolphins
12/21 2 Gray Whales
a.m. 700 Long Beaked Common Dolphins
lOOO Risso's Dolphins
12/22 0
p.m.
12/22 4 Gray Whales
a.m.
12/23 3 Gray Whales
a.m. 1500 Long Beaked Common Dolphins
12/23 4 Gray Whales
p.m. 60 Risso's Dolphins
tm:cr./,.....rrartI:r'C)'bQ.,itewttcft..Canl
slsl:cn.lltm
12/19 4 Gray Whales
a.m. 20 Risso's Dolphins
121Z7 5 Gray Whales
p.m. 45 Long Beaked Common Dolphins
12/28 400 Long Beaked Common Dolphins
12/26 2 Gray Whales
a.m. 1100 Risso's Dolphins
No trip 12/25 (holiday).
Date , Type of Animal(s)
12/27 2 Gray Whales
a.m. 4S Long Beaked Common Dolphins
12/30 6 Gray Whales
p.m. 100 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
700 Risso's Dolphins
500 Northern Right Whale Dolphins
12/26 3 Gray Whales
p.m. 1100 Risso's Dolphins
20 Northern Right Whale Dolphins
12/30 11 Gray Whales
a.m. 100 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
700 Risso's Dolphins
500 Northern Right Whale Dolphins
----- - --------------- --'-- ,...--
12/29 12 Gray Whales
p.m. 35 Risso's Dolphins
11/29 I Gray Whale
600 Long Beaked Common Dolphins
75 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
11/27 3 Blue Whales
11/26 5 Blue Whales
I Gray Whale
11/12 3 Blue Whales
ISO Long Beaked Common Dolphins
200 Pacific While Sided Dolphins
200 Northern Right Whale Dolphins
11/11 9 Blue Whales
1200 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
1500 Northern Right Whale Dolphins
11123 7 Humpback Whales
3 Blue Whales
5 Killer Whales
11124 2 Humpback Whales
5 Killer Whales
200 Long Beaked Common Dolphins
11125
---- --- ---
6 Humpback Whales
I Blue Whale
75 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
11110 II BlueWhales
15 Dall's Porpoise
11/9 2 Humpback Whales
700 Long Beaked Common Dolphins
200 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
11/6 43 Humpback Whales
1 Blue Whale
30 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
http://_~
slsl:cn.Nm
"tqI:II_.matt~tcil""",,'
s1stCUlT.l1tm
ACS/LA GRAY WHALE CENSUS AND
BEHAVIOR PROJECT: 2001-2002
By Alisa Schulman-Janiger
Ie-mail-=janiger@bcf.usc.edu]
Gray Wbale Census Project Director
Members of the 200112002 ACSILA"s
Gra1 Whale Census and Behavior
Project were delighted to see a hugejump in calf counts (after 3 extremely
low seasons), and a wonderful variety of
other marine mammals, which helped
temper the continued low gray wliale
counts. This is the 22nd year (19th
consecutive season) that the American
Cetacean Society's Los Angeles Chapter
has sponsored I! gray whale census project
from the Palos Verdes Peninsula. Data on
@lay whales and other cetaceans(Identifications, counts; and behaviors) is
collected by trained VOlUnteers. In past
seasons we have operated from Long Point
Santa Catalina Island, and Santa Cruz '
Island Most years we have been at the
temporarily closed Point Vicente
Interpre~ive Center (PYlC) patio. Through
the contmued generosity ofllie U.S. Coast
Guard 11th DIStrict, we are again back at
one ofour original sites next to Point
Vicente Lightfiouse (adjacent to PVIC),
located on a cliffelevabon of-125 feet that
drops off abruptly nearshore.
COVERAGE: The census station operated for
1764.25 houn over the 166 days between 1
December 2001 and 15 May 2002 (averaging
10.6 hours/day). 59 volunteers contributed 7342.5
effort hours. The project binoculars are Fujinon
7x50 (built-in reticle and compass). All
participants use binoculars, and several use
spotting scopes to confirm and detail sightings.
Weather data, including visibility and sea
conditions, is recorded at least hourly.
NUMBERS OF GRAYS COUNTED: Census
observers spotted 449 southbound and 727 (a
record low) northbound gray whales, compared
to 439 southbound and 752 northbound whales
last season. Over 18 previous seasons, southbound
numbers varied from 301-1291; 14 seasons had
higher counts, while 4 had lower ones.
Southbound counts decreased from peaks in 1986-
87 to lows in 1990-91, generally increased after
that, dropped for three seasons, then rose slightly
this season. Past northbound counts ranged from
752-3412; they decreased from 1984 to 1991-92.
fluctuated in the lower range, were substantially
higher for two seasons. then dropped the past four
seasons. Although most ofthe estimated 17,414
gray whales migrate past California, census
personnel spot only a small proportion. Gray
whales (particularly adults) offPalos Verdes
generally travel further offshore, especially
southbound, so our northbound counts are higher
than the southbound counts. Migratory corridor
shifts and variable weather result in fluctuating
shore-based counts, so our data does not
necessarily indicate sudden gray whale population
changes.
PEAKS AND TURNAROUND DATES: This
season gray whales were on time (last season, very
late). We counted 30 gray whales on our peak
southbound day (10 January); previous peak
counts ranged from 15-98. Fog cut visibility, but
occurred much less frequently than last season.
We spotted 113 southbound whales during our
peak southbound week, 16-22 January (89 last
season). Our official turnaround date (daily
northbound whales exceeding southbound) was 19
February, with only IS northbound whales
spotted during the "southbound" and 22
southbound whales spotted during the
"northbound" migration periods. We had a definite
"gap period", with few whales passing our
station in either direction from 2 February-23
February; some seasons these migrations overlap.
The northbound gray whale count peaked at
just 39 on 8 March. Previous northbound peak
counts ranged from 31-152. This season"s peak
northbound week (8-14 March) included 147
northbound gray whales (152 last season).
CALVES COUNTED: This season's relatively
high calf counts fonow three seasons of
extremely low calfcounts. Gray whales were
taken offthe endangered species list in 1994. Calf
counts help indicate population changes, and
experienced observers are critical for spotting
southbound calves: calves show little. and many
cows adopt a low profile (little visible blow, rare
fluking). We spotted 28 more southbound calves
this season: 35 southbound newborn calves
(7.8% ofsouthbound migrants) from 20
December-9 February, peaking with 5 calves on
20 January. Last season"s 11 southbound calves
comprised only 2.5 % ofsouthbound migrants.
Our southbound record of 106 calves (8.6% of
southbound migrants) in 1997-98 shattered the
preceding season's calf record high (44). Other
calfcounts ranged from 3-43 (0.5%-5.9% of
southbound migrants). This season we counted 72
northbound calves (9.9% of northbound
migrants) from 4 April-14 May; this is more than
double last season"s count (33 calves, 4.4% of .
northbound migrants). Calfcounts peaked at 7
each on both 16 April and 18 April. The last three
season" s northbound calfcounts, ranging from
19-34 , were substantially lower than the previous
two seasons: 174 and a record 222 calves (13.8%
ofnorthbound migrants). Before that, the calf
counts ranged from 11-196 (0.9%-11.6% of
northbound migrants).
ROBUST GRAYS, MANY MORE CALVE8,
SLIGHTLY FEWER NORTHBOUND
WHALES: Many people expressed shock when
the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS),
wbo conducts tbe official census, lowered tbe
gray wbale population estimate from about
26,635 (1998: a 3S year high) to about 17,414
(2002: close to 1992-93 numbers). NMFS
scientists believe that this 4 year decline falls
within expectations, based on natural fluctuations
in wild populations and variable factors such as
observer experience and viewing (weather)
conditions. NMFS estimates generally increased
from 1967-1990, and then stabilized within the
projected environmental carrying capacity of
20,000-28,000; most since 1984 varied from
20,000-24,000. Very few strandings (for a
second season) and bigber calf and total counts
(tbis season) could not offset 2 seasons of
unusually high mortality rates and 3 seasons of
low calf counts. Our observations generally
mirror those of the NMFS census; a key
difference was that only our CALF counts shot
up, while our TOTAL counts remained low.
This is our 4th season of relatively low gray
whale counts, although our whales once again
appeared to be generally robust rather tban
skinny, and tbis year many were accompanied
by calves. Unlike last season"s record-setting (up
to 3 weeks) late migration, this season the whales
appeared to be right on time; this ties into how
feeding ground conditions affect migratory
paths and timing.
This season, the icepack was ""normal'''', and
grays were again able to attain optimum
blubber levels. Two seasons of good feeding
improved their pbysical condition, resultin~ in
noticeably improved reproductive success, Just
as we predicted, and helped place the migration
timing back on track. Why did our total counts
stay relatively low? Both cow/calf pairs and
juveniles prefer the nearshore migratory
corridor off soutbern California; with more
cow/calf pairs but fewer juveniles (due to past
high mortality rates and few calves), our census
site location yielded observations that
dramatically emphasized these trends; many
adults that NMFS spotted nearshore offcentral
California passed offshore here (outside our
range). It is especially critical to monitor the next
few seasons for signs ofcontinued recovery, to see
that the gray whale population estimate drop does
not become a trend A possibly developing EI
Nifto may lead to increased calf strandings, as
seen in 1997-98.
OBSERVED REBAVIORS: We saw gray
whales breach, lunge, spyhop, roll, bubbleblast,
court, nurse calves, and mill extensively. We saw
a few pods join together and a few split up. We
witnessed harassment on at least 6 days (too close
approaches boats, causing whales to alter travel
directions or surfacing patterns). On 14 May we
tracked an entangled gray whale calf (wrapped
in yellow line that cut deep into its skin). The calf
and its closely attending mother labored slowly
northward, stopping to apparently nurse. No one
was able to locate them later for a rescue attempt;
their fate is unknown.
OTHER SPECIES SIGHTED: During this
season we saw 13-16 other marine mammals
species, possibly including all species that we
have ever recorded except for false killer whales
(seen last season) and pHot whales. Comparing
this season (to last season), common dolphin were
observed on 115 days (133), bottlenose dolphin
on 102 days (96-97), Risso's dolphin on 68 days
(35), Pacific white-sided dolphin on 52 days
(36), fin whales on 16-23 days (1-2), humpback
whales on 8-12 days (14-15), minke whales on 6·
7 days (3-4), blue whales on 1-3 days (6-7), 1
sperm whale on 5 December (1),3-5 possible
killer whales on 30 January (2), possible Dall"s
porpoise on 28 April (1), and possible northern
right whale dolphin (1). We verified dolphins
traveling in mixed groups at least 27 times, much
more frequently than last season. Observers often
saw California sea lions and harbor seals. This
season we had 1 elephant seal sighting(next page)
ISpedlka n Spldea III ,It" 'aul
Whale watch companies that have supported ACS
Monterey Bay in the past are the following:
Gray Whale Eschrichtius robustus
Excerpt from ACS Fact Sheet,
http://www.acsonline.org
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
Gray whales have a streamlined body, with a
narrow, tapered head. The upper jaw is arched in
profile, and slightly overlaps the lower jaw. The
rostrum (upper jaw) is dimpled and each ofthe little
depressions contains one stiffhair. There are 2-5
grooves on the ventral throat 5 feet (1.5 m) in
length.
COWR
The gray whale received its name from the gray
patches and white mottling on its dark skin. On the
skin are many scratches, scattered patches ofwhite
barnacles, and orange whale lice. Newborn calves
are dark gray to black, although some may have
distinctive white markings.
FINS AND FLUKE
The gray whale has no dorsal (top) fin. About 213 of
the way back on its body is a prominent dorsal
hump followed by a series of 6-12 knuckles along
the dorsal ridge that extend to the fluke (tail). Its
flippers are paddle shaped and pointed at the tips.
Its fluke is about 10-12 feet (3.1 m) across, pointed
at the tips, and deeply notched in the center.
LENGTH AND WEIGHT
Adult males measure 45-46 feet (13.1-14 m) and
adult females measure slightly more. Both sexes
weigh 30-40 tons (27,200-36,300 kg).
372·2203
375-4658
Monterey Sport Fishing
Monterey Bay Whale Watch
(Gray whale census - cont. from previous page)
(5 May) and 1 sea otter sighting (21 January).
The big news this season concerns the numerous
sightings of fin whales, with as many 88 6 seen
milling and lunging for houn in specific areas
on consecutive days. We saw common dolphin in
pods exceeding 1000 animals on over 30 days,
with huge megapods estimated at over 10,000
dolphin on at least 3 days! Bottlenose dolphin
occurred in unusually large pods of over 100 on
at least 5 days. Gray whales interacted with
other marine mammals, including bottlenose
dolphin, Risso's dolphin, common dolphin,
Pacific white-sided dolphin, a fin whale, and
sea lions. Bird highlights included a magnificent
frigatebird and an osprey. Other sights we will
never forget: mating gopher snakes, and a
massive bee swarm that settled under our
observation platform!.
[excerpts from ACS Los Angeles web site, used
with the pennission ofAlisa Schulman-Janiger]
Watdiing (FuJ WIUdu
From shore, gray whale spouts may be seen in
almost any ocean view in January. Usually within
five miles ofshore, the whales slowly swim south
in an almost straight line. Promontories such as
those at Pt. Pinos and Pt Lobos, and cliff tops such
as in Big Sur, are good vantage points, though gray
whales have been known to blunder into the
Monterey harbor area next to wharf, moorings, and
breakwater.
Whale watch with a State Parks ranger at the
pullout on Hwy 1 north ofJulia Pfeiffer Burns State
Park, from 10 - 12, January 18, 19,25 and 26. Call
6672315 for info.
... -:.:"" .. ".
....
Note: Gray whale drawings in this issue are by
Robin Lee Makowski.
!&k,brating "Victory at Sea"
JEAN-MICHEL COUSlEAU DISPATCH:
An Ocean Futures Society E-newsletter
December 2002 (Excerpts. Web site:
http://ocean.causesthatmatter.com)
As we enter the New Year, there are global
issues with which we must come to terms.
Personal security at home and abroad is
uncertain, nations struggle to meet
environmental challenges, and the politics
ofwar override urgent human needs in
governments around the world These
burdens occupy our thoughts, distracting us
from acknowledging the good things in life.
We can give thanks for the remarkable
environmental progress that has taken place
over the past twelve months. There are
victories to celebrate in how we, the human
species, are evolving. by learning to live
more gently on our blue planet.
rd like to share some positive examples of
environmental protection around the world
with you, from headlines which are posted
on the Ocean Futures Society website:
- In the wake ofthe "Prestige" oil spill, the
leaders ofSpain and France have placed
rigid controls on the passage ofall single-
hulled oil tankers more than IS years old
through their 200 mile exclusive economic
zones. These ships will be subject to
inspection and will be expelled from French
and Spanish waters if it is thought that they
represent a danger.
- The government ofAustralia set aside one
ofthe wildest places on earth as the world's
largest fully protected marine reserve -the
25,096 square mile Heard Island and
McDonald Islands Marine Reserve. It is one
ofthe most pristine environments left to be
protected from commercial activities.
- North Atlantic swordfish populations,
which had been severely depleted by the
1990s as a result of over fishing, have staged
a stunning recovery. Most remarkable is the
fact that the recovery occurred in just three
years. A 10-year conservation plan placing
strict limits on commercial fishing ofthe
species was imposed in 1999. It is a
dramatic reminder ofthe resilience ofnature
ifwe do our part
- NOAA announced a four-tiered plan to
protect the marine life and ecosystem of the
Northwestern Hawaiian Islands. NOAA
hopes to actively preserve the region, which
is the largest coral reefarea in the US and
begin the process for designating it a
National Marine Sanctuary. Ocean Futures
Society will playa supporting role in this
region in the near future.
- For the first time in more than a century,
marine mammal scientists from the National
Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) have
confirmed the sighting ofa northern right
whale calf in the eastern North Pacific
Ocean. In addition, record numbers of
humpback whales have migrated up
Australia's east coast this southern
hemisphere winter, suggesting that the
population is recovering from being hunted
almost to extinction.
In a time when environmentalism is not a
political priority, I can point to yet another
example ofadvances made to conserve and
manage the marine environment. This hits
closer to home for the entire Ocean Futures
team because it takes place in our
"backyard." In January 2003, there will be a
175 square-mile network ofmarine reserves
designated as "no-take" zones, creating safe
havens for fish, invertebrates and plants,
which hold the key for restoring health and
balance to the Channel Islands National
Marine Sanctuary. It is my hope that the
creation of this marine reserve will "spawn"
more ofthese true sanctuaries in all the
(Cont. on next page)
(Cousteau - cont) oceans ofthe world,
giving nature time and space to heal.
A review ofthe year's progress would not be
complete without sharing my appreciation
for the accomplishments of our partners and
the Ocean Futures team:
- Strict limits on the use ofLow Frequency
Active (LFA) sonar over the next year. A
judge's recent decision to issue a "narrowly
tailored" preliminary injunction that strictly
limits United States Navy made significant
concessions, giving up 90ROofthe
geographic area in which it originally
wanted to use the submarine-detecting
technology, is a move seen as an enonnous
victory for foes ofLFA sonar. The
concession is one outcome ofa suit filed
against the Navy by Ocean Futures Society,
the Humane Society of the United States,
the Natural Resources Defense Council
(NRDC), and several other groups.
- Keiko's advancement in his reintroduction
in the wild, now underway in Norway, and
now guided by HSUS and Free Willy Keiko
Foundation;
- The Sustainable Reefs Project, currently
underway in several South Pacific island nations;
- A variety of television film documentaries
in production on the Northwest Hawaiian
Islands, sharks, gray whales, and marine
sanctuary.
I wish you a new year that brings all of us
closer to our goal: "Protect the ocean, and
you protect yourself."
4 Lectures: Fridays 6:00 - 8:00 PM
Feb. 21. 28,March 7, 14. 2003
4 Field Trips: Saturdays, approx. 8:00 AM • 2:30 PM
Feb. 22, March I, 8, IS. 2003
Course description: This course will focus on the
behavior, adaptations and conservation ofsea otters,
seals, sea lions, dolphins, orca, gray, humpback and
blue whales. We will observe these animals in the
wild whenever possible. Our field trips will take us
to marine mammal research centers around
Monterey Bay and will include a whale watching
trip at sea. Students will also have the opportunity
to further their interpretive skiUs and learn field
techniques such as behavioral observations, photo
rD, acoustic recordings, and radio telemetry.
Fees and expenses: This is a creditlno credit course
for one unit. California residents pay $11
per unit Register through MPC ($22.).
(Registration period: Nov. 18 - Jan. 30).
The field trips will require carpooling transportation
expenses and $20 for whale watching.
There are no additional fees for field nips.
The recommended text is: Guide to Marine
Mammals ofthe World, illustrated by Pieter
Folkens, National Audubon Society ($26.95).
For more infonnation contact Ree Brennin,
ree@redshift.com or home phone (831) 422-1059.
• Ree Brennin studied beluga whales for her
Masters ofScience degree and has additional field
experience with humpback, blue, fin, and gray whale
research projects. She currently works at the
Monterey Bay Aquarium as Assistant Manager of
Interpreter Programs.
(This is not an aquarium course.)
SPECIFICS 0Jl SPECIES
ill this issueExcerpts from Killer Whales of California
and Western Mexico: A Catalog ofPhoto-
Identified Individuals, Introduction, by Nancy
Black, Alisa Schulman-Janiger, Richard L. Temullo, and
Mercedes Guerrero-Ruiz, NOAA Technical Memorandum, US Dept. of Commerce, September 1997.
cal~ontia's TraKSiellt Orcas
In the Eastern North Pacific, there are at least three recognizable types of killer whales
("residents," "transients," "offshores") that have not been observed to associate with
members of the other groups. Each type exhibits different home ranges, vocalizations,
dietary preferences, foraging patterns, morphological features, and genotypes.
Transient type whales appear to prey primarily on marine mammals, cover a more
extensive range, and are less seasonally predictable than the residents. They are often
vocally silent as they travel along coastlines, frequenting sea lion and seal rookeries and
whale migration paths. Transients generally travel in small groups of 10 or less,
although they may often join to form larger groups of up to 25 while pursuing and
attacking large whales. A few individual transients are known to have occurred in both
central California and Southeast Alaska, a distance of 2,600 km.
Examples of 10 photos and sightings records, from the catalog.
CA 73 is a male photographed a few times off central CA with other known transient whales... also
identified off British Columbia with other known transients that occur in Southeast Alaska.
CA 122 is a female type photographed off Santa Barbara and off northern Vancouver Island where she
was involved in an attack on a mother-calf pair of gray whales. This whale has associated in an attack
with other known transients Involved in attacks on gray whales in Monterey Bay and in the Santa Barbara
Channel.
-- m. SEX DATE LOCATION PHOTOGRAPHER--- --
-~---. ._- - N Vancouver Is.• viaG. Ellis~ c."112 F? 6195
T1CM B.C.
9113196 Santa Barbara MNCondor
R.Han
.. :.-.....!f> ... ~-~
--.---~
CA122 - 9/13/96 - Photo: R. Hart/Condor
CA73 M 1/16183 Monterey Bay B. Weed
T159 10/10/83 Monlerey Bay B. Basham
9/12194 Half Moon Bay Cascadia
J. Calambokidis
2/12/95 Monterey Bay N. Black
2113195 Monterey Bay N. Black
8125195 Hippa Is. (Queen D. Rindle
Charlone Is.)
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AMERICAN CETACEAN SOCIETY - MONTEREY BAY CHAPTER
Monthly meeting at HOPKINS MARINE STATION. Lecture Hall, Boatworks Building
(Across from the American Tin Cannery Outlet Stores)
Meeting: Thursday. Feb. 2J1h
at 7:30 p.m.
Join us at 7:00 for refreshments.
Speaker: Caryn Owen
Science Director. Friends of the Sea Otter & Part-Time Professor. Foothill College. Los Altos Hills
Title: Bottlenose Dolphin Maternal Care: Does ParentinK Improve with Experience?
Sarasota Bay in Florida is the "center of the universe" for the study of the Bottlenose dolphin.
Tursiops truncatus. a species which is found worldwide. A long-tenn study. directed by Dr. Randy
Wells over almost 30 years. continues to be a fertile environment for answering questions about
virtually all aspects ofdolphin biology.
With the annual monitoring of most of the dolphins in the study group for blood work. genetic
studies. renewal ofI.D. tags, etc., graduate students and others have been able to get answers to all
manner of research questions.
Our speaker. Caryn Owen, spent two years studying the behavior of 16 mothers with newborns in
the Sarasota Bay population for her Master's degree. Criteria to assess maternal care included
observations for likely indicators ofprotection from predation (perhaps from shark attack or even
infanticide) and successful socialization. Experienced mothers (whose reproductive history was
known) provided maternal care strategies distinct from those of first time mothers. Experienced
mothers always surfaced with their calves and associated with other females with calves in groups,
providing added care and socialization from the beginning. The first two months are the most
critical for the survival ofthe calf.
Our speaker will expand on these aspects and others. She will also relate the Sarasota studies to our
own small "resident" Tursiops population which occurs in the nearshore shallows ofMonterey Bay
from Santa Cruz to Marina and Monterey.
Caryn, while at UCSC received an ACSIMB graduate student research award. Please join us for an
evening ofnew insights into the lives ofdolphins!
(Illustration above is from ACS Fact Sheet: Bottlenose Dolphin. Http://www.acsonline.org)
ACS Monterey Bay chapter 'o'ocbsite: www.stamites.com!acsmbl
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"We are installing new and continuing Board members. We are expecting
an exciting new year with some new activities and new energy. We look
forward to 2003."
President: Jerry Loomis is a retired Park Ranger, Commercial Diver, and
Marine Naturalist, a past and current Chapter Pres., member since 1981.
Vice President: Dave Zaches is a conservationist and previously was in
charge of publicity for the chapter. He is active with Save Our Shores.
Recording Secretary: Jon Hubbard is a past President and an avid kayaker
and hiker.
Publicity Chairperson: Diane Olim is a past President and is interested in
marine conservation issues.
Treasurer: Billie Foreman was an Audubon Society Treasurer. She is a travel
agent who specializes in marine trips.
Membership Secretary and News Letter Mailings: Sally Eastham is an
active marine mammal conservationist with Pacific Cetacean Group and
ACS.
Program Chairperson: Alan Baldridge, retired Hopkins Librarian and author
ofbird and marine mammal books, and a local authority on all things
marine.
Newsletter Mailing: Barbara Oliver is a Dental Hygienist and wife of a
local ~leWatching Skipper.
Evelyn Starr, web site wizard, owns Starr Sites. custom web site designs
and development, with her husband, former chapter treasurer, Jack Starr.
Newsletter Editor- Contractor: Esta Lee Albright has been Vice-pres., pres.
and past editor of the news letter. She is a Whale Watching naturalist and
educator for Elderhostel. also a retired Librarian.
Scientific Advisory Committee includes:
Tom Kieckhefer, marine mammal (especially humpback whales) research
scientist and educator. and leader ofPacific Cetacean Group here on
Monterey Bay.
Jo Guerrero is a marine educator. research scientist, and former president of ACS Monterey B~y.
Libby Osnes-Erie is a past vice-pres., research scientist, and current employee of the Monterey Bay Aquarium.
Jud Vandevere is Master Naturalist of Monterey marine and shore life, a pioneer scientist for Southern Sea Otter
research. (please see inside back cover.)
Find the
ELEPHANT SEALS
at Piedras Blancas,
Saturday, Feb. 8
oin ACS and friends on a drive down the Big Sur Coast to the newest colony
of northern elephant seals. Meet at 9 a.1n. in Crossroads Center, Cannel, at
Baker's Square, to carpool. Bring your own bag lunch. Watch for gray
whales and sea otters. Learn about elephant seals from displays and volunteers
of Friends of the Elephant Seal. The event, an all-day round trip, is free but
you may want to share asoline costs.
Northern Elephant Seal Mirounga anguslirostris Order: Pinniped Family: Phocidae
Max. weights: at birth 80 lb. adult male 5000 lbs. adult female 1800 Ibs.
Max. length: at birth 4 feet adult male 16 feet adult female 12 feet
New colony: In 1990, travelers on Highway 1 began to notice elephant seals resting on the
beaches between the road and ocean, just south of the Piedras Blancas lighthouse. By 1996,
there were traffic problems, people on the beaches with the seals, and a potentially dangerous
situation to both humans and seals. An interpretive station was established, fences and
barricades erected, and volunteers fonned Friends of the Elephant Seal, Central Coast. Whereas
other colonies on the California coast took 18 years for the sum of island and mainland elephant
seal births to reach the 1000 mark, at Piedras Blancas it only took six years to reach that mark.
In 1999, there were about 1990 pups born on the beaches ofPiedras Blancas. The estimated
population ofelephant seals at Piedras Blancas reached about 7500 in 1999.
Guide to colored tags: About 10 per cent ofthe seals are tagged with a color coded numbered tag
on the rear flippers, to identify individuals. Resightings oftagged elephant seals indicate that
most are from San Miguel Island, San Nicolas Island, and Ano Nuevo. The key to tag colors:
Red - San Nicolas Island Pink - Farrallon IslandslPt.Reyes Green - Ano Nuevo
White - Piedras Blancas Yellow· San Miguel Island Orange - rehab seal
Purple - Cape San Martin/Gorda
On the beach: breeding season winter, males begin to arrive toward the end ofNovember and stay 3
months; females in mid-December and stay 3S days. Pupping season is mid Dec. to mid Feb. Weaned
pups stay on beach 8-10 weeks more. In spring, seals return to molt and crowd the beaches again in
April and May, with the annual molt lasting into August. Elephant seals undergo a "catastrophic
molt," and the entire layer ofepidennis, with attached hairs and roots, is sloughed off in one
concentrated time period. Fewest animals ashore are in late summer/early fall.'
NOTE: The drawina above is by Carole Adams;'information is from Carole and PhD Adams, 1999, Elephtllll Sa18,
aD ReeDeot booklet published by Friends oftbe Elephant Seal, Central Coas~PO Box 490, Cambria, CA 93428
February 27 Regular chapter meeting
February 28 Closing of Steinbeck-Ricketts display at Monterey Bay Aquarium
(from MBA website) "Nobel Price-winning author John Steinbeck was born February 27, 1901. On his centennial, we recall his
profound friendship with marine biologist Edward ("Doc") Ricketts and the ways in which the two men influenced each other
personally and professionally. Steinbeck immortalized Cannery Row, and Ricketts' ecological prespective is the basis for all of
our permanent live exhibits. Our "Steinbeck and Ricketts" exhibit is one of many local and national observances of the
centennial."
March 15 Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary Symposium, Sanctuary Currents 2003
"Threatened and Thriving Species: Lessons from the Sea"
Researchers, educators, students and the public are invited to learn about some ofthe threatened and thriving species of the
Monterey Bay National Marine Sanetwuy and how they may shape the development offuture Sanctuary management strategies.
"Threatened and Thriving" is a new Sanctuary public awareness campaign that highlights twelve species inhabiting the Monterey
Bay National Marine Sanetwuy.
A free event! Saturday, March 15,2003 8:45 am. to 4:30 p.m. California State University, Monterey Bay, University Center, Sixth
Street, Seaside Registration takes place at the symposium. No pre-registration is necessary.
Program ofEvents:
8:00 - 8:45 am. Registration (This is a free event. No pre-registration
is necessary.)
8:45 ? 9:05 am. Welcome
9:05 ? 10:30 am. Session I Moderator: Andrew DeVogelaere, Research Coordinator, Monterey Bay National Marine Sanetwuy
Jellyfish ofMonterey Bay: The Most Visible Members ofOur Gelatinous Fauna, Kevin Raskhoff, Research Fellow, MBARI
Leatherback Turtles: Threatened Species in a Thriving Ecosystem, Scott Benson, Fishery Biologist, Nat Marine Fisheries
California's Sea Otters: Sentinels For Biological Pollution? Melissa Miller, Veterinary Pathologist, UC Davis
10:30 ? 10:45 a.m. Break
10:45? 12:15 p.m. Session D Moderator: Kaitilin Gaffney, Central Coast Program Director, The Ocean Conservancy
Status and Conservation ofthe Snowy Plover, Kriss Neuman, Biologist, Wetlands Program, Point Reyes Bird Observatory
Krill: Constant Currency in a Fluctuating Pelagic Economy, Baldo Marinovic, Assistant Research Biologist, UCSC
Charting the Sanctuary's Future: The Management Plan Review, William 1. Douros, Superintendent, MB Nat. Marine Sanctuary
12: I 5 - 2:30 p.m. Lunch (on your own), Research Posters, Exhibits and "Threatened and Thriving" Poster Signing
2:30 - 3:15 p.m. Ricketts Memorial Lecture: To be announced
3:30 - 4:30 p.m. Sanetwuy Awards and Reception (sponsored by the Association ofMonterey Bay Area Governments)
Sponsors: Association ofMonterey Bay Area Governments; California
State University, Monterey Bay; Hopkins Marine Station ofStanford
University; Monterey Bay Aquarium; NOAA"s Monterey Bay National Marine
Sanctuary
For more information, call Liz Love at the Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary at (831) 647-4255, or emaii
Iiz.love@noaa.gov; or call Sandy Young at the Association ofMonterey Bay Area Governments at (831 )883-3750 or email
svoung@ambag.org.
Tracking the Pacific Pelagics - Open Ocean Animals (see http://www.toppcensus.orgl
A colorfully designed web site is getting started to provide information about a new project to track marine life
throughout the Pacific Ocean. The Tagging of Pacific Pelagics (TOPP) program will let researchers follow the
journeys of 21 species of open ocean animals, including fishes, sharks, squid, birds, whales, seals and sea lions.
Scientists want to understand the migration patterns of large pelagic animals, to find the *deserts" and the
"watering holes" of the Pacific, and to learn more about the factors creating them. It's part of the ambitious Census
of Marine Life, a 1Q-year effort to understand life in the oceans, past, present and future. TOPP involves more
than 50 scientists from five countries, led by Dr. Barbara Block of Stanford University and the co-director of the
Tuna Research and Conservation Center, Dr. Dan Costa of UCSC, and Dr. Randy Kochevar, of Monterey Bay
Aquarium. As researchers deploy electronic tags on as many as 4000 animals, follow their progress online at the
address above. (This item Is from Monterey Bay Aquarium Sea Notes, Feb. 2003)
Monterey Bay Whale Watch
List of Most Recent Marine Mammal
Sightings in the Monterey Bay Region
Since Nonmber 1,2002
compiled by Monlerey Bay Whale Walch
This list, updated eve!)' few days, includes reported sightings from all boats in the Bay.
Sightings marked • were reported by other boats in the Monterey Bay area, including
fishing, research, private and whale walch boats, as we keep track of all sightings in the
Bay through our sighling network. California Sea Lions, Harbor Seals and Southern Sea
Otters, which are seen on all whale watching trips, are not included in the lisl Each
monlh the sighlings from lhe previous month are moved to a monthly summary list and
plotted on a map.
Date #I Type ofAnbnlll{S)
1122 23 Gray Whales
1600 1.0118 Beaked Common Dolphins
1121 38 Gray Whales
1120 pm. 35 Gray Whales
1120a.m. 47 Gray Whales
30 Pacifie White Sided Dolphins
1200 Risso's Dolphins
300 Northern RighI Whale Dolphins
1119 p.m. 46 Gray Whales
800 Long Beaked Common Dolphins
1I1!l8om. 36 Gray Whales
800 Long Beaked Common Dolphins
1118 p.m. 42 Gray Whales
100 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
1200 Risso's Dolphins
75 Northern Right Whale Dolphins
1I181Lm. 37 Gray Whales
100 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
1200 Risso's Dolphins
7S Northem RighI Whale Dolphins
1/17 25 Gray Whales
1/16 18 Gray Whales
Drawing ofNorthem Right Whale Dolphin
by Richard Ellis, Dolphins and Porpoises,
Knopf: 1996.
1115 16 Gray Whales
3SO Long Bcalted Common Dolphins
1114 p.m. 24 Gray Whales
400 Risso'S Dolphins
1114 80m. 47 Gray Whales
.
1/13 42 Gray Whales
700 Long Beaked Common Dolphins
400 Risso's Dolphins
ISO Northem RighI Whale Dolphins
1112 p.m. 47 Gray Whales
1112 80m. 36 Gray Whales
600 Long Beaked Common Dolphins
1111 p.m. 27 Gray Whales
900 Long Beaked Common Dolphins
1111 80m. 22 Gray Whales
900 Long Beaked Common Dolphins
15 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
SOO Risso's Dolphins
1/10 p.m. 40 Gray Whales
1/10 a.m. 33 Gray Whales
1/9 36 Gray Whales
900 Long Bcalted Common Dolphins
118 33 Gray Whales
VI 24 Gray Whales
116 48 Gray Whales
40 Risso's Dolphins
lIS p.m. IS Gray Whales
lIS 80m. 18 Gray Whales
114 p.m. 21 Gray Whales
114 1Un. 10 Gray Whales
1IJ p.m. 9 Gray Whales
1IJ a.m. 18 Gray Whales
200 Long Beaked Common Dolphins
112 p.m. 10 Gray Whales
200 LoI18 Bcalted Common Dolphins
.
112 a.m. 6 Gray Whales
20 Long Beaked Common Dolphins
111 p.m. 8 Gray Whales
111 a.m. 4 Gray Whales
Monterey Bay Whale Watch
http://www.gowbales.com
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Bottlenose Dolphin
Tursiops truncatus
The bottlenose dolphin is perhaps one of
the most well known cetaceans, because of
its widespread use in marine parks and
research facilities. The bottlenose
dolphin may be best known as ~flipper" (as
seen in the television series). This is
the dolphin most frequently seen along the
shores of the U.S.
Description: This is a relatively robust
dolphin with a usually short and stubby
beak - hence the name "bottlenose." It
has more flexibility in its neck than
other oceanic dolphins, because 5 of the 7
neck vertebrae are not fused together as
in the other oceanic dolphins. There are
18-26 pairs of sharp, conical teeth in
each side of its jaw.
Color: light to slate gray on upper part
of the body, lighter sides, pale pinkish
gray on the belly.
Size: Length 6-12 feet. Weight to 1430
lbs. Males somewhat larger than females.
Fins and flukes: dorsal fin is high and
falcate (curved) and located near the
middle of the back. The flukes are broad
and curved with a deep median notch. The
flippers are of medium length and pointed.
(ASC Fact Sheet)
In Monterey: A few of these dolphins were
noticed in the bay after the EI Nino, warm
water period, in 1982-3, and have become
more abundant. They can be found in small
groups very near shore, often just outside
the breaking surf. They are year-round
inhabitants of Monterey Bay. (Monterey Bay
Whale Watch, http://www.gowhales.com)
To Touch a Wild Dolphin
by Rachel smolker
Souvenir Press, 2001
Rachel Smolker cofounded the Monkey Mia
Dolphin Research Project in 1982, then
spent 15 years involved in remarkable
scientific research about the lives of
wild dolphins. Rachel, a student at UCSC,
heard about friendly bottle-nose dolphins
that had been corning to a western
Australia fishing camp for 50 years. She
made a visit that changed her life. With
the rewards of knOWing individual wild
dolphins came the fascination of
behavioral field studies, and the trials
of insufficient funding for research,
local obstructionists, the impact of
tourists.
Some of her work included: learning to
identify scores of dolphins by their
dorsal fins, realizing the dolphins are
even more intelligent than we thought,
observing tool use, seeing their dark and
violent side, photographing individuals,
recording their whistles and other sounds,
documenting their hunting and fishing
techniques, sexual habits, mother-daughter
relationships, social communication, and
the sometimes violent packs of males.
In reviewing the book, Library Journal
commented on the current state of Monkey
Mia, ~The once-quiet bay is a tourist
resort with sometimes hundreds of people
in the water at once and rangers required
to help keep order, while human waste may
be responsible for the deaths of several
of the main study dolphins. Yet, humans
and dolphins still interact here, with
many safe and beneficial outcomes."
Even knowing that ending, there is a
fascination in the story of the author's
discoveries out among the dolphins, the
joy of long days on and in the water, the
stretch of mentality and research skills
when the dolphins' actions were surprises.
Rachel has continued to stUdy dolphins
in other parts of the world, as well as
primates. She is a research associate at
the University of Vermont and maintains an
affiliation with the Museum of Zoology at
the University of Michigan, where she
completed her doctorate. Married to
biologist Bernd Heinrich, who is most
recently famous for his behavioral studies
of ravens, the two have written articles
about animal behavior.
Blow, Dorsa/Fin and
Fluke Diagram
Drawing from ACS Fact Sheet: Bottlenose
Dolphins, Http://www.acsonline.org
ACS History and Sandy
By Esta Lee Albright
Some news items are just fun to write and this is one of them. For several years this ACS
chapter has had no official historian, which is a position on the Board. In the early 1980s,
chapter treasurer Alison Tomlin kept a scrapbook of news items, program notes and
memorabilia. It's a pleasure to see. Fonner president Milos Radakovich brought it to the
Barbeque last summer. Perhaps this experience raised the idea again that the chapter needs a
historian, so Milos has volunteered. You'll see his name and email address in the "board box"
inside the front cover of this issue. He's no stranger to many local people and he currently leads
Baynet, volunteers who interpret Monterey's marine life right there on the shorelines.
Looking at that board list, I notice names of fonner chapter presidents - maybe a type of
immortality is to remain active in ACS. More likely, we all know we have benefitted
enonnously from ACS and feel it's worth our continuing efforts. It is hard to think ofanother
source of regular, timely information about cetaceans and their world than the speakers in our
meetings. Getting to know people and working together for ACS adds to that kind of discovery.
Some of us have built whole jobs or avocations on that backbone and we're looking to share that
with new people. It's in the best interest of cetaceans that knowledge/understanding grows and
spreads. ACS, and Baynet, are easy, effective, enjoyable ways.
Speaking ofjobs, the return of the scrapbook and Milos have reminded us of Sandy, the
whale sculpture in front of the Pacific Grove Museum. For more than fifteen years local
children have found their interpretation ofgray whales by climbing, stroking, and loving Sandy.
Milos and ACS friends devised and delightfully delivered a campaign to raise money to buy
Sandy. Here's what Milos wrote about it in the Twentieth Anniversary Issue ofSoundings two
years ago (see the ACSMB web site for the complete Anniversary Issue):
[In 1982), the local ACS chapter participated in another community effort: to facilitate the raising of$24,000 for the
purchase of"Sandy", a 25-ft. Gray whale sculpture, for the Pacific Grove Museum ofNatural History. Spearheaded
by local ACS vice president, Milos Radakovich,the program offered to individuals and businesses a chance to buy "shares"
orSandy at $3 per pound ($24,000 18,Ooolb =$3 lib). Within six months, they had raised over $30,000, enough to
purchase Sandy from artist Lany Foster, with enough left over to build a special display pedestal. By surrounding the
kid-friendly Sandy with a sand border, she was made safer to climb. Since then, the Museum has completed a
cetacean wing and is currently exhibiting many ofFoster's whale drawings and paintings.
People who bought a pound of Sandy received a decorative certificate of ownership ofone
pound of the whale. In the midst of this whale ofa sales effort, Milos edited the newsletter and
wrote, in familiar "Milos style" :
At this writing. the "WHALE FUND" at the P.G. Museum ofNatural History is over $14,000, and well 00 its way to
the $24,000 goal we must reach in order to keep SANDY. With close to 5,000 pounds already purchased, at $3 per
pound, those ofyou who have not yet had an opportunity to take part in this worthwhile project will surely want to
do so without delay. I am certain you want to avoid the panic buying that will ensue as the remaining pounds dwindle
to ounces. Recent contributions from the local business community include a $100 donation from L11 Corporation in
Sand City. Glynn and Lori Lockwood, owners ofL11 and members of ACS-Monterey, purchased the 33 113 pounds
of SANDY as a graduation present for their son Robert. I know he will be surprised..... he is expecting a Porsche!
Other than that, it's a great idea. Whale certificates and diplomas just naturally go together!
So it is good to anticipate more direct participation from Milos once again. We can all safely
donate our historical items so that after another ten years the historian's cache will be even bigger.
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American Cetacean Society - Monterey Bay Chapter March 2003
The Newsletter ofthe Monterey Bay Chapter ofACS
AMERICAN CETACEAN SOCIETY - MONTEREY BAY CHAPTER
Monthly meeting at HOPKINS MARINE STATION, Lecture Hall, Boatworks Building
(Across from the American Tin Cannery Outlet Stores)
Date: Thursday, March 27, 2003 Time: 7:30 p.m. Please join us at 7:00 for refreshments
Speaker: Dr. George Matsumoto, Education and Research Specialist, Monterey Bay Aquarium
Research Institute (lv1BARI)
Title: VOYAGE TO THE DAVIDSON SEAMOUNT
The Davidson Seamount, an "undersea island" located 120 kilometers to the southwest ofMonterey, is
one of the largest known seamounts in the U.S. waters: 42 kilometers long (roughly the width ofMonterey
Bay) and rising 2,400 meters from the ocean floor (the height of the Sierras), the summit of this inactive
volcano is still 1,256 meters below the sea surface. Named for George Davidson of the Coast and Geodetic
Survey, it was first mapped in 1933 but only recent advances in technology, such as ROYs, have allowed
comprehensive studies ofthis fascinating and unique area to take place. lv1BARl mounted an expedition to
the Davidson Seamount in 2001, returning again in 2002 in a joint venture with other local institutions and
using the Western Flyer. In addition to its unique shape
and geology, the Davidson seamount has remarkable
biological communities. Waters above its surface are
very productive feeding grounds for a wide variety of
fishes, marine mammals, and seabirds, including alba-
tross and sperm whales. This presentation will focus
on the geology of the seamount and the biology on and
around the seamount. There is interest in seeing the
area incorporated into the Monterey Bay Marine
Sanctuary.
Dr. Matsumoto, who has a special interest in marine
invertebrates, received his Ph.D. from UCLA and
taught marine biology for three years at Flinders Univer-
sity ofSouth Australia before coming to MBARI in
1996, will introduce us to this fascinating and unique
area. Please join us for a special evening.
Wustration of the undersea features of Monterey Canyon and Davidson Seamoun~ based on
SeaBeam bathymetric data. (c) 2003 MBARI Used here with permission ofMBARI
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March 12, Wed.: Friends of Moss Landing Marine Laboratories
present "Monterey Canyon: Super Highway to the Deep-Sea?" a
lecture by Dr. Charles Paull, senior scientist, MBARI. 7 pm, Seminar
Room of MLML. All seminars are free and open to the public. For
more information, call Friends of MLML. (831) 771-4100.
Billie Foreman. Treasurer
Bforeman@nelpipe.com
Jon Hubbard, Recording Secretary
aiko_99@hotrnail.com
Diane Glim. Publicity
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Alan Baldridge, Program Chair
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carol&kcn@nctpipe.com
Barbam Oliver, Newsletter Mailing
bordh@aol.com
Milos Radakovich. Historian
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Scientific Advisory Committee
March 15, Sat.: Sanctuary Currents 2003. Monterey Bay Nat Marine
Sanctuary. "Threatened and Thriving Species: Lessons from the
Sea." at CA State Univ., Monterey Bay, 8 am - 4:30 pm. Free. See
last month's newsletter or call the Sanctuary office at 647-4255.
March 21, Fri.: Moss Landing Marine Labs Seminar, "Building
wetlands. reducing water pollution. and restoring watershed functions
-local lessons for understanding a global problem." Free and open to
the public. 4 pm at MLML.
April 12, Sat.: "Thar She Blows!" Join ACS San Francisco in Pacifica
to spot migrating gray whales in a location different for us: Morl Point,
GGNRA's newest addition. 11 am to 1 pm. For further details and
directions, see the web site at acs-sfbay.org or contact Shari
Snitovsky at shari@acs-sfbay.org.
April 18-20: CA Native Plant Society, 42nd Annual Wildflower Show.
Pacific Grove Museum of Natural History.
Alan Baldridge
Tom Kieckhefer
JoGuerrero
Esta Lee Albright
Jud Vandervere
Jerry Loomis
Libby Osnes·Erie
June 28, Sat.: MBARI Open House, including dockside tours of
vessels, explanations of ROVs, and hands-on exhibits about geology,
chemistry and biology.
March 29 - August 31: Pacific Grove Museum of Natural History,
"Bringing the Condors Home," an exhibit to showcase the difficulties
and triumphs of bringing back this magnificent bird. .... ___
Isoundings
for April:
Materials and
information
needed by
Sun., Mar. 30
Thank You!
Sollndings. ACS Newsletter, Editor
Esta Lee Albright
estaIee@inn:ach.com
Webmaster: Evelyn Starr
ACS Monterey Bay Chapter
www.starrsites.comlacsmb/
P.O. Box HE
Pacific Grove, CA 93950
fotwtlWation. eIUWt.
Carol Maehr, past Vice President of ACS Monterey Bay, a long
time student of Marine Mammals and past Docent Administrator of Point Lobos Docents, has accepted
the position of Conservation Chair of ACS MB. She represents ACS as a member of the important,
"do-much" Sanctuary Conservation Working Group and will report on those meetings in this newsletter.
Welcome, Caroll P.S. It's nice to keep Carol with us for another reason: do you remember her
husband Ken's cool saxophone music at the barbeque last summer? -ela
"Stampede" - or, Some Observations on This Year's Southward Migration
By Esm Lee Albright
"...we decided to sail out the Gate to see how the 'save the whales' campaign was going. Duffel in hand. we
werejust about out the door when a friend with a Cessna offered a completely different vantage point.
Within halfan hour oftaking offfrom San Rafael. we were over Monterey Bay spOiling large pUffi ofsea
sprayfrom southbound grays. Lots ofthem. In fact. it's a dang stampede out there. In two hours. we
counted more than 60 whales. ..
- excerpt from "Sightings• .. an item by Mitch Perkins, Latitude 38, February 2003.
The Gray whale's southward migration is the best known presence of whales in our area. In fact, a large
percentage of local people are not aware that various species of whales are offshore of the Central Coast almost
every month of the year. Ironically, the height ofthe Gray whale migration, mid-January, can be expected to
occur during winter storms, high swells, strong wind and surface chop. This year's southward migration not
only saw better than usual conditions at sea, but a variety of behavioral surprises.
First, a small Gray whale (about 20 feet long) was spotted along the Monterey breakwater and offCannery
Row on November 29, 2002. This youngster, then perhaps slightly less than one year old, may have begun its
southward swim from weaning and feeding grounds off Northern California or Oregon, instead of the
traditional feeding grounds around Alaska. Some mother-calf pairs are seen feeding, and the calves evidently
are weaned, in these other spots. After weaning, the calf is likely to undertake its first southward migration
(several thousand miles) alone.
January 2003 roared in on a gale and cold, wet winter-storm conditions. Whale watch trips were canceled
or uncomfortable. Nobody wanted to spend much time standing on cliffs looking for spouts. But, by mid-
January, there was a lull in the storms and the numbers of whales began to show. At first, they seemed to prefer
a route farther offshore: 5 miles out was not strange.
An unexpected delight was the presence ofherds of Long-beaked common dolphins, Delphinus capensis,
often inside the bay, and always playful around the boat Real crowd pleasers. They were reported on 11 out
of 15 days the last two weeks ofJanuary.
Farther out to sea on January 18, a large herd ofRisso's dolphin, Grampus griseus, seemed to be miIJing
around over a two-mile-square area. A few Pacific white-sided dolphins, Lagenorhynchus obliquidens, were
scattered around, plus a handful of Northem right-whale dolphins. Lissodelphis borealis. In our jaded way, we
are no longer surprised (but always pleased) at multiple species ofdolphins around Monterey, but even
longtime whale watchers must have been thrilled at the numbers of deepwater Risso's and usually rare
Northern right-whale dolphins.
Later that same day, as 10 to' 20 Gray whales came along, the Risso's seemed to split into small pods and
harass small groups of the Grays. As the Risso's swam close to the whales, the Grays would close and swim in
tightly packed groups of 5 or 6 whales. They would speed up (clocked at 5 knots). They would roll sideways.
Edges offlukes would come above the water and flippers were seen. Rostrums rose as whales arched above the
water. Some whales rolled upside down for awhile and throat pleats were out of the water. The Risso's kept
leaping and forcing their way into a group as it moved through the water, mostly oblivious to nearby boats.
A dozen Pacific white-sided dolphins joined the melee, but at the front of the group, leaping and riding the
bow waves created by the lead whales. Northern right-whale dolphins were seen streaking along beside,
keeping a distance from the fray but part of the scene. Amazed whale watchers were even more questioning
about the long pink member that would rise above the water from the underside ofa rolling whale. Whereas
naturalists flounder around for polite euphemisms for the word 'penis,' boat skippers have always called it
"The Pink Floyd." It's hard to say what comes first: mating activity among whales, which then attracts
dolphins, or dolphins creating the excitement that brings on mating activity.
On January 25, while watching Gray whales swimming south offshore, we suddenly came across a small
pod of 3 or 4 whales swimming fast toward the north. Wondering about this, we immediately thouRht of
Continued on the next page
Orcas. and there they were! A spread-out group of 25 to 30 Orcas. Orcillus orca. were swimming along at a
comfortable travel speed northward. After moving along with them a few minutes, we began to think they
resembled the Offshore population of Orcas, and soon Nancy Black (Monterey Bay Whale Watch research
scientist) recognized a few individuals as being Offshores. The north-swimming Gray whales had kept going
north and east, while the Orcas swam along at a steady pace right on past. We wondered that the Gray whales
didn't seem to make the distinction between possible sounds made by these fish-eating Offshores and the calls
of mammal-eating Transient Orcas.
At the beginning of February, numbers of whales were still high, though maybe not up to the rush
reported in mid-January. (See Sightings: http://www.gowhales.coml Two Transient Orcas were spotted on
two different days, traveling through the migration path but not seen making a kill. These two males,
identified as CA 25 and CA 30, have been seen together again and again in recent years. They were known to
'take' a Gray whale calfon their own in a fonner year. Two large male orcas, possibly brothers, swimming
fast, close together, seem to be the epitome of p-o-w-e-r.
By February 8, we had that disorienting experience brought by seeing Gray whales swimming north on
one side of the boat and others swimming south on the other side ofthe boat. We have to wonder what
prompts some whales to tum around(?) down south somewhere, and to head for the feeding grounds while
others are still following instincts south. Northbound whales seem to come along the Big Sur coast, fairly
close to shore until they reach Cypress Point, past Cannel Bay. They often then swing outward toward Ano
Nuevo and a beeline to Alaska and food.
At the end of the first week in February, conditions and whales were still optimal. Toward the end ofone
wann, windless, sunny afternoon, we could sit offshore and listen to whales breathe as they peacefully swam
along. The Gray whale migration, closer to shore than most other whales come, draws a multitude of boats.
Both private and professional boat operators, ~ ~
without adequate instruction in whale watching
etiquette, and with zeal to please 'friends or
customers quickly, may use some whale
watch practices less than desirable for the
whales: quick acceleration around the whales,
fast approach toward whales, changing engine
noise and gears, multiple boats around the
same whales. Experienced drivers learn that,
with a lot ofpatience, boats dispersed widely,
and slow, steady boat handling, watchers can see
the whales obviously relax, slow, and swim their
timeless progress - spouts glowing in the
low afternoon light, backs glistening mottled gray,
then the cmves of tail flukes as the whales sound
into the world they alone know well.
Graphics credits this issue:
Gray whale s by Robin Makowski. Silhouettes of dolphins by Robert Western.
Whale Watch in Monterey - Companies that have supported ACS Monterey Bay:
Monterey Sport Fishing Monterey Bay Whale Watch
372-2203 375-4658
Two News Items about Whale Watching
Excerpts from pbstings on Whale Watch Listserv. Request complete articles at estalee(@inreach.com.
Educational Value
CanadianRussell, C.L. &Hodson, 0.(2002). Whalewatching as critical science education?
Journal of Science, Mathematics and Technology Education, 2(4),485-504.
Abstract: While the educational value of whalewatching has often been proclaimed, there has been
little research on the topic. This article, based on a case study conducted in Tadoussac, Quebec,
focuses on whalewatching's ability to act as a form of critical science education. Discussion of
learning outcomes and learning desires of 31 whalewatchers forms the core of the article. Key
issues that emerge include the need for interpreter training, epistemic responsibility of scientists,
and the role of conservation and advocacy in whalewatching interpretation.
Humpback Whale Watching In the Kerama islands
David Knickerbocker JapanUpdate.com February 7,2003
In recent years, many countries are finally beginning to realize that these mammals have a greater economic value
alive than dead and whale watching has become and extremely popular and lucrative activity in Japan! Every year,
Humpback whales migrate from the Northern ocean to the warm and gentle waters of the Kerama islands to breed.
Being in such close proximity to Okinawa, this provides a great chance for many to get out in the deep blue sea and
experience an exhilarating day of whale watching!
I took my first whale watching' tour on Monday, February 3, just two days after the official start of the whale watching
season. The sky was blue and the breeze was gentle. It was a beautiful day for taking a boating trip! We met at the
Tomari port in Naha City at 9:15 a.m. and checked in with our tour at the front desk in the lobby of the Tomari port.
There, we received our tickets and were given instructions for boarding the ferry bound for Tokashiki island. The ferry
left at about 10 a.m., and an hour or 50 later we arrived at Tokashiki. Upon arrival, we were greeted by the staff of Sea
Friend, our tour guides for the trip, and were brought into a briefing room where we were told what to expect. We were
also given a pamphlet in both English and Japanese describing some of the humpbacks' behaviors and other related
facts. Fifteen minutes later, we were loaded onto a small boat and sped out to the spot where spotters high up in the
hills of Tokashiki had taken notice of whale spouts.
At first, there was nothing to be seen, and a few on the boat were getting worried that we wouldn't see anything. The
guests on the boat were more or less a quiet crOWd. but as soon as the first spout had been seen, we all got very
excited! Many jumped out of their seats and exclaimed, "Sugoi! ~ow!)" The first whale had been sighted. The boat
came to a complete stop and we were finally allowed out of our seats. A few of us brave ones went up to the front of
the boat, but the waves, even on such a nice day, made walking a pretty difficult task! Nobody seemed to mind,
though. It took a real talent to maintain your balance. Over time, more and more whales surfaced, spouted mist high
up in the air, did tail slaps, pee slaps, f1uke(tail)-up dives, and f1uke-down dives, each time drawing applause from us
spectators! One whale surprised all of us by surfacing less than ten feet away from the front of our boat! "Blkuri!
(Surprised!), Su-ge (AmaZing!)," shouted one woman.
My first whale watching experience was terrific! However, almost as fascinating as the whale's actual presence was
watching them transform a group of qUiet, reserved passengers into a shouting, almost childlike, group of onlookers!
The trip was really amazing. It's something I won't forget and can only look forward to the next chance I get. Whale
watching was more than I had expected!
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Keep hands off friendly whale. Mounties warn
Dangers ignored as locals from Vancouver Island dangle children over orca's gaping Jaws: One charge laid
Mark Hum, National Post, February 13, 2003
(Ed. note: Here are excerpts of this article as posted on the Whale Watch Listserv, Oceans Blue Foundation, 2/18/03.
Complete article available from me at estalee@inreach.com. Problems caused by undue curiosity about marine
mammals are familiar to Monterey folks, especially to the 30 - 40 volunteers that made up "BeachwatchQ and
monitored beached marine mammals in the 1980s and 1990s, a program of the ACS Monterey Bay and now of
BayNet. - ELA)
VANCOUVER - It didn't take long for the docks in Gold River to tum into a zoo after a lonely killer whale who craves
social contact showed up. Now, aLithorities are so alarmed about the bizarre and dangerous interactions on the
waterfront with Luna, a young Orca, that scientists are debating risk- management strategies and the RCMP has
cracked down.
Rumours have been swirling for months in Gold River, a small town on the west coast of Vancouver Island, about
locals dangling their children's legs in the whale's gaping jaws, about feeding it by hand and reaching out to touch its
tongue.
RCMP Corporal Jacquie Olsen, who has made repeated trips' to the dock to disperse crowds of gawkers and would-be
whale touchers, decided she had heard enough. On Friday. she laid what might be British Columbia's first charge of
harassing a whale by patting it. And there may be more to come. "I won't stop at one. I will charge anyone I see
harassing that whale. I hope it will stop at one. I hope the message we are sending is clear. But knowing human
nature, I have my doubts," she said yesterday in an interview from the Gold River police detachment.
Cpl. Olsen said a lot of effort has gone into educating people about the danger of interacting with Luna since the
whale showed up in the area two years ago. At first, the whale was down the inlet, removed from the community. But it
followed boats closerto the town, and eventually ended up hanging around the docks. Sports' fishennerr fed it salmon.
There was a story that one fisherman fed it a bag of chocolate chip cookies.
Gradually, Luna, an immature male known to scientists as l-98, became habituated to humans. "We have heard of
people swimming with him, dangling children in his mouth.... There was a report of people going down to the dock
afterthe baremptied out and trying to feed him beer and stuff something in his blow hole," Cpl. Olsen said.
''There were crowds gathering down there ... people have been calling him, jumping on the dock, trying to attract him.
"It's got to the point where people feel they have the right to do what they want with him. And of course they don't."
Cpl. Olsen said a large sign was posted at the dock, warning people not to feed the whale. And she repeatedly issued
warnings. A group known as the Marine Mammal Monitoring Program. or M3, hired two whale watchers last summer
to stay in the area-observing Luna and ask people to stop feeding or touching the whale. But·none of that has worked.
"Some days there would be 75 people on the docks," said lorraine Howatt, who works at Air Nootka, a f1oat-plane
service with an office on the Gold River docks. "I've seen people feed him fish ... they splash the water with their
hands to attract him. They pet him. It's horrible. I've gone down there and told them, 'You are only hurting the whale.
His blood will be on your hands, because if he hurts someone one day, they may kill him.' But they don't listen, they
just say: 'He's a wild whale. He belongs to everyone.'" Ms. Howatt said she was pleased the RCMP has finally
charged someone.
"I think that has got the message across," she said yesterday. "It worked. On a nice day like today there is usually a
crowd down on the dock looking for the whale. Today, there are only two or three people." She is worried about what
will happen in the summer when the tourists flock to the Gold River waterfront.
John Ford, one of the world's leading killer whale experts, agrees. "The biggest threat to Luna right now is humans,"
said Mr. Ford, the senior marine mammal scientist at the federal government's Pacific Biological Station, in Nanaimo.
He said scientists have been monitoring Luna for about two years, after reportswere received of an isolated killer
whale in Nootka Sound. "It is extremely unusual to have a lone, young, resident killer whale ... I can tell you this, if
people want this whale to survive, they've got to back off and leave him alone."
Monterey Bay Whale Watch
List of Most Recent Marine Mammal
Sightings in the Monterey Bay Region
2118 8 Gray Whales
1121 p.m. 3 Gra~' Whales
1111 No trip (welltber)
2'21 a.m. 9 Grav Whales
250 Ri~'s Dolphins
http://www.gowhales.com/sig!ltings/
:Vll 8 Gray Whales
1700 Long Beaked Common Dolphins
:VIa 12 Gray Whales
1000 Long Beaked Common Dolphins •
.lllO Risso's Dolphins
-_.~.'
2J9 p.m. 1\ Gray Whales
2J9 a.m. 9 GrayWhalcs
2 Killer Whales·
-
li8 p.m. 16 GrayWhaics
118 a.m. 8 Gray Whales
:2 Killer Whales
75 Risso's Dolphins
:zt7 p.m. 16 Gray Whales
:zt7 a.m. 20 Gray Whales
116 18 Gray Whales
g Killer Whales •
115 22 Gray Whales
:Vol 12 Gray Whales
6 DaU's Porpoise:
2IJ 16 Gray Whales
250 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
112 p.m. 13 Gray Whales
--~_.~- --._-- ---_...
2'2 a.m. 16 Gray Whales I
30 Pacific While Sided Dolphins
5 Dall's Porpoise
\I 10 Gray Whales1I1a.lI\.
9 GrJy Whales
-to Pacific While Sided Dolphins
12 Gray Whales
15 Pa~lic While Sided Dolphins
16 Gray Whales
10 Pacific While Sided Dolphins
10 Gray Whales
700 Long Beaked Common Dolphins
13 Gray Whales
9 Gray Whala
.wo Long Beaked Common Dolphins
20 Pacific While Sided Dolphins
---------- .. _..-
1113
1114 a.m.
1114 p.m.
1115 a.m.
1115 p.m.
1116 a.m. 12 Gray Whales
1100 Long Beaked Common Dolphins
1116 p.m. 23 Grav Whales
t 100 looK Bca..ed Cummun Dulphirnl
1117 a.m. 21 Gray Whales
SOO Long Beaked Common Dolphins
200 Pacific While Sided Dolphins
2119 6 Gray Whales
10 Pacific While Sided Dolphins
1117 p.m. 12 Grav Whales
300 Pacltic While Sided Dolphins
:w Northern 'Risht Whale Dolphins
1120
DlIle # Type or Animal(s)
3f1 p.lI\. 26 Gray Whales
60 Pacific While Sided Dolphins
Jlla.m. 23 GravWhales
45 Ri~'s Dolphins
2128 p.m. 21 Gray Whales
'---
2'28 Dom. 25 Gray Whales
IS Killer Whales
2'27 16 GravWhales
60 Pacific While Sided Dolphins
2'Z6 IS Gray Whales
400 Long Beaked Common Dolphins
2'2S 13 Gray Whales
450 Long Beaked Common Dolphins
2'24 8 Gray Whales
400 Long Beaked Common Dolphins
2I2J p.m. 14 Gray Whales
500 Long Beaked Common Dolphins
50 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
1200 Risso's Dolphins
600 Northern Righi Whale Dolphins
1113 a.m. 21 GrayWhales
500 Long ~k~ Common Dolphins
25 Pacific While Sided Dolphins
2'22 p.m. 12 GrayWhalcs
1500 Long Beaked Common Dolphins
20 Risso's Dolphins
2'21 Dom, 7 Gray Whales
200 Pacific While Sided Dolphins
600 Risso's Dolphins
400 Northern Right Whale Dolphins
Noteworthy Elkhorn Slough Foundation
Invasions of non-native organisms are now considered one of the leading causes of loss ofglobal
biodiversity. Hundreds of aquatic species have been introduced by humans, intentionally and
accidentally, to coastal regions around the world, and some have been shown to have dramatic
and detrimental effects on native ecosystems. To learn how you can help us keep an eye out for
the "least wanted" invaders, watch for the useful booklet, "Least Wanted Aquatic Invaders for
Elkhorn Slough and the Monterey Bay Area."
DavidL. Beck, writing Jan. 16, 2003, in the-San Jose Mercury News, called Elkhorn Slough
Foundation "a model of environmental stewardship," in his article with the headline: "Slough
becomes useful. naturally - Elkhorn Foundation promotes proper farming, conservation."
Read more at the Elkhorn Slough Foundation web site: http://www.elkhomslough.org,
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AMEUCANCETACEAN SOCffiTY-MONTEREY BAY CHAPTER
Monthly meeting at HOPKINS MARINE STATION, Lecture Hall, Boatworks Building
(Across from the American Tin Cannery Outlet Stores)
Time: Meeting starts
promptly at 7:30 p.m.
Please join us for
refreshments at 7:00.
Speaker: Ree BreMin,
Education Department,
Monterey Bay Aquarium
Title: Belugas: management of ancients in a modem world,
Belugas have inhabited the Arctic for thousands ofyears and probably wouldcontinue to do just
fine ifsimply left alone. However, commercial harvests in the 1800's and 1900's knocked some
populations down to low numbers. Some of these dwindling populations are now threatened with
modem challenges such as hydroelectric dams, shipping traffic, and industrial pollution. Yet modem
_ technology may also offer hope in the effort to understand this species, their migratory patterns, and
population structure. In many areas, Belugas are an important food source for the Inuit people still
making a living from the sea and land. Inuit hunters have worked closely with biologists to collect
tissue samples for genetic analysis. A look at the mitochondrial DNA ofBelugas from popu-
lations all across the Canadian Arctic has revealed some surprising results about their populations
and their behavior. This talk is based upon research done by Ree for her Masters of Science in
Biology at both Queen's and McMaster Universities in Canada between 1986 and 1992. It will
emphasize the natural history ofBelugas, the cultural heritage of the Inuit, and challenges facing
Canadians today.
Ree Brenoin is currently working at the Monterey Bay Aquarium teaching Volunteer Guides, She
also teaches an introductory class in Marine Mammals at Monterey Peninsula College, has taught
Environmental Science and Policy at Monterey Institute of International Studies, and has worked
as a natural history guide for Lindblad Expeditions in Baja and Southeast Alaska.
Please join us for a chance to learn not only about this fascinating species but also for a glimpse
into the life of the Inuit peoples of Canada.
Drawing by Richard Ellis. "Flexibility of the neck ofthe beluga. DeJphinaplerus Jeucas." BOOK OF WHALES. Knopf. 1980.
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Past hut noteworthy - March 13 :
Southern Resident Killer Whales Sighted in Monterey Bay
Members ofL pod, part of the southern resident Killer ~ale community .
that frequents the inland waters ofPuget Sound and Strait of Juan ~e Fuca. In
Washington State and British Columbia during the summer, were Sighted In
Monterey Bay on March 13,2003. Leon Oliver, captain of the Magnum
Force, first spotted the whales and alerted Monterey Bay Whale ~atch
captain David Lemon and naturalist Katherine Whitaker. Kathenne
recognized that the whales were not our "regular" Killer Whales that occur
in the area, and noted some distinct marks in the saddles ofsome animals. In
addition, their behavior was unlike those ofKiller Whales seen here and she
suspected they might be residents. She encouraged passengers who took
photographs to send them to marine biologist Nancy Black. A photograph
taken by David Moore, a passenger aboard the Monterey Bay Whale Watch
trip, was sent to Nancy, who has been studying the Killer Whales in
Monterey Bay for over 15 years. Nancy then sent the photo to Dave Ellifrit,
biologist for the Center for Whale Research in Friday Harbor, Washington.
Dave confinned that this whale was the male L71.
Nancy Black, http://www.gowhales.com
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March 30
Fin Whales in the Area
Fishennen in the far-flung, dedicated fleet on Opening Weekend for salmon
sport fishing reported two Fin whales off Cannel Highlands. Fin whales
have been noted off Southern CA during the winter, according to Richard
Ternullo. Almost as long as Blue whales, Fin whales have a similar tall
spout. Known as "The Greyhounds of the Sea," Fin whales swim fast and
change position with speed frustrating to humans trying to get an ID on
them.
March 9
First Humpback Whale
"About 25 miles offshore we were somewhat surprised to find the first
HUMPBACK WHALE ofthe season. A curiously small and solitary one at
that." This is from the trip report for the Monterey Bay Whale Watch
Seabird Cruise. During his presentation to ACSMB, John Calambok idis
told us some of the early spring Humpbacks seen here are from Isla Socorro,
south ofthe Baja Peninsula. That small group ofhumpbacks feeds in Alaska instead ofjoining other humpbacks
from that general area, and west of Central America, feeding offMonterey. The sighting was too brief, and there
were not good views of the flukes, to allow a photo lD of the whale for comparison in the Cascadia Research
catalog ofCalifornia humpback sightings. On March 29, the fourth humpback sighting of the spring was made
west ofPebble Beach by whale watch boats from Monterey Sport Fishing and Randy's.
Carol Maehr Puts ACSMB Back on the Conservation Train
Our new Conservation Chair, Carol Maehr, is busy in the thick of things. The items on this page
and the next are offered here with thanks to Carol.
Two Petitions will be available to sign at the next ACS meeting (Apri/). They are to:
1. EXXON MOBIL CORP & SHELL OIL CO.: Exxon and Shell's offshore oil and gas
developments at Sakhalin Sea (Russia) is effecting the critically endangered western North
Pacific stock of gray whales. We urge you to stop offshore developments and save this species of
whales.
. 0'7'\
• '..b~ ......
. II.J~.,,"
We understand the NMFS has received a request from the U.S. Minerdls Management Service of the . ·'~'t}
Department of the Interior for authorization to harass small numbers ofmarine mammals, incidental to
conducting seismic surveys in the GulfofMexico. We urge you to deny this request.
In order to promulgate regulations and issue the requested Letters ofAuthorization NMFS must determine
that takings will have no impact on the affected species and stocks ofmarine mammals. To do an adequate
study will take time and until such a study is completed no seismic surveys should be authorized.
2. PRESIDENT BUSH: Japan's resumption of commercial whaling is in open defiance of the
International Whaling Commission ban. I urge you to invoke economic sanctions against Japan
until Prime Minister Junichiro Koizumi calls off the whale kill.
These petitions are from the Oceanic Society. When we fill them I will return them to their San
Francisco office. They will forward them on to the appropriate addresses.
Sperm whales may be harassed in the Gu/fofMexico.
Here is the letter that Alan Baldridge and Carol Maehr drafted, to be mailed April 1.
fROM: AmlriCU CltlClan SoclllV.Montln, Ba, OhaPl8r
TO: Obler. Marin. Mammal Oonl8rvauon DMaIDn. omc. or Protected BesourC8s,lIl11onll Marlol RIII.rl81
Dear Chief,
Sperm whales have an unusual and distinctive life hi~tory. Most oftheir lives are spent at great depth. Little
is known about their life in the deep sea. It is known that this species uses underwater sound to search for
prey, to communicate with conspecifics, to facilitate mating and mother/calfinteractions.
Any human generated sounds that would interfere with these activities should be disallowed,
unless there is conclusive evidence that shows that seismic surveys cause negligible disturbance and
disruption.
Ifthe decision is made to issue Letters of Authorization we urge you to offer as much protection for marine
mammals as possible.Seismic activity should not occur in areas that are frequented by the endangered spenn
whale (U.S. Endangered Species Act). Areas where migration, breeding and calf rearing activity occurs
should be given full protection.
If information is available that sperm whales are not impacted by such activity, please forward such
information to us.
Sincerely, Carol Maehr, ConservationChair, American Cetacean Society, Monterey Chapter
Drawing ofgray whale rising to surface with baleen straining food: Robin Makowski
Environmental Oresnizations Object to Cruise Ship's Dumpine
Below is the text ora letter that was sent to the City ofMonterey and signed by representatives from The ocean Conservancy,
Defenders ofWildlife. Save Our Shores, ACSMB, Bluewater Network, Friends of the Sea Otter. and the Ventana Chapter of the
Sierra Club. Copies went to elected officials and the Sanctuary.
To Mayor Albert and Members of the City Council, Monterey March 6,2003
Re Request for Prohibition on Cruise Ship Visits to Monterey
Please accept the following comments on behalfofThe Ocean Conservancy, Save Our Shores, Friends ofthe Sea Otter,
Oceana. Defenders of Wildlife, Bluewater Network, Sierra Club-Ventana Chapter, American Cetacean Society-Monterey Bay
Chapter. Collectively our organizations represent thousands ofMonterey Bay area residents. many of whom are your constituents
as residents of the City ofMonterey. We are writing to urge your Council to prohibit cruise ships from visitins Monterev unless.
and until, it is clear to the public that there is an effective system in place to protect the Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary
from cruise ship pollution.
Many ofour organizations have been involved in recent efforts to develop policies at the local, state, and federal levels to
insure that, as cruise ship traffic grows, it does not occur at the expense of protecting our natural environment. We were pleased
with the voluntary commitment by cruise lines visiting Monterey in 2002 and 2003 to hold their waste while in the waters of the
Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary. However, we have also consistently voiced caution in relying on voluntary measures and
have urged adoption ofenforceable regulations and effective monitoring programs.
We were extremely disheanened to learn that Crystal Cruise Lines admitted to dumping a variety of wastes in the
Sanctuary during its visit to Monterey in October 2002. We also understand that the Crystal Hamrony failed to fonow the
Sanctuary's designated vessel traffic lanes, as they had also committed to do. These lanes are in place to reduce the likelihood of
large vessel collisions and offer protection to our wildlife and water quality. Although we were upset to learn that Crystal Cruise
Lines violated their commitment to the City ofMonterey, the Monterey Bay Sanctuary and the community, we were equally
disturbed that it took five months for this violation to become public.
Crystal Cruise Lines' dumping ofwaste in the Sanctuary and their reluctance to publicly acknowledge their discharge
makes perfectly clear both that voluntary measures are not sufficient and that the existing system oftracking these voluntary
measures is woefully inadequate.
Given the City's inability to assure the public that the Monterey Bay is being protected from cruise ship dumping, we urge
you not to allow any cruise ship visits unless and until these very serious problems can be addressed and a workable system of
monitoring cruise ship visits can be developed. Our organizations are ready and willing to assist in development ofsuch a program
and look forward to working with the city on this issue.
Thank you for your consideration of these comments. (Signed by representatives or8 organizations )
#-#
City ofMonterey
Recommended Additions to Cruise Ship Action Plan (passed by the Monterey City Council 4/18/03)
· Action: Ifany cruise ship violates it written agreement with the City ofMonterey or the Monterey Bay National Marine
SanctulUY (MBNMS), the City will not welcome it, and will withhold all City services for future visits of that ship.
· Action: The Captain, or his designee, will communicate with the Monterey Harbormaster"s Office immediately upon leaving
the boundaries of the MBNMS as to whether or not any discharges occurred. Additionally, the cruise ship company shall
provide a written report within 14 days oftheir ship"s visit to Monterey detailing any discharges and tank storage levels.
· Action: The City will provide an agreement to be completed by the cruise ship company prior to each ship visit. This
agreement, to be signed by authorized cruise ship representatives, will state the City"s conditions on the ship visit and
reponing requirements.
· Action: The City will again request that the MBNMS initiate a scientific study ofthe environmental effects ofcurrently legal
discharges within the Sanctuary by ships ofaU types.
(It was explained that Action #4 really means it hopes to enlist the help of NOM in this study)
Also added was a resolution to ban the Crystal Hannony from ever coming to Monterey and to ban all Crystal Cruise Line ships
from comins to Monterey for 15 years. (This is, ofcourse, in response to the confession ofCrystal Cruise Lines that their ship, The
Harmony, made discharges into the Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary when it was here in October, 2002. This was in direct
violation oftheir agreement with the city of Monterey.)
-·Carol urges everyone interested in this issue/plan to contact Bill Douros at the Sanctuary office and enccurage strong regulations.
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Reporting Stranded Marine Mammals
Monterey Peninsula's beaches have been a target for marine mammals for many years. Some,
such as elephant seals, often haul out to rest. Others are wounded, diseased, starving or dying.
It takes an experienced, trained observer to evaluate the condition ofa beached marine mammal.
Rescue methods call for strength, team work and skill. The web sites of The Marine Mammal
Center and Monterey Bay Aquarium have valuable information for people who frequent our
shorelines and are likely to see marine mammals out ofthe water. In case you don't have a
computer, or ifyou don't cany one in your hiking gear or vehicle, here's an info sheet.
Telephone Numbers
Stranded seals, sea lions, dolphins and whales, call the The Marine Mammal Center:
San Luis Obispo County to Mendocino County (415) 289-SEAL (7325)
Outside this range, call NOAA's 24-hour line 1.800.853.1964
Stranded sea otters, call the 24-hour sea otter emergency number:
Monterey Bay Aquarium : (831) 648-4840
To report dead sea otters
Monterey County and to the north, Monterey Bay Aquarium: (831) 648-4840
Cambria to Pt. Conception, Mike Harris ofCA Fish and Game: (805) 772-1135
Big Sur to Cambria, Brian Hatfield, USGS Biological Res. Div.: (805) 927-3893
"Is it normal for marine mammals to be on land?"
(From the web page for TMMC, hnp://www.marinemammal center,or/what we do/fags.asp)
Yes, most pinnipeds (seals and sea lions) haul out (rest on shore) for varying lengths oftime. They haul
out to give birth, to nurse pups, to breed, or simply to rest and sleep. The Centr has volunteers trained to
assess animals onshore ot determine ifthey are healthy and merely resting, or if they are sick. While
one normally thinks ofsea otters as living solely in the water, they also occasionally haul out on shore,
rocks, or docks. Sea turtles come ashore to lay eggs, but not in northern California. Therefor, a sea
turtle on shore within The Center's rescue range is probably suffering from cold shock and in need of
rescue. Cetaceans (whales, dolphins and porpoises) never haul out on land, so a dolphin, porpoise, or
whale stranded on land is always in danger. Most often these animals are sick and in need of veterinary
care, so they should never be pushed back into the water unless a trained individual has assessed the
animal and determined that that is the best course of action.
Observe animals from at least 50Jeet away, Jarther when the animal has young or
appears agitated. Do not touch orJeed the animal. Do not pour water on it. Keep
people and dogs away.
How to report a stranded sea otter:
(httm11www.montereybayaguarium.orglcr/cr sorac/sorac stranded.asp)
copyright 1999-2003. Monterey Bay Aquarium Foundation.
Follow these steps ifyou come across an otter you think is ill or abandoned:
I. Don't touch it or try to catch it - it's illegal, and sea otters can bite. Don't pick up an otter pup that seems to be alone in
the water - its mother is probably diving for food nearby.
2. Keep people and pets away from the otter. Don't wrap a stranded otter in a blanket - it will overheat very quicldy.
3. Call one of the marine mammal agencies listed below to report the stranding. Wildlife rehabilitation specialists win come
and determine whether the otter needs help. Ifit does, they'll capture it and take it in for care.
REMEMBER. sea otters are wild animals and can deliver a severe bite! They're protected undertwo federal acts: the u.s.
Endangered Species Act and the Marine Mammal Protection Act. Only authorized wildlife rehabilitators - like our sea otter
program staff- are allowed to catch or move them.
.. To report a stranded otter, contact one of the following agencies:
In Central California
-Monterey Bay Aquarium (831) 648-4840
(sea otter 24-hour emergency line)
• The Marine Mammal Center's Moss
Landing branch (831) 633-6298
Statewide
·California Marine Mammal Center
(415) 289-SEAL
• California Department ofFish and
Game(CDFG) (916)653-7764
What to do if you find a stranded marine mammal:
Chttp://www.marinemammalcenter.org/what we do/rescuelwhattodo.asp)
copyright 2002 The Marine Mammal Center. All rights reserved.
- .
Drawing of harbor seal: Robert Western
I. Do not touch, pick up, or feed the animal. Do not return the animal to the water. Seals and sea lions temporarily "haul
out" on land to rest and mothers briefly leave their pups while at sea. A beached whale or dolphin should be reported
immediately.
2. Observe the animal from a distance of a~ least 50 feet. Keep people and dogs away.
3. Note the physical characteristics like size, absence or presence ofexternal ears, and fur color. This will help us determine
the species and what rescue equipment and volunteers are needed.
4. Note the animal's condition. Is it weak and gaunt? Are there any open wounds?
5. Does it have any identification tagS or markings?
6. Determine the exact location of the animal for accurate directions. We can't rescue an animal if we can't find it.
7. Ifyou're in our rescue range (San Luis Obispo County through Mendocino County, California) call The Marine Mammal
Center at 415.289.SEAL with as much of the above information as you have.
8. Ifyou're not in our rescue range (San Luis Obispo County through Mendocino County, California), please contact the
National Oceanic Atmospheric Administration's 24 hour phone line 1.800.853.1964 or refer to the National Marine Fisheries
Service Regions Stranding Participants Hotlines page:
http://www.nmfs.noaa.gov/protJes/PR2/Health_and_Strandin!LResponse_Programlmms_hotiines.htm
Marine Mammals are protected by federal law. It is illegal for unauthorized persons to touch, harass or prompt the animal in
any way to change its natural behavior. It's also stressful to the wild animal!
TMMC rescue line operates 24 hours a day. Our hospital facilihies are open to visitors daily from 10:00 am to 4:00 pm.
This information is available in a printed rescue card vel'$ion. To request a large quantity of printed rescue cards, please
contact the Marketing Department at 415.289.7341.
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AMERICAN CETACEAN SOCIETY - MONTEREY BAY CHAPTER
Monthly meeting at HOPKINS MARINE STATIONt Lecture Hallt Boatworks Building
(Across from the American Tin Cannery Outlet Stores)
Date: ThursdaYt May 29th 2003
Time: 7:30 p.m. (Please join us at 7:00 for Refreshments)
Speaker: Jason Gedamket UC Santa Cruz
Title: DwarfMinke Whales in Australia: the role of song in maintaining acoustic "territories" on
the Great Barrier Reef.
Humpbac~ Bowheadt Fint Blue and Minke whales all produce varied forms of song that are often
speculated to be associated with breeding. This study has shown that DwarfMinke Whales, sighted
on the Great Barrier Reef, sing a strikingly complex and unusual song. The uniquely curious
behavior ofthe whales in this population permitted a detailed investigation ofthe function oftheir
song and other sounds as whales closely circled a boat for hours on end. A remote array of
hydrophones was also used to passively monitor the spacing behavior and movements ofsinging
whales from afar. Finally, playbacks to the whales showed that such songs are used to maintain
spacing between singing animals.
Jason Gedamke is completing this work for his Ph.D. degree at DC Santa Cruz. ACSIMB has
supported his work with a research grant. Jason spoke to us previously prior to beginning his field
work. He is a lively, entertaining and highly infonnative speaker who has spent four seasons on the
Great Barrier Reef, taking advantage of these curious and tame animals in their clear water
environment offLizard Island.
Please join us for an unusual presentation of an exciting study.
(Drawing ofMinke Whale by Richard Ellis, The Book ofWhales, Knopf, 1980)
ACS Monterey Buy Chapter website: www.stan.Sites.COmlBCsmbl
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May 6: "Nocturnal Foraging Ecology and Activity Budget of
Sea Otters (Enhydra lutris) in Elkhorn Slough, CA."
Thesis defense, Sara Wilkin. 4pm •
Moss Landing Marine Lab. Seminar Room
May 17: Snapshot Day. a Coast-wide event
for the first time. This is the day when samples ofwater (creeks
and streams) entering the Monterey Bay National Marine
Sanctuary. To volunteer, contact MBNMS
May 31: Deadline for news, events. articles for June Soundings.
Webmaster: Evelyn Starr
Soundings. ACS Newsletter, Editor
Esta Lee Albright
esta1ce@inreach.com
June 28: Open House at MBARI. including dockside
tours of vessels. exhibits. etc. Moss Landing.
June 26: ACS regular meeting.
July 26: ACS Barbecue at Indian Hills. Pebble Beach
March 29 - August 31: "Bringing the Condors Home." Pacific
Grove Museum ofNatural History. This exhibit showcases the
difficulties and triumphs ofbringing back this magnificent bird.
~dbieJ'
Increase in Gray Whale Calves
Two counts of Gray Whale Calves are underway in Central and Southern California, and both are encouraging.
(Email report from Wayne Perryman, 4/30/03, biologist with National Marine Fisheries Service, gray whale survey
site at Pt. Piedras Blancas north ofMoITOW Bay)
We have an advantage for our survey in that we see all the calves of the migration. Our big day so far was 21
calves and our total now stands at 204 pairs. This is a good year for reproduction in this population.
(Email report from Alisa Schulman-Janiger, ACS Los Angeles, 4/26/03)
The ACS Los Angeles chapter gray whale survey project staff are doing great with our calf counts. Yesterday's
3 cow/calf pairs brought us up to 73 northbound cow/calfpairs, one more than the TOTAL count for last season
(72). At this time last season, we only had 47. We are now at our highest calf count (to date) in five years, Our
highest calfday was 9 calves, seen on 14 April. We will be conducting our counts through at least 15 May, so we
potentially could go over 100 calves this season !
," ,y:. ceo _HOORAY!
~
Researchers Observe 16 Right Whale Calves (Stellwagen Bank Notes. Winter-Early Spring, 2003)
Cetacean researchers have been pleasantly surprised with the observation of 16 [North Atlantic] right whale
calves to date this year (additional individuals may be added to the list as late births are recorded and previously
unsighted whales appear in feeding grounds). The newborns and their mothers were spotted ofT the Georgia and
Florida coasts, the only known breeding ground for these critically endangered mammals. Although a smaller
number than the past two years (22 and 31 respectively in 2000/1 . .
and 200112), this year's number continues the mini-baby boom.
During the late 1990's, calving rates had dropped into the single
numbers. Scientists estimate that there are only 300-350 northern
right whales left in the North Atlantic.
Entanglements with fishing gear and boat strikes present constant
threats to these massive, but slow-moving animals.
Good News for NW Orcas (KOMO StafflNews Services~ CBC News British Columbia, April 14/15,2003
A leading British Columbia whale researcher says he's heartened by the births of five killer whales in the
waters surrounding Vancouver Island in the past year. Dr. John Ford of the Pacific Biological Station says the
births are significant because of ongoing concerns
about B.C.'s declining orca population. Five calves
have been born since last summer and one died,
leaving thepopulation at a still-precarious 84 orcas.
"I don't know if it is a record or not," Ford said,
"but it is a big jump after the last couple ofyears
anyway. It does give cause for encouragement.
Even a few more offspring can make a big
difference, but it may not represent the long term.
(Continued next page)
(Babies cont. from previous page)
When this population is as small as it is, a few
extra deaths or births from average can make the
difference between a decline and an increase."
The Center for Whale Research in Friday
Harbor, WA, has been collecting infonnation
on the whales and sharing it with the
Canadian Fisheries Department.
Killer whales usually mate in the summer
and have a 16 -to 17-month gestation period.
The calves, typically born in the winter,
have a mortality rate of about 40 percent.
More calves may be counted because
two of the three pods are not nearby and
are expected to appear in the area next
month. The L pod appeared in California's
Monterey Bay last month and have yet to
return north. The J pod was otT Parksville,
northwest ofNanaimo, B.C., in early March.
Monthly Orca Update (The Whale Museum, email
update to Orca Adoption Program, Friday Harbor,
WA, 4/22/03)
Greetings to you on this Earth Day '03 ! Have you
heard Ihe good news? There is yel anolher baby!
Yes, Blossom, J-l1, has a new calf - Baby J-39. The
baby was spotted in early April and there have been a
number of sightings of it during the past weeks. How
fitting Ihat "Blossom" gave birth in the spring when
all the blossoms are oul here on the islands in the
Salish Sea. Last week we received a report on our
hotline that Blossom was seen carrying Baby J-39
entirely out of the water on her rostrum. Could
mama be prouder? We really are not sure what the
orcas are "feeling," but we do wonder from time to
time.
Baby J-38 and Baby 1-39 have been seen
interacting together in the J-pod. We have seen some
great photos of the babies online at
www.orcanetwork.org. Follow the link to "New
Babies" and enjoy the photo stories...... For more
news of the orcas, visit The Whale Museum online at
www.whalemuseum.org.
Illustration credits:
Gray whale drawing/rom intra to "fact sheets" on web site for
ACS National: hllp://lI'wlI'.ac.m"Jine.org
Right Whale drawing: Ste//wagen Bank Notes, NOAA.
Orca calf J-39 photo used with pennission of Ken Balcomb,
Center for Whale Research: as appeared on Orcanetwork site.
Cruise Ships Update
from Carol Maehr
What the Assembly Bills Say:
AS 906 (Nakano) would prohibit cruise
ships from discharging graywater from
kitchens, laundries and showers, and
hazardous materials such as dry cleaning
and photo processing chemicals, into state
waters. Currently graywater is unregulated
and can be discharged anywhere, including
ports and harbors. The bill would also
impose an environmental compliance fee on
cruise ships to fund a monitoring and
enforcement program. Cruise lines are
operated under foreign flags and pay no
state or federal taxes.
AS 121 (Simitian) would prohibit cruise
ships from dumping sewage (treated or
untreated), sewage sludge or oily bilge water
into state waters. Currently, cruise ships can
dump treated sewage anywhere, including
into ports and harbors. Untreated sewage is
dumped just outside state waters. Treated
wastewater is not monitored or tested to
detennine if it meets water quality
standards. The concentrated sewage solids
are dumped at sea or burned in incinerators.
Bilge water that accumulates in the bottom
of the ship contains oil, fuel and lubricants
from the engine room. Cruise lines have
been fined heavily for not treating bilge
water properly.
AS 471 (Simitian) would require cruise
ships operating in California coastal waters
out to 25 miles to burn only highway-quality
diesel fuel, which will significantly reduce
smokestack emissions. Cruise ships will
also be required to tum off their diesel
engines and connect to electric shoreside
power while in port. The bill will also
prohibit cruise ships from onboard
incineration out to 90 miles from the
California coast.
Where's Flipper!
One day in April I was interested to see the original Flipper movie (1968) on Turner
Classic Movies channel. The famous television series was begun the following year
and the young boy was the only one of the original characters to make the change from
film to series. Even the Bottlenose Dolphin (a female, not named Flipper) role was
taken by a different dolphin, another female. This information came from the
announcer's introduction to the film, which included facts about the location - the movie
was shot in Key West, Florida, and it created excitement about its underwater photography.
(Well, do you really know how awkward and bulky most underwater equipment was in 1968?) if,!
The movie opens with the father-figure, a commercial fisherman out of Key West, talking about his life' nd
about a red tide that had effected fishing. As he talked, we saw lovely underwater photography - ofa kelp
forest moving in cold water surge, of a rock encrusted with cold water invertebrates, of a Gray Whale
swimming and diving, then Common Dolphins riding the bow of the boat. Close-ups ofdolphins, supposedly
a closer look at the bow-riding dolphins, showed Bottlenose Dolphins vertical and shaking their heads at the
surface. Then the story began around the fishing in Key West. The underwater photography that included
Flipper was true to the tropical, warm water location, sandy sea bottom, and Bottlenose Dolphins.
Whoa! I 'm sure the discrepancies didn't occur to me 35 years ago. -ela
60 Manatees Killed by Red Tide (REUTERS in New York Times, 4/18/03)
A red tide algae bloom has killed at least 60 manatees along 90 miles of Florida's south-central Gulf Coast
over two months, the second such mass death in seven years, state biologists said today.
The deaths, occurring from Venice to Marco Island, represent 2 percent of the known manatees in Florida
waters. In 1996, red tide killed 149 manatees, mostly in March and April.
The Florida manatee, averaging 10 feet long and 1000 pounds, has long hovered on the edge of extinction.
Surveys in January indicated that 3000 lived in Florida waters. The state said that 305 died last year and 120
died in the first quarter of this year.
The one-cell organism that causes red tide releases a toxin when it dies, sickening manatees. "They can
ingest the toxins when they eat or they can inhale the toxins when they come to the surface to breathe," said
Tom Pitchford, a wildlife biologist at the State Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission. "Once the toxin is
in the animal, it affects their condition and causes a paralysis."
At least 6 manatees have survived red tide. Two were helped by people who held the animals' heads above
water as they recovered from paralysis~ four others were treated at marine sanctuaries.........
Red Tide ("Dinoflagellates," Marine Biology, An Ecological Approach, by James W. Nybakken, Addison Wesley Longmans. 2001)
[Among common phytoplankton, tiny free-floating organisms of the sea that are capable of photosynthesis]. ...
the dinoflagellates (class Dinophyceae) have two flagella, which they use to move themselves through the
water. They lack an external skeleton of silicon but are often armored with plates of the carbohydrate cellulose.
They also are characterized by having chromosomes that are condensed throughout the cell cycle.
Dinoflagellates are generally small organisms and usually sollitary, rarely forming chains. They reproduce by
simple fission... Some dinoflagellates also are capable ofproducing toxins that are released into seawater. If
dinoflagellates become extremely abundant (2 to 8 million cells per liter), the cumulative effect ofa1l the
toxins released may affect other organisms, causing mass mortality. Such
extreme concentrations, or blooms, ofdinoflagellates are called red tides
and are responsible for massive localized mortality in fish and invertebrates
in various places.
(Scanning electron micrograph of dinoflagel1ate Ceratium candelabra (140 x 70um)
Biophoto AssociateslPhoto Researchers Inc. on p. 41 in Nybakken, Marine Biology.)
SONAR and CETACEANS
On whale watches, two types ofquestions are asked most
often: about whaling and about military sound in the ocean. If
you would like to protest the Defense Authorization Act,
which seeks to allow the Department of Defense to change the
definition ofharassment in favor of military action, send word
to your representative in Congress, preferably by May IS. An
email from Ocean Action Network suggests the following
wording:
Dear (decision maker's name)
As your constituent, I urge you to oppose any
environmental exemptions in the Defense Authorization
Act or related appropriations legislation. I believe our
nation's environment laws should apply to all Americans,
in all ofour endeavors. I am a strong supporter of national
security, but I do not believe we need to weaken
conservation laws to have a strong national defense. I am
particularly concemed that the Department of Defense is
seeking to exempt itself from key provisions of the Marine
Mammal Protection Act (MMPA). The proposed changes
would significandy weaken the MMPA by modifying the
definition o("barassment" providing new authority (or
blanket exemptions from tbe MMPA; and eliminating
existing restrictions on the number of and geographic areas
where marine mammals may be harassed or injured as a
result of military actions. Our current regulations provide
fOI" c:ase-by-c:ase determinations to ensure that both
military readiness and environmental protections are
achieved. Instead ofenacting broad legislative changes to
the MMPA, I urge you to encourage federal agencies to
make better use of the existing provisions by increasing
current staffing and funding levels and improving
coordination and communication among those agencies.
Please do not support any of the proposed exemptions from
our nation's environmental laws in the Defense
Authorization Act. Thank you for considering my views.
I/ssl/
Take action and learn more about what is at stake at:
http://actionnetwork.orglcampaignlDoDMMPA
• •
Questions about strandings and deaths ofcetaceans after
military operations in the Caribbean and near Greece show that
the public is concerned.. The follo\\;ng articles give different
twists to the matter. Contact the editor ofSoundings ifyou
have no access to internet and would like the articles.
Bubbles and sonar; the "bends" in cetaceans
William Rossiter, President, Cetacean Society International.
European Cetacean Society website www.broekemaweb.nllecs/
The September 2002 stranding ofCuvier's beaked whales in
the Canary Islands was caused by what human divers call
decompression sickness (DCS), or "the bends. II
These stranded whales had evidence of fat embolisms, and
"severely disseminated microvascular hemorrhages," which
means that they had blood around nerves, eyes and brains,
and in their ears, lungs, kidney and spleen. Not every whale
had all the symptoms. They might have survived, but
thoroughly disoriented and suffering from multiple injuries,
they blundered ashore, at least giving the superb scientists in
the Canary Islands the clues to tell us all what happened.
There have been over 20 mass strandings of beaked whales
since detailed records began about 1963, when modem sonars
appeared. But the connection between strandings and sonars
wasn't made clear until an event in Greece in 1996. The great
majority have been Cuvier's beaked whales, but dense beaked
whales and other species have been mixed in. After the 2000
stranding in the Bahamas the focus of investigations was on
the whales' heads and ears, with implications for hearing and
orientation. Only after the Canaries stranding did the
investigations widen to look for evidence ofDCS in major
organs.
Whv the Navy's Conclusions About tbe Safety ofLFAs
Are Scientifically Flawed. (Excerpts) Ocean Mammal
Institute.•Acoustic Ecology, http://www.acousticecology.org
• LFAS was tested at low levels on only four species of
whales for about one month each. Consequently, we know
virtually nothing about what impact the higher, deployment
level sonar will have on marine life and humans over the long
term.
• The Navy's research has focused on LFAS damaging
hearing in cetaceans. However, evidence now indicates that
the damage from high intensity sonar is due mainly to
resonance phenomena in the whales' cranial air spaces that
tear apart delicate tissues around their brains and ears.
Necropsies show that this is what caused the death of the
whales in the Bahamas stranding in March 2000 (sonar in use
there was a mid-frequency system). The Navy has known the
resonance frequency ofairspaces in Cuvier's beaked whales
since 1998. Therefore, based on two significant mass
strandings and deaths (Greece in 1998 and the Bahamas in
2000) evidence indicates that not only is airspace resonance
with LFAS and other sonar frequencies a problem for beaked
whales, but also the sound pressure level of 180 dB received
level is not safe, and is probably not safe for other cetaceans
as well (two minke whales Ilnd a dolphin also stranded in the
Bahamas).
• Even at the lower LFAS test levels a number ofnegative
effects were documented including inshore gray whales
changing their migration route, blue and fin whales decreasing
their vocalization by 50 and 300/c) respectively, humpback
whales leaving the test area, humpback whales changing the
length of their song and three abandoned cetacean calves
appearing in the test area in Hawaii during and right after
testing. According to the precautionary principle, these
observations should have been heeded as warning signs.
Instead they were ignored or dismissed as biologically
insignificant.
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List of Marine Mammal Sightings
in the Monterey Bay Region, April 2003
Compiled by Monterey Bay Whale Watch
for updates see
httD:/Iwww.a;owhales.com Sightings
On April 19. shortly before 3 p.m., about two miles north ofPt. Pinos, a pod of killer whales attacked a mother/calfpair of
gray whales within sight offour whale watch boats and two private boats. The attack seemed to be unaffected by the
presence ofboats. and the duration ofthe observation was short, over within an hour. Through April. a group often or
twelve transient killer whales was observed around sites with evidence of marine mammal kills. The group divided and a
half dozen or fewer whales would be involved in the kill, but the rest evidently rushed to join the feeding.
This was the process on April 19, with only a few orcas at the actual kill.
The adult whale was seen to be fighting with tail flukes. One or two killer whales were seen to separate the gray whales.
The calfs rostrum was seen vertical above the water twice. then it sank or was pulled under. After the calfdisappeared, the
adult swam around the area , accompanied by killer whales but perhaps not injured, then she swam away. Killer whales
were in the area, feeding on chunks of blubber, for the next 24 hours.
On April 27,just a couple miles west of the site of that kill, there was evidence ofanother kill, and orcas were seen feeding
through the day. Before these episodes, indications ofgray whale kills seemed to occur further toward the north side of the
bay toward Soquel.
Photographs to identify individual whales have not been analyzed completely, but the two kills
may have involved some ofthe same
yet some different individuals.
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Dwarf Minke whales
Balaelloptera acutorostrata subspecies
Length maximum 26' Weight 14,000lb
Dwarf minke whales are smaner at an ages
than the other minke whales and are considered a Southern Hemisphere subspecies of the minke.
They have small, sleek bodies and sharply pointed heads that have a single rostral ridge. The
white baleen plates number 200 to 300 per side. The falcate dorsal fins appear at the surface
simultaneously with the blowholes. Blows are rarely visible. Little is known about the social
system of the Dwarfminke whale. Primary prey items: krill and schooling fish. They feed by
lunging into schools of prey. (Nat 'I Audubon Soc. Guide to Marine Mammals ofthe World)
Monterey is visited by Minke whales in summer and fall. About 30' in length, these whales
are usually found as singles nearshore over rocky bottom regions where they prey on juvenile
rockfishes. They do not have a visible blow and usually exhibit erratic surfacing patterns.
However, they are easily sighted by their relatively large dorsal fin and dark body. (Nancy
Black, Monterey Bay Whale Watch, hltp://www.gowhales.com - Marine Life)
ACS summer whale watch trips were treated to sightings of Minke whales. These usually occurred near
Cypress Point and Point Pinos. Each year I am pleased with encounters with Minkes when I'm sailing along
Cannery Row. It should be remembered that Minke whales are the target ofcommercial whaling nations. It
is reported that Norway whalers plan to kin 711 in 2003. (Ed.)
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American Cetacean Society - Monterey Bay Chapter June 2003
The Newsletter ofthe Monterey Bay Chapter ofACS
AMERICAN CETACEAN SOCIETY ~MONTEREY BAY CHAPTER
Monthly meeting at HOPKINS MARINE STATION, Lecture Hall, Boatworks Building
(Across from the American Tin Cannery Outlet Stores)
Moo...
Moo...
Date: Thursday, June 26th 2003
Time: 7:30 p.m. (please join us at 7:00 for Refreshments)
Speaker: Milos Radakovich, Coastal Naturalist and Director ofBayNet Volunteer Programs
Title: On the Origin ofCetaceans - Whales are from Venus; Dolphins are from Mars
Milos says about his presentation: "We've recognized for more than a century that Cetaceans-
whales, dolphins and porpoises - are mammals whose ancestors were probably semi-aquatic land
dwellers. For decades we've appreciated their large brains, social interactions and high degree of
adaptation to the marine environment, but the last eight to ten years have really helped to clarify
some ofthe genetic and evolutionary history of these truly remarkable fellow mammals. We're a
longway from knowing the whole story, but more chapters are being written all the time by
researchers from all over the world. We know the ending (as of today), but the tale ofhow their
ancestors survived, and even succeeded in a medium so inherently hostile to warm-blooded air
breathers is trUly fasCinating, and not just a fluke."
I
Come hear a one-of-a-kind naturalist who specializes in learning with pleasure, and find
illumination on the above graphic he drew for Soundings.
ACS Monterey Bay Chapter \vebsite: W\\W.starrsites.comIacsmbl
CALENDAR
Please notice the change in the date for the BBQ !I!!
July 19: Picnic and salmon barbecue instead of a regular
program meeting. See insert- flyer for details
~
June 26: Regular ACS meeting, see cover for information.
June 28: Open House at MBARI, Moss Landing.
June 26: Deadline for news, dates and articles to Esta Lee
estalee@inreach.com for the July issue of Soundings.
Taking a trip to see cetaceans? Write. it up for the
newsletter. Reading some interesting new books, research,
or articles? Doing some yourself?' Add your own
comments and facts for our readers' enjoyment.
Guidelines for Soundings articles:
*should relate to cetaceans or close sea-life cousins
*should be factual: check all details with reliable sources
and state your sources in text or at end
*write with vocabylary most of us can understand -
probably a,bit above .Readers' Digest, but not much more
complicated than Scientific AmeriCan, you know.
*add graphics or photos, if possible, and written
permission to use them in Soundings. We try to respect
copyright laws. I have resources to help with graphics.
*about 500 words would be nice but more is OK too.
It's truly surprising how much one learns by writing.
Readers of Soundings will appreciate efforts to bring new
facts and adventures to these pages. Thanksl
~-
Graphics for this issue are from Pro-One Software, g Animals Clip Art" or from rubber stamps, except for the cover graphic,
which is by Milos Radakovich.
Conservation .
Time-related Matters
Now that Carol Maehr is contributing news of
conservation concerns, we are learning so much
that it is hard to choose what to use here. The
down side of this good addition is the large
number oftime-related messages, action alerts,
pleas to stop, encourage or give input to
legislation, etc. Soundings is put together toward
the end ofeach month and you probably receive it
sometime the first or second week ofeach month.
Many ofthe conservation actions need immediate
attention and there's a deadline.
Carol herself, working with the board ofthis
chapter, contributes letters and messages to many
ofthe cetacean-related concerns. The ACS people
at headquarters do, too, and have recently been
sending reports and information to chapters. The
issues are not ignored, but some would benefit
from massive input. Numbers count. This is what
I find difficult to handle in the schedule ofthis
newsletter.
Here are just a few ofthe matters that could have
used your input or reaction this month:
Bill in Congress to anow the military to ignore
possible harm to marine life: the
Defense Authorization Act.
-Bills in CA Assembly regarding dumping by
cruise ships.
Fishing at sustainable levels (Cont. next col.)((
Noise pollution in the oceans.
Adequate water supply and sanitation in the
third world.
Marine mammal scientists' opinions regarding
"harassment."
Relaxing dolphin-safe labeling practices.
Carol and I have agreed to help any interested
readers to become part ofthe Speaking-Up
process by trying to bring you news of
conservation actions that need your help.
Most ofthe time-related messages come via
email, so Carol has agreed to construct a "group"
to which she can forward messages. Ifyou would
like to be part of this group, please send a message
to Carol Maehr's email address:
Carol&Ken@ netpipe.com
When Carol travels, this editor will try to send out
the word by subscribing to some ofthe email.
services and having the group list from Carol.
Ifyou do not use email, you still can help through
"snail mail," phone calls and telegrams. Usually
email messages provide a link· to organizations .
with their own publications. I will gather some of
those addresses from emails and the web and selid
them to anyone interested in pursuing
conservation matters in that way. This would be a
one-time procedure.. I can be reached by mail ot
phone: Esta Lee Albright 831 385-6838
PO Box 387, Lockwood, CA 93932
Be sure and give me your name, full mailing
address, and phone number in case I have
questions.
Here's an example from NRDC Earth Action: DEFENSE DEPARTMENT ENVIRONMENTAL EXEMPTIONS
In March we alerted you to the Bush administration's attempts 10 exempt the Defense Department from five key
environmental laws, and asked you to urge your senators and representatives to remove the exemptions from the
Defense Authorization bill. Since then you've sent more than 70,000 messages to Congress (thankyou!) and, while
we've made progress, the current versiorisofthe bill would still damage the environment and threaten wildlife. Iri
passing sepllnlte versions ofthe bill last week, the House and Senate removed military eKemptions from the Clean Air
Act and two hazardous waste laws, but the House version stiU contains broad exemptions from the Endangered
Species Act and the Marine Mamma1 Protection Act, while the Senate version includes a more limited exemption
from the Endangered Species Act When Congress returns from its MemoriaJ Day recess next week, a House-Senate
conference committee will attempt to reconcile the two versions. Ifyou haven't already done so, you can urge
your senators and representative to remove the harmful eKemptions from the final bill at
http://www.nrdcaction.orglaetionlindex.asp1steo=2&item==1538 (5/28/03)
c58lubber
Fatty acids in Minke whale blubber
(The following abstract was posted in ACS Research Report, May 2003)
Blubber samples taken from Minke whales in the Norwegian Sea and the North Sea were
analyzed for fatty acid composition. Previously, fatty acids have been used to identify different
populations or "stocks" ofwhales, as well as to determine differences in whale diet. This study
found a difference in fatty acid composition between the inner and outer blubber layer. The
inner blubber is mostly a storage area for short-tenn energy; the fatty acids in this inner layer are
deposited from recent diet, in this case, herring and sand eels. However, these fatty acids are
notably different than those found directly in the prey species, indicating that the whale must
change the structure ofthe acids during metabolism. The outer blubber insulates the whale from
the cold surrounding water, and makes it buoyant and streamlined. Fatty acids in the outer
blubber are even more distinct from those in prey species; most likely these compounds are
changed when they are transferred from the inner to the outer blubber layer. Therefore, it would
be nearly impossible to determine a whale's diet based solely on outer blubber samples. There
was a significant difference in fatty acid composition in both the outer and the inner blubber
layer between the two. geographic regions in this study, indicating that either layer could be used
to define different populations ofMinke whales.
Source: Olsen, E. and O. Grahl-Nielsen. 2003. Blubber fatty acids ofminke whales:
stratification, population identification and relation to diet. Marine Biology 142: 13-24.
*
Gathering of information about blubber:
For those ofus whose predominant view offat consists ofseeing it at the edge ofa steak
sizzling on the grill, it is intt::resting to think of the different and useful ways ofblubber; There
are descriptions ofblubber fro~ whalers on through more. recent research, such as that above.
Sara Iverson, in Encyclopedia ofMarine Mammals (Academic Press, 2002), says blubber is a
specialized layer offat found only in marine mammals and is.different from other types offatty
tissue in that it is anatomicallyand biochemically adopted to serve as an effidentand adjustable
thenniu insulator. The blubber layer is almost continuouS across the body ofmarine mammals,
lying over (but not tightly fixed to) the underlying musculature but absent on flippers and flukes.
Although nearly continuous, the thickness, structure, and biochemical composition ofthe
blubber can vary greatly over the body ofan individual in some species. In its role as insulator,
there also usually is a gradient through the depth ofthe blubber layer. The outer layer, nearest
the skin, is usually cooler than the inner layer. The fat cells are surrounded and held in place by
a mesh of structural collagen (structural protein) fibers.... blubber is greatly enriched in collagen
and elastic fibers. This gives blubber a firm, tough, and fibrous character. which lends itself to
blubber's mechanical and functional needs. In addition to temperature regulation, blubber is
important I;, energy storage, water balance in the body, and reduction ofdrag against the
swimming body.
Berta andSumich, in Ma.rine Mammals, Evolutionar 13iology (Academic Press, 1999) write
that Blue whales have the thickest blubber ofany mantle:: mammal, averaging 23 cm (almost 9
inches) deep, and over parts ofthe body it canreach a depth of 50 em (19 inches).
(Continued next page)
'American Cetacean Society
Monterey Bay Chapter
whale & dolphin conservation & education
Dear Donor to the American Cetacean Society, Monterey Chapter,<
Thank you for your contribution
of
'------------------
The item or service is valued at $
----
For your records, the Monterey Chapter ofthe American Cetacean Society is a 501
(C)(3) non-profit organization, ID #33-0543734
Your donation is tax deductible.
Thank you again for your donation.
~incerely,
Jerry Loomis
President of the Monterey Chapter
RE: DONATION ACKNOWLEDGMENT
Your presence is requested at ACS's
WHALE OF A 70th
BIRTHDAY PARTY
for
ALAN BALDRIDGE
"1;
When: Saturday, July 19th at 5:00 pm
(In lieu ofour normal program meeting in July)
Where: Indian Village in Pebble Beach
Directions: Turn inland from Seal and Bird Rock Beach onto The Dunes Drive.
Look for "Whale Sian~."
''::•••~<. '.~ .._(.'.;::- ;-:':';:-::~?.;~,;;·-c~:~~: - '7" ..~ "." !Jt:.. :J>.:~'t ...':....:. . ~ "-(-":,f- :'
Cost $12.50 per person Salmon BBQ Dinner
We will have a bonfire and tables set up in this outstanding location, out ofthe
wind andunder the stars (we hope).
We provide soft drinks. BYOB Also, please bring your own service.
We are looking forward to this event and hoping we can reunite many friends and
many past ACS board members. Children are welcome.
There will be a Raffle and Drawing with Exciting prizes.
Please RSVP to Jerry Loomis by JULY 15th• Send a check to ACS~ 4055 Mora
Lane, Pebble Beach, CA 939~3.
Ifyou have queStions, contact Jerry at 625-2120.
Monterey Chapter of the American Cetacean Society
A BriefHistory of the Founding of
:.i . the Americ;lll Cetaceap SocietY
. "
by Bemi DeBus, Charter Member
it ~ght:be said that italf began itt Sept~ilib~r"~ll) n~W~rganizati()Ii;night play. Wet~b w6re~ns~re. b'tif
1967, when thequestion of"fanning" whales as asource , 'we did have some grandiosedreams."
of food came up in a meeting at "Meals For Millions," . In the beginningwehad the helpofprivateyachtsmen ,
purveyor ofindefinite-shelf-life. multipurpose food. It for our whalewatching, but this turned out to be an'
seemed to be a good idea, which would provide a great impractical expense for them. Also, the variations in the
deal of extra protein for the world's hungry... unstructured whalewatching may have, been fun but
But we did our homework and came back with the were hardly helpful to the scientific community.
.option. a quaint one in those days, that the whales Our monthly 'meetings were exciting and' drew;
themselves needed saving. We loo~ed around for a surprisingly large crowds, considering our youth. On'
.' group withwhich tojoin forces in this typeofconservation ~ . . March23, 1968,'
. ,'anddiscovered-nothing! Atthattimethelntemational 'we held a.',
Whaling Commission (!WC) second meeting
,was. of course, .,with scientists' at
interested only" , : Mannelailci;\Vhich gave'
~h~=~.~~::f '. N •.... dl~.:..~.·.r.··~~...•..,.;~.na~~~..:,}
"could be kJlled! .•...~ had s~m~ lplportance, ~e'
';,.}. saved... .. . ,. :' , 'filed' as. ~( non;.profi(.
So itwas a question of, ' .. organization 'with the stat~ of..:
"ptitupor'shu~ up/' and that meant ' . ' . ·California. ,:'::', :', ,:"0;1"::>;\",
work. We decided that our organization . In ~pri11968we participated in the very "
would need, more assistance than .Clark ' • " first of many.~hows, festivals, and eX~ibitions) .,
Cm;neron doing public relations and inyself' : at thenationaI, ~e~tingof tIi~ An\eric'ari"S()ci~ty'fOt"
,as vol~nteer and writer.' We needed an, qc~ography, We were the hi~of.~,e.·shoW.w.ithour;
educator; enterKen Moore, of Pasadena City, recordingsofhlJmpback:, whales()ngs~~ade, byRog~f.,-:
College. We neededayachtsman sowesnagged Payne and ACS'Board member Ron Jolinson'/\',":';;·~"':';
Phil Hunt. (Itturned out ttiat Ken also was a yachts- , ACS has since become a medium '. forsCientists~ :, ,'
man, so that was a double leg-up.) . many ofwhom have a great deal to say but don;i kn~W.
On Novem~er 3, 1967, the first ACS meeting was how to say it or to whom - a "telephone" as it were
held. The following weekend, Dr. Bob Brownell and I 'between the scientists and the interested laypeople who'
took out our first whal~watch. It was on the Swift out of don't know much aboui whales and dolphins but who
Santa Barbara, and we had about 100 Sierra Club want to learn. .
members. (fo this day lean' t remember if we saw any Looking backis fun and a bitemotional at times. We
whales. I do remember that the ocean was so calm that had a lot going for us and some of it we really flubbed. .
I leaned over the pulpit and took a picture of the name of We had our share of problems, many ofwhich we were
the bo'at in reflection. We did. however, ha:ve'some 20 able to work out. Most import~tly,we had the support'
.orso people becom~ s~aSi~k it} spite of the flat water.} ~f the many peopI~ ,Who joined ,u~ an~themany, mQre::' :;;
f.~ '. On December 16 we had a. meetingat Marineland in who h~ve profited from our hardwork~:"" ' .
~,:. Jos Verdes, with all the top cetologistsfr6m Santa ,Was it all worth it?' Ask the whaled' .,',.
, Barbara to San Diego, some 15 or 20 of them. They
weren't todcertain about what role this impertinent little This article is from the ACS archives.
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The whales of the world a're
1acing threats, as severe, or
even more severe as ever before!
Learn wha~ you can do to help.
Join the oldest whale and dolphi
c~nserv~tion Qrganization in tlje
world and len.d youLvoice to the
~ffort to protect the whal~s
and all marine .life.... Ph()to·@·BerrtardoAlps:.:··;·>
'.' ,:'" JO!N'Ac::S TQDI\Y!'And'lj¢lp')Us':s~yetheWhal¢sr, .•.... ,'f
Th~ An:teri~n Cetac.ean Society;, (A~);:<l'. non-p.to.ftt· 9rg~n.iiatl()p,·. prot~ctS whales,: 'dolphins: and·:
porpoises and their habitats through~' p~bllc educa~on;'research' grants and ~o'nseNatlori actions.:
Founded In 1967; we ar~ the oldest whale consepj~tIQri'orgariization In .the world. Put your love of:
whales to work.! Support our education programs that.Jlelp protect cetaceans' and' the ocean:
ecosystem. ' ', .. '.. .,. .' . ,:, ..
Membership benefits Include: . . ..'
•. SlJb~crlptfontoWhalewatche" our official publkatio~
• Notification of all meetlrigs,.events, and AqlonAlerts .
., Discounts on speqacular whale watchIng trips'·" ... , ""
• Updates ofeventS and activities via our emalllistseJVe (sign up below) .. '. . .. c', :; .. ,. ..
. . '. '. CHECK OUT oun WEBSITE AT:wWw.acSollliite~orlr:
YES! Please enroll me as a'member"ofthe Amerf~an CetaceanSoc'e1yI···"':...· '': .' .
They're Not
Saved Yet!!
Name._· '___ _
Address. _
City _
State Zip,-;->, Phone _
. .: ....
E~ail Address ---.;. ~
Membership Categories: (Please circl~ one) ..
Patron ' $500 'Premium gift
Contributing .' $250 for Supporting
Supportln'g $1L or hlgherl
Family/Overseas $45
Actlve $35
StudenUTeacher $25
Senior : .'. ' .. $25' >:. " ': .. ,. .', .
Q Please marl< here If you'd like to receive Action Alerts, and other Importa.nt !
InformalJon from us via email" ,
• • Please be assured, that we wlll never share your email a~dress.
Credit card payment: (please circle) Visa/MasterCard/Discover/Amex
Card # Exp Date Billing Zip Code,__
Please make checks payable to ACS and mail to: PO Box 1391, San Pedro, CA 90733-1391
Monterey Bay Whale Watch
List of Most Recent Marine Mammal
Sightings in the Monterey Bay Region
Date II Type or Anlmlll(s)
!!129 1 Blue Whale
40 Risso's Dolphins
3 Humpback Whales •
Y.Z8 2 Humpback Whales
SOO Pacific White Sided Dolphins
5127 7 Humpback Whales
ISO Pacific While Sided Dolphins
5126 8 Humpback Whales
1 Blue Whale
2SO PAcific ""'bile Sided Dolphins
Y.Z5 12 Humpback Whales
200 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
IS Risso's Dolphins
6 Dall's Porpoise
SI24 2 Humpback Whales
SI24 2 Humpback Whales
200 Pacific While Sided Dolphins
SI23 3 Humpback Whales
IS Pacific While Sided Dolphins
Y.Z2 3 Humpback Whales
Y.ZI 2 Humpback Whales
300 Pacific While Sided Dolphins
5120 ISO Pacific While Sided Dolphins
M9 120 Lena Beaked Common Dolphins
SlI8 6 Humpback Whales
SlI7 8 Humpback Whales
!!II6 No sightings (bad~)
SlIS 3 Humpback Whales
10 Pacific While Sided Dolphins
SlI4 4 Humpback Whales
SO Leng Beaked Common Dolphins .
30 Risso's Dolphins
5113 II Humpback Whale8
7 Killer Whales
300 Pacific While Sided Dolphins
20 Leng Beaked Common Dolphins
2 Humpback Whales •
sao PlIcific While Sided Dolphins •
100 Northern Right Whale Dolphins •
Sl12 13 Humpback Whales
8 Harbor Porpoise
5111 IS Humpback Whales
300 Pacific While Sided Dolphins
2S Risso's Dolphins
5 Harbor Porpoise
5110 16 Humpback Whales
SI9 14 Humpback Whales
6 Killer Whales •
30 Pacific While Sided Dolphins
518 No trip (_Ihcr)
!17 7 Humpback Whales
10 Risso's Dolphins
5/6 5 Humpback Whales
2 Gray Whales
SIS 16 Humpbtck Whales
6 Killer Whales •
Sl4 [5 Humpback Whales
35 Pacific While Sided Dolphins
SI3 II Humpback Whales
5 Killer Whales •
150 Risso's Dolphins
SI2 ISO Risso's Dolphins (b3d weather)
5/1 5 Humpback Whales
2 GmyWhalcs
20 Pacifio White Sided Dolphins
2000 Risso's Do[phins
600 Northern Right Whale Do[phins
10 Dall's Porpoise
Blubber, cont.) Whitehead and Mann. in Cetacean Societies, Field Studies a/Dolphins and
Whales (University of Chicago Press, 2000) write about the cost to a female whale ofnursing her
calf, usually while having little or no food and relying on energy stored in her blubber.
Mysticete (baleen whale) milk is higher in fat (30-53% at about midpoint in nursing) than
odontocete (e.g. dolphins) milk (10-30% at midpoint). Usually, blubber layers are m~c~ $intt(lI"
in nursing than in pregnant or "resting" bale~n females. A pregnant blue whale at 119,000 kg
(130 tons) is thought to store 45,000 kg (49 tons) ofblubber or fat, most ofwhich will be
converted into milk for a calf that gains 17,000 kg (18 tons) in mass before weaning.
And the~ last ofall is a joke told by Bernd Wursig at the ACS conference in 2000:
Question: How do whales cry? Answer: Blubber blubber blubber. -ela
Sea Otters' and their Watchers Studied
·····Wildlife tourism is a rapidly growing industry
which often relies on some of the world's most
fragile species and habitats....Non-consumptive
wildlife tourism can have conservation, education
and socio-economic benefits, but also has the
potential to severely impact the environment if
not effectively managed...The California sea otter
(Enhydra lutris nereis) is a threatened and declining
species. Concern has grown over recent years that
disturbance and harassment from anthropogenic sources,
particularly recreational activities. could be contri-
buting to the problems faced by this population.
Wildlife Tourism (Wf) is a complex issue involving
biological, social, economic and political fctors and
recent research has highlighted the importance of
using multidisciplinary approaches to research and
management ofWR..... This doctoral research
project takes a multidisciplinary, collaborative
approach to the issue ofsea ottertwr interactions. It
auns to assess the current wildlife tourism industry in
the MBNMS, investigate interactions between
recreational activities and sea otters and work .
cooperatively with tour operators, visitors, managers,
sscientists and NGO's (stakeholders) to facilitate the
development ofmore eff~tive management of
human interactions with sea otters and other
marine wildlife. The project is now entering its
second field season and significant progress has
already been made. The first season (summer
2002) showed sea otter harassment to be a real issue
with 44 disturbance events recorded over 40 days.
Interviews showed awareness ofthis issue
from the majoority ofstakeholders and a desire to
improve management through environmental
education programs. A workshop arranged in
collaboration with the MBNMS staff in November
2002 has led to the development ofa new 'wildlife
cW;d' with viewing guidelines that will be pilot
tested during the summer 2003 season.••••
Benham wrote an in-depth article for the Spring-
Summer 2003 issue of The Otter Raft. newsletter of
the Friends ofthe Sea Otter, "Preserving the
Peacable Kingdom: Wildlife Tourism and the
California Sea Otter." She writes:
"Sea otters may be particularly vulnerable to
disturbance due to several aspects oftheir
physiology and behavior. As they have no
blubber to insulate their bodies against the cold
like other marine mammals do, they rely on a
thick fur coat that requires hoW'S ofgrooming
and cleaning every day. Sea otters also have a
very fast metabolism to support their active
lifestyle and they must eat up to 25% oftheir
body weight daily to keep themselves in good
condition: this means they have very high
energetic requirements. When they are not
eating or grooming, otters spend most of their
time resting at the water's surface to conserve
energy. If they are disturbed when resting it can
take a long time to get warm again, involving
more grooming, which burns energy and may
require more feeding, etc. Disturbance can also
interfere with other important behaviors such as
tending young and interacting socially."
Persons involved with local sea otter work
request the public to stay at least 50 feet
from a sea otter. "Ifan otter looks at you,
rolls in the water with its head and feet
out (logrolling), periscopes (head and
shoulders out), swims away from you on
its back or front, or dives when you
approach, you are probably disturbing it
and you should back off."
For this issue and more information:
Friends of the Sea Otter, 125 Ocean View
Blvd., Suite 204, Pacific Grove 93950
http://www.seaotters.org
For more information about ACSMB
awards to local research projects, see the
http://www.starrsites.com/acsmb/
then 'Special 20th Anniversary Issue. '
Executiye Summmy
LISTENING AGAIN The good use Qfacoustics
At our May meeting, Jason Gedamke gave a fascinating talk about dwarf minke whale songs, with equally
interesting descriptions ofhis acoustical methods both in the water and from a remote site.
. Aworkshop was held last November on the use ofacoustics for marine mammal surveys. While the Defense
Act makes its way through Congress toward intrusive man-made noise, it's good to remember that passive
listening for research can be the good side ofacoustics. The following was written in an email by
Dave Millinger, Oregon State University.
Future Directions for Acoustic Marine Mammal Surveys: Stock Assessment and Habitat Use
Report ora workshop held Nov. 21-23.2002. SWfisheries Science CI': - NOAA Fisheries. San Diego. CA.
. ,.,~,
Current uses ofacoustics: ~- - - .... -
Acoustic survey methods are now used primarily to augment visual sighting methods. During line-transect
surveys, acoustic observers who monitor towed hydrophone arrays routinely detect more groups of
animals than visual observers. In some cases, acoustic detections are being used to make more accurate
estimates ofmarine mammal populations than would ·be possible with visual methods alone. Autonomous
recorders are cost effective for use in regions that are difficult or expensive to reach, such as Antarctica, the
Indian Ocean, and areas far offshore in the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, and they are effective for seasonal
coverage when visual surveys are not feasible. They may also be useful to survey areas infrequently
occupied by marine mammals, where routine visual ,surveys would have a very high cost per sighting.
Future uses ofacoustics:
Acoustics holds eventual promise of gathering information about marine mammals at very low cost.
Research is needed in several areas to realize this possibility. Discussion at the workshop centered on these
broad categories:
1. Population structure. Ifacoustic differences between populations ofmarine mammals are tied to genetic
differences, then acoustics would offer a relatively fast and inexpensive method to assess population
structure. The foremost research need'is to determine the relationship between the population structures
as. indicated by acoustics and by genetics.
2. Abundance and density. Acoustic observation can complement visual observation to provide more
accurate estimates ofmarine mammal populations. This has been done for some populations, as
for example the Bering-Beaufort~ukchi Sea stock ofbowhead whales and the eastern Pacific stock of
sperm whales, but it could be done more widely. For effective acoustic censuses, calibration
methods must be detenninedby joint visual-acoustic studies; determining such factors offers the promise ·of
low·cost surveys for many species of marine mammals using acoustic methods. Research is also needed in
acoustic species identification, particularly for smaller odontocetes.
3. Impacts ofnoise. Responses ofmarine mammal to natural noise have not been well studied. Natural noise
can include sounds ofother marine mammals, especially cons~cifics, as well as physical noise sources such
as from geological sound sources and wind. Responses ofManne mammals to anthropogenic noise was seen
as a topic well covered by other work; discussion here was limited to the contribution that passive acoustics
can make. Assisting in the constructing of an "ocean noise map" was strongly supported, as was better public
communication of infonnation on ocean noise levels:
'4. Relative density, seasonal distribution, and trends. For detennining retativedensity or-abundance; and
trends in abundance, many ofthe same calibration factors are needed as for determining absolute ·abUndance.
But in the absence ofthose calibration factors, acoustic methods can offer estimates of
minimum population size, and can be used to track large-scale movement patterns.
Workshop discussion culminated in a list of recommendations for management, research, and field operations.
David.Mel1inger@oregoDState.edu
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, The Newsletter of the Monterey Bay Chapter of ACS
American Cetacean Society - Monterey Bay Chapter
AMERICAN eETACEAN SOCIETY - MONTEREY BAY CHAPTER
Monthly meeting at HOPKINS MARINE STATION. Lecture Hall. Boatworks Building
(Across from the American Tin Cannery Outlet Stores)
(In lieu of our normal program meeting in July)When: Saturday, July 19th at 5:00 pm
,~. The Monterey Bay Chapter of the American Cetacean Society
If<~.; is requesting your presence at a
.~;~:~. WHALE OF A 70th
~~r BIRTHDAY PARTY
m' for
.¥.
ALAN BALDRIDGE
Where: Indian Village in Pebble Beach
Directions: Turn inland from Seal and Bird Rock Beach onto The Dunes Drive.
Look for "Whale Signs." Cost $12.50 per person Salmon BBQ Dinner
We will have a bonfire and tables set up in this outstanding location, out of the wind and under the
stars (we hope). We provide soft drinks. BYOB Also. please bring your own service.
We are looking forward to this event and hoping we can reunite many friends and many past ACS
board members. Children are welcome. There will be a Raffle and Drawing with Exciting prizes.
Please RSVP to Jerry Loomis by JULY 15lh .
Send a check to ACS, 4055 Mora Lane, Pebble Beach, CA 93953.
Ifyou have questions, contact Jerry at 625-2120.
ACS Monterey Bay Clulpler website: www.suyrsites.comJacsmbl
Chapter Board. 2003 CALENDAR
JCIl)' Loomis. Presidcnt &
Special Evcnls
Loomis:i/,mbay.net
David Zaches, Vice-presidcnt
david7.achcs@earthlink.nct
Please notice the date for the BBQ !!!!
July 19: Picnic and salmon barbecue instead of a regular
program meeting in July. See cover
:p(.
Jon Hubbard. Recording Scerctm~:
aiko.99u:hotmail.com
Aug. 28: Next regular ACS program and meeting.
July 25: Deadline for copy for August Soundings.
Diane Glim. Publicity
Di::ncafo::s!\\cckh.com
Sally Eastham. Mcmbership Secretary
& NewsleUer Mailing
Scasthnm@montercy.k12.ca.us
Alan Baldridge, Program Chair
baldridgc'urcdshificom
Carol Maehr, Conservation Chair
carol&kcn@':netpipe.com
Friends of Moss Landing Marine Lab dates-
Sep. 10: 7 pm Seminar, "Hidden and Changing Landscapes
revealed by Sound from the Elkhorn Slough," by Dr. Rikk Kvitek.
- Community Seminars are held in the Seminar Room of MLML at 8272 Moss
Landing Rd., Moss Landing. All seminars are free and open to the public.
For more information please call the Friends of MLML at 831-771-4100.
Oct. 4: Auction, "Endless Summer," an annual event.
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
ACS Monterey Bay needs a TREASURER
American Cetacean Society Illustrations this month:
Dolphin safe label from ACS
Orange CO\ll1ty Chapter
Newsletter.
Killer whale dorsals are male CA73 and companion, photographed
in 1994 by John Calambokidis as part of the catalog of 10 photos,
killer whales of California and Mexico, maintained by Nancy Black,
Richard Temullo, and Allsa Schulman-Janiger.
Webmaster: Evelyn Starr
Scientific Advisory Committee
This is a good opportunity for an environmentally minded
accountant/bookkeeper to help save the whales, educate folks
about the Bay, attend board meetings that make a difference, feel
the gratitude from ACS members for this urgently needed job, and
generally enjoy some interesting friends in ACS. It would be a
great pro-bono activity for a professional accountant, or maybe
someone with experience as treasurer of an organization or
business bookkeeping.
The chapter treasurer writes a few checks to pay bills monthly and
generally keeps us informed about our budget.
Is this person YOU!?
Do you know someone?
If so, please contact Jerry Loomis
at 625-2120 or loomis@mbay.net
"ASAP"
Jud Vanderverc
JenyLoomis
Libby Osnes-Erie
Alan Baldridge
Tom Kicckhefer
Jo Guerrero
Esta Lee Albright
Milos Radako"ich, Historian
milos@;mbay.net
Soundings. ACS Newsletter. Editor
Esta Lee Albright
cstalec:4..mreach.com
ACS Monterey Bay Chapter
\\ww.slarrsltcs.comtacsmbl
P.O. Box HE
Pacific Gro\·c. CA 93950
Barbara Oliver, Newsletter Mailing
bordha aol.com
I W C Meeting Concludes
The 55th annual meeting ofthe International Whaling Commission, June 16-20 in Berlin, Gennany, tackled
issues ofbycatch in fisheries and the impressive "Berlin Initiative." The latter, a Mexico-submitted
resolution re-identified the IWe mission. Patricia Forkan, Humane Society ofthe United States, described it
this way on the HSUS web site:
"While countries such as Norway and Japan argue that the purpose of the IWC is to regulate whale
populations for food consumption, there are clear indications that both the IWC and the greater civil society
have moved beyond an initial stage ofconquest and consumption to a respect for the rich interrelationships
in the natural world," Forkan notes. liThe Berlin Initiative is an acknowledgment that the IWC has evolved
into a conservation organization, one designed to protect and ensure the survival of cetaceans for present and
further generations, II Forkan adds. lilt's an acknowledgement that the IWC, as it was originally founded, no
longer exists. The IWC's primary purpose is no longer to conserve whale populations so that certain
countries can then tum around and kill them. II
This resolution to establish a conservation committee was hard won at 25 for and 20 against and is a
significant shift for the IWC away from whaling. It will help to prioritise the conservation needs ofcetaceans
that are facing a wide range of threats including entanglement in fishing nets, toxic and noise pollution and
climate change. Dangers of targeted catches, entanglement and habitat degradation were expressed by
IWC's scientific committee, including concern about whether the baiji and vaquita could survive. The UK is
concerned about reported catches of 16,000-18,000 Dallis porpoise a year in Japan, about which Japan has
provides no data. Such numbers are well beyond sustainable yield, as is the Russian beluga take.
"The oceans are in crisis and the new conservation committee has a Herculean task ahead of it to address the
problems facing cetaceans but this is a good first step," says Greenpeace Oceans Campaigner Rebecca
Hayden.
For example species like the Vaquita in the Gulf of California number only 600, and 39 are killed every year
in gill nets. They are in dire need ofconcrete action. This is a clear case where a species would benefit from
the IWC scientist's attention.
"As the Mexican Commissioner Andreas Rosental said a vote against this resolution would have been a vote
against conservation."
"As expected, whaling nations tried every tactic to prevent the proposal from succeeding, but it is heartening
to see that the will of the majority of the member countries ofIWC support conservation and alternate uses
of whales like high quality whale watching," Hayden says.
Notes: Countries voting for the Berlin Initiative: Australia, Austria, Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Finland,
France, Gennany, India, Ireland, Italy, Mexico, Monaco, Netherlands, New Zealand, Oman, Peru, Portugal,
San Marino, South Africa, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom, USA. Countries voting against
Berlin Initiative: Antigua and Barbuda. Benin. China. Denmark, Dominica, Guinea, Iceland, Japan, Korea.
Mongolia, Morocco, Nicaragua, Norway, Palau, Panama, Russia, 8t Kitts and Nevis. St Lucia, 8t Vincents
and the Grenadines. Solomon Islands. Countries not participating: Grenada
Denmark has the Chair position ofthe 2004 IWC meeting. which will be in Sorrento. Italy. The draft
schedule for the meeting provided an excuse for the anti-whaling countries to re-visit the Berlin Initiative.
The conflict is far from over so stay tuned.
Sources for this article: Email message of6/21/03 by Lori Keleher, forwarded by Bonnie Getz, ACS.
Websites: Scoop News, New ZeaIand~ Humane Society of the U.S.
Dolphin Safe Tuna LabCLI Safe for Now
A federal judge has upheld the definition of the
dolphin-safe tuna label and barred the Bush admin.
from altering it On Dec. 31, the Commerce Dept.
announced that tuna caught by fishermen encircling
dolphins with nets may be imported into the U.S.
and bear the dolphin-safe lable ifobservers certify
that no dolphins were killed or seriously injured in
the process. A group ofenvironmental groups sued.
Under the definition, set forth by Congress in
1990, any tuna caught using dolphins as targets
were automatically barred from bearing the
consumer-friendly label on cans sold in the u.s.
u.s. District Judge Thelton Henderson's ruling
upheld that standard.
(From ACS/OC Newsletter - ACS Orange County )
Defenders of Wildlife held a children's writing
contest for students grades one through twelve on
protecting the dolphin-safe label on tuna cans.
Winning essays can be viewed on web site
www.kidsplanet.org. Here are some excerpts:
"The three largest tuna sellers in the US (Starkist.
Chicken of the Sea, and Bumble Bee Tuna) have still
committed to seiling tuna that has been caught WIthout
killing dolphins. Hooray for them! Because of people like
them, the amount of dolphin deaths has been reduced
from hundreds of thousands to about 2,000 dolphins a
year. With the weakening of the dolphin-safe label, that
number will rise again."-Matthew J, Grade 5. Chevy
Chase, MD
"I want to make sure that the "dolphin-safe" label is only
on cans of tuna that are really keeping the dolphins
safe. If the govemment allows companies to use the
"dolphin-safe" label on cans of tuna that use tuna
caught by fishennen who put dolphins in danger then
the govemment would be telling a lie... If you allow this
lie to happen. how can I trust any other things that you
say? This lie is not fair to Americans. I know that as our
President you do not like when Americans are lied to! I
really hope that you will not let Americans and the
dolphins of America down'" -Paul G. 1" grade,
Brooklyn, NY
"President Bush, you are from Texas, but I'm sure
you've seen one dolphin once in your
lifetime...Wouldn't you like to keep seeing them in
America's oceans? So I hope you keep the dolphins
safe. Please don't allow the Department of Commerce to
go through with its plan that allows this harmful fishing
method to be called "dolphin-safe." People like my Mom
and Dad who bUy tuna don't want to eat tuna if it means
dolphins will die."-Kate C. r' grade, Roswell, NM
Review: THE WORLD OF WHALES. DOLPHINS.
& PORPOISES: Natural History & Conservation
Another beautiful book by Voyageur Press is a
basic introduction to cetaceans. The first section
describes whales, dolphins and porpoises, their life
styles, behavior, distribution, form, function and
interactions with man. The second section takes
cetacean families and explains their differences
along with natural history. There is a taxonomic
"Fact File" chart ofLatin names, common names,
and where found.
Stunned by lovely photographs new to me, I
found the photo credits listed most of the work was
done by Francois Gohier, who is located in San
Diego. A few were by Todd Pusser, a frequent
visitor to Monterey Bay.
As with whales books that originate points east,
there is a dearth of local detail about west coast
populations, but our populations are still mostly at
the cutting edge of research. The famous gray
whale is the exception, and this book merely sites it
as North Pacific coastal. Tony Martin, author of this
book, is from the United Kingdom's Sea Mammal
Research Unit and the Brritish Antarctic Survey
(since 1978). Regardless, these basic facts about
cetaceans, coupled with local web sites and
research (come hear speakers at ACS meetings!),
should give some bulk to the memories of
interested folks. The Voyageur books are excellent
introductions for K-12 students, and pretty enough
to sit on the coffee table. -ela
Note: A copy oftllis book will be one ofthe prizes in ti,e
raffle at ACY Monterey Bay's barbecue 7/19.
~"etffftl OK Spma iN "d,'snel
Alan Baldridge
Our annual ACS barbecue honors Alan as one of the
founders of this chapter in 1980. Since then. Alan has
single-handedly arranged for us more than twenty years
of outstanding programs, a real indication of his know·
ledge of the local marine science scene (and the regard
held for him by hundreds of local scientists). A true
marine mammal expert, Alan was one of the first to
keep sightings records over the past 40 years. Behavior
includes speaking, writing, and all-round good influence
on marine science. Range and habitat include most of
the governing boards of local environmental groups.
both seasonal and dependable. Origin of name:
Baldridge family in England. Status: active but one of
a kind. Field markings include a brushy beard. dry sense
of humor and a qUiet three-note chuckle. -ela
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ACS Monterey Bay recommends two whale watch companies that have supported us in the
past. The various local companies offer different types of experiences. Read their web sites
and choose the length of trip, type of information, and other details suited just to you.
Monterey Sport Fishing
& Whale Watching
Leon Oliver. captain of
vessel Magnum Force
1-800-200-2203
www.monterevwhalewatching.com
Monterey Bay Whale Watch
Nancy Black. owner-biologist
Richard Temullo. captain
ofvessel Sea Wolf II
831-375-4658
www.gowhales.com
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AMERICAN CETACEAN SOCIETY - MONTEREY BAY CHAPTER
Monthly meeting at HOPKINS MARINE STATION, Lecture Hall, Boatworks Building
(Across from the American Tin Cannery Outlet Stores)
Time: 7:30 p.m. Please join us at 7:00 for refreshments
Speaker: Dr. GUy W. Oliver, Research Associate, Long
Marine Laboratory, Institute of Marine Studies, UCSC
Title : River dolphins of the Pe:ruvian Amazon.
Since 1993 the Oceanic Society has conducted research on the river
dolphins of the Peruvian Amazon. Twenty five hundred kilometers
from the mouth of the Amazon two species of river dolphins, auto,
Inia geofrensis, and Tucuxi, Sotalia fluviatilis inhabit the
Peruvian Pacaya-Samiria National Reserve. Fortunately for the
dolphins they are protected by both mythology and Peru's
enlightened protection program. In other areas of their range,
especially in Brazil where habitat degradation due to gold mining
is a greater problem for the dolphins than in Pacaya Samiria,
populations of both Bufeo and Tucuxi are threatened. Although Peru
has few financial resources to protect these dolphins, the Pacaya
Samiria river dolphins may represent the healthiest river dolphin
populations in the world today. This situation may not continue as
other factors, especially the value of mahogany, now threaten
these dolphins. (Continued on page 2 inside)
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Buto inhabit more diverse habitat than Tucuxi and
genetic evidence indicates that they have inhabited
the Amazonian basin for much longer. Tucuxi and
Buto both are common in the large and smaller
rivers of the area, but only Buto appear to enter
the flooded forest during high water. Group size
for both species is small and does not show large
seasonal variations. Photo-id of these species is
possible, but because of the highly turbid
environment successful individual identification is
much more difficult than for most other species.
Speaker. program. cr:mtinuedfrom rover.
ACS Monterey Bay HAS A NEW TREASURER
Jerry Loomis wrote the following on July 4, celebrating the holiday and the
finding ofa chapter treasurer. "I talked with Katy Castagna today, acting on
a tip from Diane Glim. Thanks Diane! And, Katy will become our new
Treasurer. She bas an MBA, and was Nationals President during the worst of
times - and is the reason we still have a National ACS. She is an incredible
asset to our Chapter. to Thanks, Katy !
Jud Vanderverc
Jerry Loomis
Libby Osnes-Erie
Alan Baldridge
Tom Kieckhefer
JoGucnero
Esta Lee Albright
Alan Baldridge, Program Chair
baJdridse@n;dshilji9Jll
Carol Maebr, CoDservation Chair
caro1&ken@netpi
ACS MonIen:y Bay Chapter
gw·stamri1es·comlagmbl
P.O. Box HE
Pacific Grove, CA 93950
WebmBsteI': Evelyn Starr
Soundings, ACS Newsletter, Editar
Esta Lee Albright
estalee@iDread1com
American Cetacean Society
This is the first program that we have had at ACS
on these unique animals. Please join us for what
should prove a most interesting evening
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Research Award 2003:
Heatber E. Mostman, Pb.D. student, UCSC
Develogment of Thermoreplation and Divinl
in tbe California Sea Lion CZslopbus
californicus)
ACS Monterey Bay makes annual research awards. This is
the proposal Introduction ofone of the three awards made
this year. See me for references made by the author and left
out here. With the current presence ofyoung CA sea lions
crowding our shorelines, this proposal makes US even more
in awe ofthese youngsters' ability to migrate early. -ed.
The ability ofmarine mammals, as air-breathing
vertebrates, to not only subsist but thrive in the
ocean requires adaptations that have been derived
from the machinery ofterrestrial ancestors. As
pinnipeds lead an amphibious lifestyle, feeding in
the water and giving birth on land, they in effect
compromise between marine and terrestrial
adaptations. Otariids (fur seals and sea lions)
have adopted two different strategies to keep
warm in the cold water in which they forage: fur
seals have both a layer ofdense fur and blubber,
while sea lions rely solely on a blubber layer for
warmth. How do these two strategies differ in
their efficiency? The combination of fur and
blubber should provide better insulation than
blubber alone, but may also introduce added
buoyancy, which could present a problem for a
diving marine mammal. I propose a study
examining the development of thennoregulation
and diving in the California sea lion ... The results
of this study will be used in a comparison with
similar physiological data for the Australian fur
seal....
The CA sea lion is currently the only otariid
with a steady population increase throughout its
range. Although they live in temperate waters,
adult CA sea lions regularly encounter water
temperatures below their lower critical
temperature, a threshold below which they must
increase metabolism in order to maintain body
temperature... The lower critical temperature for
adult CA sea lions is around 1Sdegrees C, which
is at least 2 degrees C higher than the range of
water temperatures these animals typically
encounter. Since they are not thermally neutral in
much of their natural temperature range, adult sea
lions must regularly allocate metabolic energy to
the maintenance ofbody temperature. Because
the thermal conductivity ofsea water is 2S times
that ofair, these animals are constantly losing heat
to the water. With a high surface area to volume
ratio, smaller animals lose heat more readily than
larger animals. This makes sea lion pups
potentially even more vulnerable to thermal stress
in the water than adults. Ifthe adults are already
living below their thermoneutral zone, what are
the thermal capabilities ofpups? Several studies
have examined metabolic rate in fur seal pups.
[One] found that northern fur seal pups develop
thermal capability once they develop a layer of
underfur during their first molt. However, sea lion
pups must rely only on blubber. [Research]
suggested that CA sea lion pups may experience
thermal stress at ambient temperatures, even in
air, and called for more work to determine the
lower critical temperature ofpups.
Sea lion pups must eventually enter the water to
feed themselves, a transition critical to their
survival. When are the pups thermally capable of
entering the water to forage? Once in the water,
how does a pup's thermal cap abilities affect the
development ofswimming and diving? Although
CA sea lion is abundant, no study to date has
attempted to answer these questions.
The specific objectives ofthis study are to:
1)determine the thermal capabilities ofCA sea
lion pups, 2)examine the development of
thermoregulation in these pups, and 3)investigate
the ontogeny ofswimming and diving in CA sea
lions.
•
These research awards have a long and happy
history for ACS Monterey Bay. Not only do we
"lay people" get to hear about new research in our
local area, but when the projects are finished the
results are presented to us at a regular meeting.
Proposal writing and public speaking skills are
valuable by-products for students involved in such
interesting research. We look forward to hearing
Ms Mostman; we thank her for the proposal. For a
list ofACSMB awards, 1983- 2000, see our web
site:
http://www.stamites.comlacsmb/SoundingslACS
GrantAwards0006.htm
Those Swimming Sea Lions!
By Esta Lee Albright, Soundings editor
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::"......
"
...
The local population ofhumans, including tourists. knows well
ofthe influx ofseveral hundred young sea lions this spring and
summer. Reduction ofprey items around breeding grounds at
southern California islands may have sent juveniles northward
a year or two before they'd normally undertake the migration.
They arrive, some in good condition and some thin. unaccus-
tomed to tourists, recreation trails, dogs, restaurants. divers,
boats, launch ramps, and hundreds ofstaring humans. Local
newspapers give ample coverage to sea lions hauled out
unafraid on inconvenient (to people) pieces ofshoreline and
boats, but while looking at these youngsters one may wonder
about their challenging swim north against winds and currents.
California sea lions. like all pinniped otariids. have long
pectoral or side flippers that are used for stroking through the
water. They share the use of"lift-based propulsion" used by Young sea lion comes ashore near Fishennan's Wharf.
other marine mammals. especially cetaceans, that allows thrust Photo by the author.
to be generated through the entire stroke cycle. Kinematic analysis of the sea lion slipper stroke reveals three
different phases: the power phase, a paddle phase, and a recovery phase. The most force comes in the paddle
phase, when the pectoral flippers are moved quickly and forcibly from the water flow to the sides of the
animal's body. The flipper has a hydrofoil shape, which enables the flipper to produce thrust during the power
and recovery phases, thus throughout the stoke cycle. (Williams.1216) The sea lion's fore flipper propulsion
also gives stability at slow speeds and maneuverability at high speeds. Anyone with an underwater view of
curious sea lions marvels at their acrobatics.
Sea lions sometimes "porpoise" or leap out of the water while playing or traveling at high speeds. This
allows them to swim faster than if they moved solidly through the water, since there is much less drag in the air.
Young sea lions are seen "riding waves" like human bodysurfers and they may even "bow ride" the wake of
large whales. An this cuts down on the energy cost of getting through the water. (Reidman,8)
The migration to breeding grounds and back involves sea lions all along the west coast. Toward the end of
the breeding season, late summer, adult and immature males move north. The peak along central and northern
California coastline in September may find more than 10,000 California sea lions at Ano Nuevo Island (13,000
on 8/30/63). Just 45 days earlier (7/12/63). the count was only 15 individuals. Gradually the crowd continues
north to regular hauling out locations as far north as British Columbia. (Orr. 71) Volunteers monitoring the
influx ofjuvenile sea lions in earlier years reported a dispersal after about three or four months in Monterey.
Regardless of the inconvenience, there is wonderful opportunity to watch sea lion behavior while they're
here. The new haul out beach near the head ofFishennan's Wharfgives close-up views ofsea lion mobility in
water and on land: head-swinging walk on all fours, climbing over rocks and other sea lions, sparring in the
shallows. There also has been a type of"herding" behavior as one or two sub-adult males practice the barking
and intimidation skills they may someday use on the breeding islands. That the young sea lions were able to
feed on squid during mid-July (squid have been observed feeding on krill, which has been abundant) was
readily observed by the mess they made on a sailor's boat in the moorings area. Other observers relate to sea
lions as mammals in some ways similar and in other ways different from our own mammal species. The article
and cartoon below are from the July newsletter of the Monterey Peninsula Yacht Club. The Tiller, and used
here with permission ofthe author, artist and editor.
(Sources: Orr, Robert and Roger C. Helm. Marine Mammals a/California. UC Press, 1989. Riedman, Marianne. The Pinnipeds. UC
Press, 1990. Williams, TerrieM. "Swimming." Encyclopedia a/Marine Mammal.t. Academic Press, 2002)
MAN AND SEA LION
By Don Young. Marine Surveyor
It's that time of the year for us to pursue a tenuous cQ-8)(istence with another mammal. the sea lion. belonging
to the family Otsrfldseof eared seals. Although sea lions made no contribution to constructing the U.S.
Constitution or Its Amendments (BlII of Rights), their right to live in the human dominated environment is
decreed by federal Declaration.
On a foggy day. while reading the Ocean Wortd Encyclopedia and Ladd Prosser's Treatise on comparative
Animal Physiology. I became aware ofcertain life processes similar in man and sea lion and I felt it worthwhile
emphasizing those aspects rather than focusing on nuisance values.
Sea lions are warm blooded vertebrates. They have mammary glands and the young are nourished by milk. The
fetus is enclosed In a fluid-filled sac. Adults have thirty-four (34) teeth and well-developed brains. They are
fairly docile and easily trained to do complicated tasks as In circuses. and like human performers draw
applause. recognition. and admiration for skill and panache.
Like man. the sea lion eats squid and salmon and the percent distribution of excretory products of protein
metabolism is reported as follows:
Ammonia
Man 4.8
Seal 8 -16
87
65-80
Uric Acid
0.7
6-11
Breathing In mammals is controlled by central respiratory centers. Accumulation of carbon dioxide In the blood
Is a strong stimulus for respiration In man. But in diving mammals. there is a relative insensitivity to increased
blood carbon dioxide while SUbmerged. Furthermore. the oxygen carrying capacity of red blood cell
hemoglobin Is greater in seals than in man. and their blood volume as a percent of body weight is greater.
FinallyI seal muscle has a rtcher content of muscle hemoglobin which prOVides muscles with a considerable
utilizable oxygen store. Reported duration offree dives In mammals Is as follows:
Man: 2 Vz minutes; Seal: 3-6 minutes.
There are measures of dissimilarity between seal lion and man; still. there are categories of common
likenesses including our affirmation that sea lions enjoy boats.
Cartoon of sea lion sailorly behavior on
Medora, one of the local racing Shields
sloops. is by Candy Durham. used with
permiSSion.
Selected Conservation Concerns m July as reported by Carol Maehr
ACSMB's Conservation Chairperson
Don't forget, you can contribute your opinion, support, and generally throw your weight around in a
timely manner by sending your email address to Carol. Carol&ken@netj)ipe.com She'll keep you
informed and up to date, as well as useful.
Bluewater Network opposes Personal Watercraft (jet skis) in the national marine sanctuary. A meeting ofthe
sanctuary Advisory Council prompted request for signatures t6 a letter protesting jet ski zones. The network
also planned a demonstration in SF Bay area during the Int'l Jet Boats Sporting Assn. National Tour's stopover
there.
The Council of the European Cetacean Society prepared a statement at their 2002 Conference that included
much data that would be useful in letters protesting LFA and other noise pollution problems in the ocean. The
Soundings editor (estalee@inreach.com) has filed this statement and will furnish the text to anyone interested.
SeaWeb, www.seaweb.org., a marine conservation organization, and the Ocean Wilderness Network (OWN),
www.oceanwildemessnetwork,org, a non-profit coalition of regional and national organizations dedicated to
protecting the ocean, announced the launch ofLess Than One, a public awareness campaign calling for greater
protection ofthe ocean through the establishment ofa network offully protected marine reserves along the
U.S, Pacific Coast. Under current laws, less than 1% ofthe ocean is protected.
Help protect endangered gray whales and unique fisheries from the world's largest offshore oil and gas project,
set to begin operation in the rich Pacific waters between Russia and Japan. Spills and pollution from this
project threaten critically endangered Western Pacific Gray Whales, sea birds, and one of the richest salmon,
herring, cod and crab fisheries on earth. Take action to protect this rare ecosystem. Ask Japanese power
companies, slated to buy this oil and gas, to boycott Sakhalin gas until necessary environmental protections
are in place. Take action or get more information: http://actionnetwork.org/campaignlsakhalin.
National Public Radio had a news story July 13 that there is now more plastic than plankton in the world's
oceans. Web site Mindfully.org has some facts.
Plankton is the collective name for tiny plants and animals that live near the surface ofthe ocean, serving as
food for a variety ofcreatures. The plastic bits include remnants ofbags, transport containers, lighters, shoes
and other items.
The study, to be published in a science journal known as the Marine Pollution Bulletin, was carried out by the
Algalita Marine Research Foundation in Long Beach, with the help ofWeisberg and Shelly L. Moore of the
Westminster group. Eleven ocean water samples containing thousands ofbits ofplastic were collected in three
days of sampling in August 1999 in an area ofthe North Pacific between Hawaii and California.
Currents move around this area, known as a "gyre," in a circular pattern, trapping and concentrating floating
debris. A roughly 500-square-mile zone within the gyre is known to present-day researchers as the "great
garbage patch" because of its tendency to accumulate floating trash, said Curtis Ebbesmeyer, an oceanographer
and expert on seaborne trash who is familiar with the new study,
Blue Whales Stop Golf Game
On Tuesday, July 15, an unusual
upwelling ofkrill near Point Pinos
brought close to shore an estimated
dozen Blue Whales. A number
feed offshore here in the summer
and fall. However, the usual place
to look for them is out over the
submarine canyon, not in 100-300
feet ofwater near shore. The krill
was so thick at the surface that the
whales could "lunge feed;' lying on
their sides, throat pleats extended,
the whole length ofone side ofthe
whale visible above the surface
with one pectoral flipper straight
up out of the water.
Leon Oliver of the whale watch
boat, Magnum Force, reports
passing a dozen Blue Whales
between Point Pinos and Monterey
harbor as he returned from one of
his afternoon trips.
Milos Radakovich saw them
from shore and alerted Alan
Baldridge, who went to the edge of
the golfcourse just back from Point
Pinos, with a good view ofthe bay.
Sure enough, there were eight Blue
Whales, including one mom-calf
pair, chowing down inside the bay.
Alan chuckles as he tells about a
golf foursome who came along the
course right then. A woman in the
group spotted the whales as she
practiced her swing and called out,
"Look at the Gray Whales!" As her
misinformation continued, Alan
couldn't resist some enlightenment
there, so he asked where she was
from. Not Monterey, ofcourse.
When Alan gently told her she was
watching Blue Whales, the
foursome forgot about golf.
Groups behind them stacked up
across the golfcourse and an
unknown number ofgames came to
a halt. This must be a record cause
ofconfusion on the course.
8 Humpback Whales
4 Blue Whales
I Blue Whales
200 Pacific While Sided Dolphins
4 Humpback Whales
2 Blue Whales
200 Pacific While Sided DolphilU
- ..
2 Humpbadc Whales
100 Pacific While Sided Dolphins
10 Nonhem Righi Whale Dolphins
6 Humpback Whales
2 Blue Whales
12 Risso's Dolphins
ISO Nonhem Right Whale Dolphins
7 Humpback Whales
2 Blue Whales
I FinWbale·
Monterey Sport Fishing &
Whale Watching Cruises
http://montereywhale-
watching.com
1-800-200-2203
Monterey Bay Whale Watch
http://www.gowhales.com
831 375-4658
ACS Monterey Bay suggests
whale watchers support the
companies that have helped
this chapter in the past:
Sightings reported by a
variety ofboats and
compiled by Monterey
Bay Whale Watch
are available at
http://www.gowhales.com
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8 Blue WbalCli
75 Risso's Dolphins
7119 pom. 19 Humpback WbaJes
6 Blue WhalCli
7/19 a.m. 21 Humpback Whales
5 B1uc Whales
7rJ3 8 Humpbadc Whales
6 Blue WbalCli
I FinWhale
200 P4cifie White Sided Dolphins
750 Risso's Dolphins
1000 Northern Ri8hl Whale Dolphins
2 Elephant Seals
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Late Breaking News: Early Whale Population Undercounted
By Kennetb R. Weiss, Los Angeles Times
Before they were harpooned. sliced up and boiled for lamp oil, whales were far more plentiful in the North
Atlantic than previously thought, according to new genetic analysis that could thwart any attempt to resume
commercial whaling for halfa century or more.
For years, scientists have worked to determine what the population ofwhales was before the onslaught of
commercial whaling. The population figures matter because a ban on commercial whaling that began in 1986 is to
remain in effect until whale populations rebound to more than halfofthose pre-hunting levels.
Despite being as big as buses, whales are difficult to count. They are scattered over wide areas ofall the oceans.
They swim great distances to feed and breed, and are hard to track as they dive below the water's surface. Until now,
the best evidence for calculating historic whale populations came from painstaking efforts to sift through the
logbooks ofold whaling ships from the 17th through most of the 20th century.
The new study, published in today's issue [25 JuI2003] ofthe journal Science, marks the first time that scientists
have applied sophisticated genetic tools to determine bow many whales once roamed the oceans. Looking at telltale
genetic variations that increase with population size. Stanford geneticist Stephen R Palumbi and his fonner graduate
student Joe Roman at Harvard determined that 240,000 humpback, 360,000 fin and 265,000 minke whales roamed
the North Atlantic. By contrast, there are now about 10,000 humpback, 56,000 fin and 149,000 minke whales in the
North Atlantic. researchers said.
The estimates from the genetic study are much higher than those derived from the logbooks. That already has
stirred a debate among scientists affiliated with the International Whaling Commission, which tries to manage
whaling. The commission's regulations are based on the lower estimates ofhistoric populations derived by the
logbook method. Under the commission's Whaling
"Everyone knows that whales have been decimated, and there's an attempt to bring their populations back,"
Palumbi said. "The question is, 'Bring them back to what?' "Ifyou believe the logbook numbers, then the
populations ofsome whales will be up to exploitable levels before the next presidential election," he said. "Ifthese
genetic numbers are correct, we are far from succeeding at bringing them back close to the status ofwhat they were
in the past. It will take another 50 or 100 years ofprotection rules, the current "pause" on commercial whaling
would remain in effect until certain types ofwhales have reached 54% oftheir pre-exploited populations....
~undin§s
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AMERICAN CETACEAN SOCIETY - MONTEREY BAY CHAPTER.
Monthly meeting at HOPKINS MARlNE STATION, Lecture Hall. Boatworks Building
(Across from the American Tin Cannery Outlet Stores)
NATIONAL MA1uNE
SANCTUARY
Date: Thursday, September25th 2003
Time: 7:30 p.m.
Please join us for refreshments at 7:00
Speaker: Sean Morton,
Management Plan Coordinator,
Monterey Bay National
Marine Sanctuary
Title: Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary: current issues being discussed in a review of the
management plan.
The Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary, designated in 1992, is the largest national marine sanctuary
in the United States and is currently undergoing a review of its management plan. The goal ofthe review is
to ensure that current issues and threats to the resources were being adequately addressed. The Sanctuary is
a junction ofgeographic ranges for many species and boasts a vast diversity ofmarine life, with 33 species
ofmarine mammals, 94 species ofseabirds. 345 species offishes, 4 species ofsea turtles, thousands of
species of invertebrates, and more than 450 species ofmarine algae. The Sanctuary is enormous in physical
size as well as the scope and diversity of issues with which it contends. This work effort involves a revision
and possible updates to its policies and regulations, boundaries, as well as research, education and resource
protection program priorities. The management plan review will reconnect the direction of the Monterey
Bay National Marine Sanctuary with the priorities of the public, locally, statewide and even nationwide.
This timely presentation will review those issues currently being analyzed and the programs that will shape
the future ofnour" Sanctuary. Please join us.
SEP 11 21m
HOPKINS MARINE STATION LIBRARY
.....:.
We~
Two whale watch companies on Fisherman's wharf have helped us
with boat trips in the past, as well as continuing to offer copies of our
publications in their shops. All whale watch companies in Monterey
have differing schedules, length of trips, boats. features. Do some
research, ask around, and choose the best for YOU. We
recommend.....
Monterey Sport Fishing: Monterey Whale Watching Cruises
1-800-200-2203. www.montereywhalewatching.com
Monterey Bay Whale Watch
831375-4658, www.qowhales.com
"-\:.~ :. ..~: ~.- :: -., " ">~':': :.:.' .
, .~ -- . ~ , .' ~ . "
Calendar
Sap. 20: Coastal cleanup, see article in this issue
Sep. 25: Regular meeting. see cover.
Oct. 4: "Endless Sumrnern dinner, auction, entertainment, Friends of
Moss Landing Marine Labs benefit for the labs.
Reservations required at nl-4100
Graphics credlts~
Whale flukes logo on cover is from National Marine Sanctuaries,
managed by NOAA's National Ocean Service.
Whale flukes at the bottom of the next page are from An1mals Clip Art,
Pro One.
Robert Western is on the centerfold - that is, his silhouettes of
frolicking dolphins, which he created for ACS MB Soundin(JS
when he was ecl1tor.
Northern Fur Seal- Friends of the Sea Lion Marine Mammal Center.
Laguna Beach, CA. www.fslmmc.org
When an Artist Looks at a Whale: Some Comments from Randy Puckett
SCulptor Randy Puckett is making a pre-release offer of two new whale sculptures. One third of the purchase price,
through September, can go to ACS Monterey Bay, among other choices. If you haven't received Randy's newsletter,
abOut the whales he watched during two Lindblad tours to Mexico this year, check his web site at
www.whalesofrandypuckett.com ,where he also describes the three sculptures he created. One, a humpback, was
chosen by the folks on the boat (Lindblad tours commissioned it for passengers' gift). The other two, a blue whale and a
gray, are the sculptures he's offering this month.
II This Is the flrst time I've had the chance to visit Baja twice, within a month or so between visits, and it was
wonderful seeing the difference a few short weeks can make down there. In January, when the Gray Whale
calves are newborn, they haven't completely flgured out how to be whales yet. While their mothers come tQ the
sUrface In a smooth, flowing curve, the babies bob like corks; their entire head popping out of the water with
each breath. By March, just flve or six weeks later, they've got It down and breathe just like their moms." .
(from "Baja Recap,n Whales of Randy Puckett Studio Newsletter, Summer 2003)
I asked Randy to reply to some questions and here's what he wrote:
ELA: I smiled when I read that you were working on the deck of the Sea Uon, in the presence of whales during your
auise to Baja. I have been on day trips out of Monterey with you and I have seen you watching, and talking tal, whales. I
wonder what you are "seeing" with sculptor's eyes.
Randy: Other than Just enjoying watching the animals, what I'm trying to do Is "fix" different Images of the
critters In my mind, so hopefully, the next Ume I'm working on them I get It a little bit closer to what they look
like.
ELA: Your new sculpture "Sneak Peek," a gray whale, has an interesting spyhop pose. I also like the feeling of power in
the tail stock. Here we rarely view gray whales in water dear enough to see much of the body. In Mexico, were you over
water clear enough to see more?
Randy: The last trip, Into San Ignacio lagoon, the water was very clear, and you could see the entire whale up to
ten feet or more under water. In fact at one point we had two adults and a baby playing around under and with us,
and you could see all of them. A forty foot whale or two atlcklng out on both sides of your 17 foot robber boat is
a little Intlmldatlngl
ELA: The fluking blue whale, "Blue Diver,II suggests the smooth action of these whales. You describe their fluke-up dives
in Baja, yet on the Monterey feeding grounds perhaps one blue whale in ten will fluke. It's always a thrilling event. I have
read that blue whales feed opportunistically, as they can, as they migrate north to California. This year's abundance of
krill has given us good views of feeding behavior. Did you see evidence of feeding in Baja?
Randy: Blues do feed In the Gulf of California, though we didn't get to see It happen. There are similarities to
Monterey bay, In that there is very deep water close to shore, and they get the same kind of nutrient rich
upwellings that attract krill as we do. We did see a Blue mom and baby pretending they were porpoises, kind of
coursing along.
ELA: Thanks, Randy. I must say I am pleased with your continuing concern for conselVation of cetaceans.... and with
your progress over the 23 years I have known you and Gail. A long way from our labor over the first months of
Soundings, using a mimeograph in the planning office of the (future) Monterey Bay Aquarium. -Esta Lee Albright
Note: Randy and Gail Puckett
would like you to know that both
'Blue Diver" and •Sneak Peak' can be
viewed at the gallery in their home.
Call 831 663 4494
--------
Date ## Type orAaimat(s) 8/21 p.m. 15 BlueWbales 8/17 p.m. 22 HumpbackW
18 BlueWbales 3 FinWbales 8 Blue Whales8/25 p.m. 300 Pacific White Sided Dolphins 1 Fin Whale1 Fin Whale ..._-~-----.
50 Pacific White Sided Dolphins 8/21 a.m. 24 BlueWbales 8117 a.m. 28 HumpbackW
Humpback Whale 5 Fin Whales 8 Blue Whales8115 a.m. 1 150 Pacific White Sided Dolphins 4 FinWbales2S BlueWbales 25 Short Beaked Common Dolphins 30 Short Beaked2 Fin Whales
30 Pacific White Sided Dolphins 8/20 p.m. 4 Humpback Whales 8/16 p.m. 23 HumpbackWl
Humpback Whale 15 BlueWbales 2S BlueWbales8124 p.m. 1 I Fin Whale 12 Fin Whales22 Blue Whales 15 Risso's Dolphins 150 Pacific White7 Dall's Porpoise 20 Short Beaked I
8/20 a.m. 4 Humpback Whales --~..-.•.-.-----~---~_.
8/24 a.m. 1 Humpback Whale 14 Blue Whales 8/16 a.m. 28 Humpback WI26 Blue Whales 6 FinWbales 30 Blue Whales1 Fin Whale 1 Minke Whale 15 Fin Whales150 Pacific White Sided Dolphins 7 Dall's Porpoise 200 Pacific White :45 Northern Right Whale Dolphins ---. ---- ._-----_. 50 Short Beaked c
.._----
--.._.._----_._-. 8/19 p.m. 10 Humpback Whales
8123 p.m. 20 Blue Whales 4 BlueWbales 8/15 I Humpback WI
10 Dall's Porpoise _._-----~- ".-- --_...... 13 Blue Whales
8/19 a.m. 4 Humpback Whales 2 Fin Whales
8123 a.m. 24 Blue Whales 6 Blue Whales 25 Pacific White :
1 Killer Whale 150 Pacific White Sided Dolphins _. + - -._----_••_~._- - -
1 Fin Whale 1500 Short Beaked Common Dolphins 8/14 4 Humpback WI
25 Pacific White Sided Dolphins 400 Risso's Dolphins 8 Blue Whales
30 Short Beaked Common Dolphins 1000 Pacific White :
14 Dall's Porpoise 200 Northern Right Whale Dolphins 400 Common Dolp
--_ .._--- 200 Risso's Dolphi!
----_._._---_.
8/11 p.m. 24 Blue Whales 8/18 p.m. 12 Humpback Whales 100 Northern Right3 Fin Whales 8 Blue Whales200 Pacific White Sided Dolphins 200 Pacific White Sided Dolphins 8/13 8 HumpbackWl_._-_._~
---_..------.-_._~_. __._.- .---..-_. 20 Blue Whales
8/11 LID. 8 Humpback Whales 8/18 a.m. 25 Humpback Whales 300 Common Dolp36 Blue Whales 10 Blue Whales 10 Northern Righl2 Fin Whales 1 FinWbale35 Pacific White Sided Dolphins 350 Pacific White Sided Dolphins 8/11 6 Humpback wt13 Dall's Porpoise 450 Risso's Dolphins 7 Blue Whales12 Harbor Porpoise 400 Northern Right Whale Dolphins 300 Pacific White :I Elephant Seal
~~~~~~~ ~~~~
Abund~ce and Diversity - the Particular Wealth ofMonterey Bay By Esta Lee Albright
Have you looked under a dock lately? In August 1came across two people getting ready to dive with scuba beside the walkway down the
middle of the boat slips in Monterey harbor. I asked what was going on and was told they were goiog to look at "the invertebrate communities
under the dock." Seemed like a good idea. Once I thought about it, I realized the whole month ofAugust bad been one ofabundance and
diversity. Regardless ofthe additional protein nutrients coming into the harbor from a few hundred sea lions, the under-dock growth bas
always been ooe ofthe richest ofmarine life views. Sometime. lie down on your stomach on a dock. lean your bead over, and see the crittss
or algae banging on under there.
Whale watch passengers who happen to board at low tide have had unusual eye-to-eye views ofbamacles, anemones, various sea stars,
some algae. and assorted sponges on pilings under Fisherman's Wharf. They heard Western gull chicks as big as their parents, following adults
around harborside rooftops, peeping in a persistent beg. Then they passed this summer's enlarged community ofjuvenile sea lions on wharf,
breakwater and assorted unlucky boats in the moorings area. Passing the breakwater, the Brandt's connorants on the top rocks were
convincing fledglings it was time to leave. A few were seen with nesting material in beaks. but a second nesting probably would give way to
returning sea lions. Before long, passengers were at sea among the amazing offShore sightings above. For abundance, consider the Dumber of
8110 12 Humpback Whales
4 Blue Whales
900 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
700 Northern Right Whale Dolphins LATEST MARINE MAMMAL
819 5 Humpback Whales SIGHTINGS
27 Blue Whales
nmon Dolphins 2S Pacific White Sided Dolphins Compiled by
----- 50 Long Beaked Common Dolphins Monterey Bay Whalewatch15 Northern Right Whale Dolphins
3 Dall's Porpoise including reports from
I Leatherback Sea Turtle around the bay.
edDolphins
nmon Dolphins SIS 32 Humpback Whales
------- 3 Blue Whales .,
1500 Pacific White Sided Dolphins For updates and past
1500 Northern Right Whale Dolphins sighting!, see the MBWW
_._---
led Dolphins an 2S Humpback Whales web site at
romon Dolphins 30 Blue Whales btt.p;/lwww.&owhales.com
a 816 p.m. IS Humpback Whales
26 BlueWbaJes
200 Pacific White Sided Dolphins 813 10 Humpback Whales
led Dolphins 7 Blue Whales
__-0_____• 816 LIIl. IS Humpback Whales 200 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
es 26 BlueWbales 300 Risso's Dolphins
200 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
led Dolphins 13 Humpback Whales
ns 8/5 20 Humpback Whales 13 BlueWbales
7 Blue Whales 1 Minke Whale
VbaJe Dolphins 600 Pacific White Sided Dolphins 400 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
----- 800 Risso's Dolphins 300 Risso's Dolphins
,es 200 Northern Right Whale Dolphins 200 Northern Right Whale Dolphins
os 8/4 S Humpback Whales 811 25 Humpback Whales
VhaJe Dolphins 4 Blue Whales 15 BlueWbales
3 Pacific White Sided Dolphins 5 Bottlenose Dolphins
les
ded Dolphins
r~~~ ~~~~~~~
Blue wbaJes that gather offCalifornia ill the summer, an estimated population ofmore than 2000,
out ofan estimated world population of fewer than 10,000. The blues are widely spread. but this year has seen concentration that truly amaze:
S, 10, 30, with seveml oftheir 3o.foot spouts visible at one time. Their spouts often are joined by the shorter, bushier blows
ofHumpback whales. With the production ofkri11, the two endangered species seem unreasonably plentiful lust for an added attraction.
several Fin whales joined the krill buffet on some days. The regular whale watch boats were able to be long distances apart and still give
passengers excellent views offeediJJg whales.
For diversity, whale watchers might have looked down at their feet to see more than one species ofdolphin ridillS the boat's turbulence. A
few days brought four different species ofdolphin within a 3 - 4-hour trip. Mixed with wrly regular Pacific white-sided dolphins and Risso'5
dolphins, there were frequent views ofNortbem Right-whale dolphins. that elegant and elusive species sought by dolphin afficionados
worldwide. They were especially aerial. pods of S - 10 leaping together to such height they would seem to stall at the apex ofthe arc. On one
day when the Blue whales started their 1S-Imot speed swimming, it was the Right-whale dolphins that could keep up, leaping along beside the
huge splashes ofthe Blue whales. On one of these days ofplenty, among two other species ofdolphins and two species of"great whales."
both Long-beaked and Short-beaked common dolphins were seen within a short distance ofeach other (we usually look for one species closer
to shore than the other).
Ifever there was a reason to ask. "WHyr it should be asked now. What brings these numbers and this variety? Conditions that produce
food and healthy growth. The delicate mix ofconditions found in the Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary -look away from the whales
long enough to look for your part in keepillg that mix good.
19th AnDual California Coastal Cleanup Da!
SelL 20, 2003 9 a.m,
Did you know the items most often found near the
shoreline are beverage cans and bottles? Did you
kn~w the second most-found items are cigarettes and
therr filters? Did you know the items most often
~ound in oceans and waterways are rope and fishing
line? The 2002 report on international coastal
cleanup day bas some disgusting statistics about our
health and about potential dangers to marine
mammals (such as entanglement). More positive
information is that California and Florida lead the
nation in total numbers ofpeople participating in
beach cleanup last year: 46,000 Californians picked
up 863,000 pounds of trash. (WWW,coastalcleanup.org)
In the U.S., 57.9% ofthe trash came from shoreline &
recreational activities. That's us, folks! Time to
clean up our 1875 miles ofgorgeous· waterfront.
Ifyou find yourselfelsewhere, even hiland, not to
worry, Tennessee turned out 43 people and Singa·
pore 2000 ; the effort to clean up is worldwide.
Local co.ordinator.for this year's cleanup in Monterey
Bay Nanonal Marine Sanctuary is Jean Scott. Phone:
831 647-4238
email: marinainter.p@hotmail.com
You many contact her to sign up or just show up at
one ofthe drop-in sites at 9 a.m., Sep. 20.yvear sunscreen, shoes, hat, gloves. When you check
m at the cleanup location, you will be given trash
~ags, pencils, and a special data card to tally the
Items you collect. Data collection is important! Your
data goes into the Ocean Conservancy's inter-
national database.
Drop-In Sites include: Monastery State Beach,
Cannel River State Beach and City Beach, Asilomar
State·Be~h, Lovers Point, Spanish Bay, McAbee
Beach" • C8;IlIlery Row, San Carlos Beach - Coast
~d Pier, Wharf 1, Wbarf2. Bay St.-Sand City,
Marina State Beaches, Salines River beaches,
Elkhorn Slough, Moss Landing, Zmudowski.
Northern Fur Seal
(fiom Friends ofthe Sea Lion,
Laguna Beach, CAl
Ispecifics OJ( Species in this Issace I
Northern Fur Seal
Callorhinus ursinus "beautiful nosed bear, sea bear"
Length: males 7 ft, females 5 ft, pups 2 ft.
Weight: males to 600 Ib, females 1121b, pups 12 lb.
Otariid pinniped (eared seal), the fur seal head
differs from otariid CA sea lion in its shorter muzzle
and more convex shape nose to neck. The adult
male's mostly brown, thicker neck is a prized part of
his pelt;~ sc:als have a thick underfur that stays dry
even dunng dives. They groom while at sea to
restore bubbles ofair that are trapped in underfur.
Variable thennoregulation is achieved through the
bare flippers. The hind flipper is the longest and
narrowest ofany pinniped Resting at the surface,
the flippers of one side are curved above the water in
a 'jug handle' position. Females sometimes are seen
in this position resting offshore ofMonterey, which
should not be a surprise considering the number of
fur seals that migrate off this coast 30 - 70 miles out
Migration from the Bering Sea breeding grounds to
pupping grounds as far south as Baja, and deep water
foraging, may keep females at sea all but 35 days per
year, and males 45. The breeding population at San
Miguel Island, and adult males in all populations. do
not migrate. "Site specific," females will return to
pup each year to within 30 feet of their own
birthplaces. Males will defend one territorial
location for their entire reproductive lives. On the
beach they may look like one big mixture, but they
actually are individuals in their own specific spots.
Pups leave land at 4 months ofage and must figure
out for themselves how to forage, possibly at sea 2
years before returning to land (a journey fewer than
60% ofthe pups born in one year will survive). Fur
seals feed mostly at night and a large part oftheir
diet is lantern fish, a species with no commercial
value. Actually, 7S different prey species have been
identified in fur seals' stomachs. They fall prey to
large sharks, killer Whales, and (for pups only)
Stellar sea lions. The population, after 1983, was
stable at about I.s million until 1990, then in a 2%
annual decline .... entanglement in fishing gear and
change ofclimate or food supply may be to blame.
(sources: Gently, RogerL., "Nonhero Fur Seal;' Encyclopedia
ofMarine Mammals, Academic Press, 2000. And Orr, Robert
T. And Roger C. Helm. Marine Mammals ofCalifomia. UC
Press, 1989)
ACSIMB Grant Award 2003
Decline in CarryinK Capacity in tbe Northeast
Pacific? Dental Records of a Top Marine Consumer
by Seth D. Newsome, UCSC
(Following: excerpts from the proposal. References sited by the
author have been deleted. Contact the editor for more
infonnation about the full proposal.)
Over the past 30 years the Alaskan stock ofnorth-
ern fur seals (NFS) have witnessed drastic shifts in
population estimates. After a 1968 moratorium on the
pelagic harvest ofNFS adult females, the Alaskan
population recovered to approximately 1.25 million in
1975. The population production on both Saint George
Island and Saint Paul Island, the two largest rookeries
in the region., has seen relatively little variation over
the past 15 years in comparison to the two decades
prior to 1985.
In response to the major population decline
observed between 1965-1985, NFS were designated as
depleted under the Marine Mammal Protection Act in
1988, because population estimates had declined to
less than 50% of levels observed in the late 1950's.
Many researchers have suggested that the decline is
related to shifts in the quantity and/or quality ofprey
species. One of the questions yet to be resolved is
whether or not such prey fluctuations are due to the
'top-down' impacts ofcommercial over-fishing or
natural variations in prey quality due to 'bottom up'
climatic forcing. Complicating the issue is the fact that
NFS prey on over 60 different kinds offish and squid
This makes it difficult to assess whether reductions in
just a few primary species due to over-fishing or a
decrease in the overall quality oftheir forage through a
complex combination ofover-fishing, long-term
oceanographic cycles, and short-term climatic events
is the ultimate cause ofrecent NFS declines. Dietary
records ofNFS spanning several years are rare....
We propose to construct a record ofaverage annual
carbon and nitrogen isotope values ofNFS prey by
measuring the isotopic composition ofNFS canine
teeth collected during subsistence and commercial
harvests over the past century. Changes in primary
productivity and trophic level will be compared to
observed long-term climatic regime shifts, such as
changes in the Pacific Decadal Oscillation. and short -
term climatic events like El NinolLa Nina cycles.
Modem time series carbon and nitrogen values will
also be compared to isotope values ofNFS canines
from northeast Pacific archaeological sites to assess
shifts in productivity andlor forage type over the past
several thousand years.
To monitor changing demographic profiles over
time, upper canine teeth of2-5 year old sub-adult
males have been collected from approximately 20% of
the NFS harvest each year, 1948-1984. In addition, a
limited number ofNFS canine samples are available
from the commercial harvests ofthe early 20th centwy
(1918-1940) and Holocene archaeological sites in the
region. Modem NFS canine samples are curated at the
National Marine Mammal Laboratory in Seattle, and
Holocene archaeological samples are on loan from the
Museum ofthe Aleutians (Dutch Harbor, AK)...:
Stable isotope analysis provides a means of .
studying past diets. Isotopic differences at the base of
the food web are passed to higher trophic levels with
small, characteristic offsets and have served as natural
labels in prior studies of marine mammal and bird
foraging ecology. Previous studies have recognized a
positive relationship between primary productivity and
phytoplankton carbon values. As important for this
study is the marked increase in nitrogen values with
increasing trophic level that permit study offood web
dynamics and trophic status in past ecosystems.
Pinniped tooth dentin contains annuli [rings ofcells
adapted to specialized use] that have been utilized to study
age, growth mte. age at sexual maturity, and season of
birth/death. The isotopic composition ofeach annulus
is assumed to represent a time-averaged value for the
entire year's worth ofgro~and thus the average
isotopic value of forage for that particular year.
However, pinnipeds exhibit temporal trends in
foraging behavior over the lifetime ofthe individual.
For example, the first year ofgrowth is marked by a
heavy dependence on milk, as nursing is the primary
source offomge for young pups. This dependence
results in an increase in nitrogen isotope values of the
animal's tissues, including tooth dentin. Subsequent
years are more indicative ofactive foraging behavior,
and a decline in nitrogen values to 'normal' values is
seen shortly after nursing ceases. Since we are
interested in producing a record ofactive fomging
behavior our study will focus on the third year of
growth from each tooth sample.
Five canine samples from each year will be utilized
for this study. Teeth will be sectioned with a diamond
saw and polished. Each section will be examined at
SOx magnification under transmitted polarized light to
enhance distinction ofdentin layers. Dentin annuli
will be drilled using a micromill system to ensure
high-precision samples.... Sdnlela
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Welcome to Soundings! Won't you become a member ofACS Monterey Bay?
The American Cetacean Society engages in education, conservation, and scientific pursuits - for the purpose of
expanding scientific knowledge ofwhales, dolphins, porpoises, and related creatures.
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AMERICAN CETACEAN SOCIETY· MONTEREY BAY CHAPTER
Monthly meeting at HOPKINS MARINE STATION, Lecture Hall, Boatworks Building
(Across from the American Tin Cannery Outlet Stores)
Date: Thursday, October 30th 2003
Time: 7:30 p.m. Please join us at 7:00 for refreshments
Speaker: Professor Stephen Palumbi,
Hopkins Marine Station, Stanford University
Title: Studying Whales: a genetic perspective.
During the last decade. the application of genetics to the study of cetaceans has led to exciting new discoveries.
Most recently a drastic revision of the pre·whaling population estimates ofNorth Atlantic Humpback, Fin
and Minke whale species has been proposed by our speaker and his student. The indications from the study
are that historic populations were far, far larger than previously calculated. The new estimates were arrived
at by genetic studies only recently possible and which contradict those based on the long accepted study of
whalers' log books enumerating animals taken, which has been used by the International Whaling
Commission in its deliberations over possible resumption ofcommercial whaling. It also will be interesting
to consider the implications ofthe whale population work to gray whales, and their conservation status.
The determination ofnew species ofcetacean based on genetics rather than skeletal, morphological or
ecological studies has also led to the discovery of new species ofbeaked whales, Minke whales, Blue whales
and dolphins.
Members ofACS are already familiar with the genetic evidence used in the detection of illegal sales of
protected whale species in Japanese fish markets. Professor Palumbi1s lab. was heavily involved in that work.
Dr. Palumbi formerly on the faculty ofHarvard University joined Hopkins a year ago. He has also worked
on population genetics in sea urchins, corals and other invertebrate groups and has become keenly involved
regarding the size required for proposed Marine Protected Areas incorporating considerations ofthe need for
sufficient genetic diversity. He is a stimulating, lively speaker. Please join us.
ACS Monterey Bay Chapter website: www.starrsites.comIacsmbl ot1 - 9 m:n
RO~K1NS MARINE STATION LIBRARY
Calendar
October 30 - Regular meeting, see cover. Ed.Note: I used Mannam
(listserv re marine mammals), the Los Angeles Times and others for an
article in the August issue ofSoundings about genetic research on whales
that was making a stir among scientists. Little did I know we would have
this opportunity to hear the author of that research! That's what comes of
living in such a great location for marine research institutions, and we are
excited about hearing a presentation on such an attention-getting study. So.
I reprinted the August article on the back page ofthis issue. Remember it?
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·Scientific: Advisory Committee
December 4 - Regular meeting to replace November and December
meetings that conflict with holiday seasons. Mark your calendars.
Illustration credits for this issue:
Cover - Minke whale: Nina Barbaresi, Whales and Dolphins Stickers, Dover
Press. DNA model: web site www.oefberkeJey.edul-bsi/imagesldna.gif
Page 3 - Humpback flukes: Coastwatch, Center for Coastal Studies, v.27,
issue 3. Page 4 - Baird's beaked whale and jawbone: Richard Ellis, The
Book of Whales, Knopf, 1980. Page 6 - Blue whale drawing: Robin
Makowski, Cetacenery. Page 7 - Whaling poster: web site
www.animalliberationfront.com
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Pregnancy
Test
for
Humpback
Whales
Developed
by
Jooke Landry
& Scott Robbins,
Center for
Coastal Studies,
Provincetown. MA
Humpback whale named Pepper offTruro, MA
Since the 1970's, Pepper has been known primarily for her association with Salt. the first humpback whale ever
given a name. But in 2003 she made her own mark on history by becoming the first baleen whale known to have
been pregnant before her calf was born.
Each year the Center for Coast Studies humpback whale research team collected a tissue sample from Pepper as
she foraged with five other whales offNantucket, MA. As there is no outward sign ofpregnancy in whales, her
status at that time was unknown. However, the sample was shipped to Memorial University ofNewfoundland.
where the progesterone concentration in her blubber was measured. Progesterone is a hormone that is elevated in
pregnant and ovulating females. The lab results indicated that Pepper was pregnant. The prediction was
confirmed on a cloudy day this spring east of Truro on Cape Co<L when whale watchers spotted a humpback whale
calf rolling and playing at the surface along side its mother. When mother raised her flukes and was identified as
Pepper, the calfs identity was established.
This tissue-based pregnancy test is the groundbreaking result of a three-year collaboration between CCS and
Memorial University. The GulfofMaine humpback whale population was the perfect testing ground for this
analytical technique because so much information has been accumulated on individual whales. It was critical to
evaluate the method based on samples from animals ofknown sex and age class. CCS Staffhas this information
when animals are encountered in the field. Furthermore, many animals are routinely re-sighted, which allows
predictions to be confirmed.
In the GulfofMaine population. a pregnancy test has the potential of adding substantially to the understanding
of reproductive biology. "Until now, pregnancy could only be determined in retrospect - after the successful
documentation ofa calf. This test will provide critical data on pregnancies that do not continue to full term and on
the number ofcalves that die before they are first documented on the feeding grounds;' said CCS Associate
Scientist Jooke Robbins, director ofhumpback research.
Perhaps more importantly, now that it has been tested. this method can be applied to other populations and
species that are not as well understood. In fact. Moira Brown. director of right whale research at the Center is
already working with Memorial University to develop a similar test for right whales. "North Atlantic right whales
definitely have a lower reproductive rate than their Southern Hemisphere counterparts. For example, the calving
interval is longer and there are fewer calves per mature female. If this new technique proves useful, we may be
able to identify where in the reproductive cycle the problem(s) exists."
Funding for this important new research was made possible by the generous support of the Beneficia Foundation.
Massachusetts Environmental Trust and National Fish and Wildlife Foundation.
•
Thanks to the Center for Coastal Studies for the use of this article from.their publication, Coastwatcb, 2003, v.27, issue 2. CCS is an
independent non-profit, member supported organization dedicated to research, public education, and conservation programs for the marine
and coastal environments. Read about more of their research on the web site hnp:/lwww.coastalstudies,orn , plus an interesting article,
with great photos!, about "whale rescue:' their longtime program ofrescuing whales from entanglements in such things as fishing nets and
lobster pots. In the process, the inflatable rescue boat may be towed along by the entangled whale, a much nicer version oftbe "Nantucket
Sleighride" where whalers in small boats were towed by their harpooned whales.
Batrd.'s Beaked.. "W"h.aJ,e
Berardius bairdii Family Ziphiidae
An elusive group ofOdontocetes (toothed
cetaceans), beaked whales are seen offshore in deep
water but not often. A flurry of low, round spouts
announces their arrival at the surface, where they
take a number ofshort breaths before disappearing
for 20 minutes to an hour.
Length: 39 ft., largest recorded male
42 ft. largest recorded female
Weight: exceeds 12 tons
The body is cigar-shaped with a thin rostrum (front
end), which meets a high, rising, well-develope~
bulbous forehead. There is a protruding lower Jaw,
with two pairs ofteeth - a triangular pair, about fist
size, rises visibly from the tip. The thumb-sized
second pair is farther back, concealed in the mouth
and widely separated from the first pair.
4~"'1"~.".' ...-,··•.
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The color of the back is described as dark blue,
brown or gray, with light gray underside and
mottled flanks. Much scarring on the body may be
from fighting among themselves and the two visible
teeth are called "battle teeth." The dorsal fin is
triangular or curved and well to the rear of the
midback region. Flippers are small, paddle shaped,
and rounded at tips, located higher on the sides than
in most cetaceans. Flukes are large, rounded at the
tips and seldom have a median notch. These
whales are found across the North Pacific, and from
southern California northward to the Bering Sea.
Seasonal or migratory separation of the sexes is still
to be determined - behavioral research being a real
problem. Moreover, several reports estimate only
400 animals off the California shores. They are
known to feed on small fish and squid, which they
may grasp using a ribbed palate. Deep divers, they
seem to like deep seamounts and escarpments. A
pod is usually six whales led by a large male, but
groups of40 have been reported. Even though the
whistle is considered a primary sound among the
communicative odontocetes, beaked whales
evidently do not whistle. This must leave them
squawks, trills, squeaks and, of course, ecolocation
clicks.
It may look like a monster, the underside
of a boat, a sea serpent, a freak of Father
Neptune, a whale, a shark, a walrus, or a
place to write graffiti, but one element is
recognized by all who approach it: a
beached Baird's Beaked Whale smells
REALLYBAD.
Taken by chance by Japanese, it evidently is
uneconomical and the fat and flesh are inedible. In
1755, it was reported the natives ofKamchatka "do
not eat it themselves, but use it as a treat for
offensive guests." (Ellis)
Regardless, the Baird's Beaked Whale alive is a
mysterious reminder that we still know very li~le
about the whole family Ziphiidae, the streamlIned
beaked whales of the deep oceans. Even though we
see them (very seldom) from boats out ofMonterey,
most is learned from beached animals, of which
there have been only two reported in this century in
California, plus a stranding in 1882 that led to its
description and naming. Imagine the excitement
among scientists in San Francisco when a beached
Baird's was discovered on Ocean Beach on July 20.
The California Academy ofSciences scientists
stood in surfand whale muck to hack off the skull,
a flipper and other choice body parts with machetes
and steak knives - a rather happy testament to the
fact the whaling days are over and nobody has
flencing tools anymore.
Cause ofdeath is unknown. The 41 +-foot body
would mean it was an adult male, which may live to
be 80. There were signs this whale was getting old,
but since it may have died two weeks earlier at sea,
there was enough decomposition to hide a cause.
With typical San Francisco enthusiasm, large
crowds gathered to watch the scientists, see the rare
whale, and complain about the stench. Even dead
cetaceans are protected and scientists must have a
federal permit to whack offand keep any parts, so
federal security was in force and no one was
;S~~;'i:!~;~t·~:~~~i~'~~/1't,·C~;;;
._- "'al1owedWiili1i1 a'certain perimeter. Even those kept
away were saddened when, after the body had been
examined and sampled, on the last night, vandals
carved graffitti into the flesh. "It's a shame people
feel the need to denigrate another being like that,"
was written on the web site created for the beached
whale, hnp://www.obeethewhale.com. Obee is the
name given the whale, from Ocean Beach. The web
site called for donations, not to this scene but to a
choice of five charities or organizations, with ACS
at the top of the list.
The carcass finally was pushed by heavy
equipment into a pit dug in the sand. The Cal
Academy had no room for the full specimen - the
vertebrae are the size of footballs. The only
complete skeleton ofa Baird's is held by the
Smithsonian Institution, which is fitting since it was
named after Spencer Baird, second secretary of the
Smithsonian and an avid supporter of scientific
discovery going along with western exploration. A
GPS reading was taken to be sure the body can be
found again. Even this final action required
additional care, for the site is protected as the
habitat of the snowy plover.
With one last Califomia sendoff, a solitary
drummer showed up from Santa Cruz. "As the
grave was being dug, he stood on top ofa hill
between the beach and the Great Highway, beating
a sad dirge barely audible above the surf." (SFChr)
The Baird's beaked whale carcass that came
ashore north ofSanta Cruz in 1925 received a much
different attention. Randall A. Reinstedt wrote
about it in his book, Shipwrecks and Sea Monsters
of Califomia's Central Coast. He reported a
description from the Monterey Peninsula Herald,
.... thirty-five feet in length, five feet in
height, possessing a duck-shaped head, a
taillike a whale, and an odor which kept
curious ones at a respectful distance....
geologists, paleontologists, anthropologists, and
deep-sea divers were to be asked to give the
creature a close inspection." (Reinstedt)
One of those experts was a respected judge from
Santa Cruz, W.R. Springer. "Judge Springer was
unsure as to which classification of prehistoric
animal the monster belonged, but he felt certain
that it was a monster from a past age, 'perhaps
millions ofyears old.' In describing the creature he
spoke of the duck-like head, the twenty-foot long
neck, and 'evidences of two short feet (or flippers
or fins) beneath the ugly gigantic head.' In
continuing, Judge Springer guessed how the reptile
must have swum with its head high above the water,
presenting a fonnidable looking sight to any sailor
who may have had the misfortune ofviewing it
from the watch house. Finally, his imagination
continuing to grow, in a quote from a Santa Cruz
newspaper of 1925, the respected Judge stated, 'A
monstrosity of the sea would probably
best describe the strange creature.
Should such a head as it possesses be
protruded over the rail of a vessel it
would be enough to put the hardest kind
of an old tar on the water wagon for
life.'"(Reinstedt)
Such "official" identifications were hindered by
the state ofdecomposition and the fact the surf had
separated the body from the skin, rolled in on itself,
and perhaps led to the observations ofa long neck.
Finally, scientists of the California Academy of
Sciences took the skull, studied it and announced
that the mysterious monster was a '"North Pacific
type ofbeaked whale," a creature so rare that no
name except its Latin one, Barardius bairdi, had
ever been bestowed upon it!"
Even so, some people refused to believe the
monster on the beach was a type of whale,
preferring the notion it was a throwback to
prehistoric times, origin unknown.
Sources: The Book ofWhales. including illustrations of whale
and jaw bone, by Richard Ellis, Knopf. 1980.
Lives of Whales and Dolphins, by Richard C. Connor and
Dawn Micklethwaite Peterson. Henry Holt, 1994.
The World's Whales. by Stanley M. Minasian, Kenneth C.
Balcomb. & Larry Foster. Smithsonian Books, 1984.
Shipwrecks and Sea Monsters ofCalifomia's Central Coast
with Emphasis on the Historic Monterey Bay. by Randall A
Reinstedt, Ghost Town Publications. 1975.
San Francisco Chronicle: "Whale ofa Funeral in S.F.... by Carl
Hall. July 22, 2003, "Whale Given Sea Burial." July 23, 2003.
With additional thanks to Alan Baldridge for knowing whale
literature so well & the significance of the 2 strandings. -ela
Iceland Returns to Whaling
From email of9nJ03 from ACS to ACSMB Conservation Chair, Carol Maehr.
Some information came from Whale and Dolphin Conservation Society
Less than a year after voting itself back into the International Whaling Commission (IWC) by a majority of
one vote (its own!), Icelandic whalers defied the IWC's resolution against its so-caned "scientific" whaling
program) and, in August, slaughtered the first twelve (of a self-granted quota of 38) minke whales, claiming the
kiJJs are for scientific purposes.
Iceland was the first nation to begin a "scientific" whaling program in 1986 in defiance of the IWC's
moratorium on commercial whaling that entered into force that same year. Japan fonowed suit and began its
still ongoing "scientific" whaling program the next year. After sustained international pressure, Iceland stopped
whaling in 1989 and left the IWC in 1992 in protest over the continuing moratorium. Iceland re-joined the
IWC in October 2002 (a controversial issue itself, as stated above).Many members ofthe IWC's Scientific
Committee viewed Iceland's proposal to hunt 500 minke, sei and fin whales as technically and scientifically
deficient. They concluded that, "information relevant to management ofthese stocks ofwhales can be obtained
with considerably more efficiency by well-established, non-lethal methods."
The IWC has repeatedly passed resolutions condemning lIscientificll whaling and calling for the use of non-
lethal methods of research. At this year's annual meeting, the IWC adopted a strongly worded resolution that
called on Iceland to abandon its lethal scientific whaling proposal, and stated clearly that the provision in the
treaty which allows whaling for scientific research "is not intended to be exploited in order to provide whale
meat for commercial purposes and shall not be so used." It stated further that "scientific whaling operations
represent an act contrary to the spirit of the moratorium on commercial whaling and to the will of the
Commission."
Iceland announced in early August 2003 that it would 101138 minke whales in August and September 2003. The
primary stated purpose of the hunt is to examine the contents ofthe whales' stomachs. It is anticipated that the
data collected will be used to bolster the ridiculous and scientifically unsupportable argument that whales are
destroying fish stocks needed by humans, when commercial over-fishing is the cause of the global collapse of
fisheries.
ACS, along with other leading cetacean conservation organizations, believes that even if the meat from these
first 38 whales is not exported, Iceland will seek overseas markets for future exports as the program continues,
as it did in the past.
The success oflceland's growing whale watching industry shows that whales are worth much more alive than
dead. In fact, whale watching is the second largest industry in Iceland, after commercial fishing, an industry
that will be in serious jeopardy as visitors choose not to spend their tourist dollars in Iceland.
ACS urges you to protest to the Icelandic Government immediately.
CONTACT DETAILS
Please send your letter to the Prime Minister oflceland:
David Oddsson: postur@for.stjr.is
Please copy your letter to:
Ami M Mathiesen, Minister ofFisheries: arni.m.mathiesen@Sjr.stjr.is
Halldor Asgrimsson: Minister ofForeign Affilirs halldor.asgrimsson@utn.stjr.is
Mr. Helgi Agustsson, Ambassador Helgi.agustsson@utn.stjr.is
Embassy oflceland, 115615111 81. NW, Suite 1200, Washington, DC 20005
Recent Sirhtings ofMarine Mammtlls in Monterey Bar
Compiled by Monterey Bay Whale Watch
for updates see www.rowhales.com/sirhting::
911 80m. 13 B1uc Whales
2 Fin Whales
I Minke Whale
6 Harbor Porpoise
I Leatherback Sea TW1Ie
914 LIII. I Humpbal:k Whale
10 Blue Whales
8 Fin Whales
ISO Pacific White Sided Dolphins
2 Short Beaked Cornmon Dolphins
20 Risso's Dtllphins
16 Dall's Porpoise
9fJ 14 B1uc Whales
3 Killer Whales
912 13 Bille WhalCli
4 Killer Whales
9/1 p.m. 15 Blue Whales
30 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
9/6 LIII. 55 Bluc Whales
22 Fin Whales
1 Minke Whale
40 Risso's Dtllphins
15 Dalh Porpoise
2 Harbor Porpoise
91S p.rn. 27 Blue Whales
7 FinWba1cs
15 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
65 Risso's Dtllphins
9/8
9n Lin. 48 Bluc Whales
6 Killer Whales
12 Fin Whales
I Minke Whale
2S Pacific While Sided Dolphins
20 Dall's POIJlOisc
9/6 p.m. 35 Blue Whales
5 Fin Whales
9/5 LIII. 45 Blue Whales
13 Fin Whales
1 Minke Whale
IS Pacific White Sided Dolphins
250 Risso's Dolphins
20 Northcm Right Whale Dolphins
35 0111'1 Porpoise
I Elephant Seal
9'-1 pm. 10 Blue Whales
S FinWhales
38 Blue Whales
130 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
150 Risso's Dolphins
200 Northern Rishl Whale Dolphins
9n p.m. 34 Blue Whales
10 Risso's Dolphins
I Elephant Seal
9(24 2 Humpback Whales
2S Blue Whales
300 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
9123 1 Humpback Whale
20 Blue Whales
400 Pacific While Sided Dolphins
40 Risso's Dolphins
" Type of Anbnal(s)
9(27 p.m. 6 B1uc Whales
5 Killer Whales
75 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
9(27 a.m. 6 Humpback Whale
13 Blue WIWes
3 Killer Whales
250 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
20 Northern Ril!hl WIWe Dolphins
9(26 p.rn. 1· Humpback Whale
II Blue Whales
2 Minke Whales
9f26a.m. 18 Bluc Whales
!If.Z5 p.m. 12 Blue WIWes
75 PacifIC White Sided Dolphins
9/25 a.m. 2 Humpback Whales
16 Blue WIWes
ISO Pacific White Sided Dolphins
9119 I Humpback Whale
31 Bluc Whales
200 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
100 Northern Risht Whale Dolphins
9/22 22 Blue Whales
150 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
40 Northern Risht Whale Dolphins
"- --- . _.. - -
9/21 20 Blue Whales
100 Risso's Dolphins
9/20 I Humpback Whale
20 Blue Whales
300 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
700 Northern Rishl Whale Dolphins
9/14 Lm. 7 Blue Whales
4 Killer Whales
9/13 p.m. 13 Blue Whales
9113 a.m. 22 Bluc Whales
9/12 24 Blue Whales
2 Fin Whales
9/18 5 Humpback Whales
30 B1uc Whales
200 Pacific While Sided Dolphins
100 Northern Right Whale Dolphins
9114 p.m. 7 B1uc Whales
2 Humpback Whales
2S Bluc Whales
250 PacifIC White Sided Dolphins
75 Northern Rish1 Whale Dolphins
9110 36 BIue Whales
3 Fin Whales
20 Dalh Porpoise
rr=~~~g~:::~=::;;;;~~r=illl 919 28 Blue Whales
100 Risso's Dolphins
Whales for Group from England
"California Blues" is the name of the tour
offered by a travel company in England,
Discover the World. They spend a week in
Monterey, with a boat trip each day and
choices ofdiving, walking, aquarium visits,
and local events. This year's feature was
the amazing number ofBlue Whales, as
many as 40 seen on one trip. Tour leader
Kevin Morgan was delighted. He told us the
first time he led this tour, there were no blue
whales sighted, though, ofcourse, he made
do with other species and has been back
almost every year. Sharing his trip report
with us, he reminds us ofthe wealth of
animals we may take for granted. The
report also gives us a look at the luxury of
planning long days out in various locations
with the whales, thereby seeing a wide
variety ofbehaviors. This year the group
was with Monterey Bay Whale Watch on the
Pt. Sur Clipper, with captain Danny Frank
and naturalists. Here is a day-by-day list
from Kevin's report:
Sunday. 4 hours: BLUE WHALES, Risso's
dolphins.
Monday. 6 hours: Kiner whales, Pacific
white-sided dolphins, Northern right-whale
dolphins, Dall's porpoise, BLUE WHALES.
Tuesday. 6 hours: Fin whales, Killer whales,
Risso's dolphins, Pacific white-sided
dolphins, Northern right-whale dolphins,
Dall's porpoise, BLUE WHALES.
Wednesday. 4 hours near shore toward Moss
Landing: Bottle-nose dolphins, Harbor
porpoise, BLUE WHALES.
Thursday. 6 hours: Risso's dolphins, Pacific
white-sided dolphins, Humpback whales,
BLUE WHALES.
Friday. 4 hours: Risso's dolphins, Pacific
white-sided dolphins, BLUE WHALES
including mom/calfpair.
Each day included CA sea lions, sometimes
harbor seals, most times sea otters, several
ocean sunfish, a blue shark, and a range of
jellies. His species list has 15 species of
marine mammals, including 10 cetaceans,
24 species ofseabirds, 43 species of land
and shore birds - with BLUE WHALES on
every trip!
American Cetacean Society
Monterey Bay Chapter
P.O. Box BE
Pacific Grove CA 93950
www.starrsites.comJacsmb/
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A Controversy Over \Vhale Populations - Bow Many Were There Before the Whalers?
An article 10 &ience, here reported in excerpts from Los Angeles Times. 24 lui 2003, by Kenneth R Weiss, was followed by an
article refuting this research, in Nature, 25 J"I 2003. Which numbers are accurate: genetic research or whalers' logbooks? -ed.
Before they were harpooned, sliced up and boiled for lamp oil, whales were far more plentiful in the
North Atlantic than previously thought, according to new genetic analysis that could thwart any attempt to
resume commercial whaling for half a century or more. For years, scientists have worked to determine
what the population of whales was before the onslaught of commercial whaling. The population figures
matter because a ban on commercial whaling that began in 1986 is to remain in effect until whale
populations rebound to more than halfof those pre-hunting levels.
Despite being as big as buses, whales are difficult to count. They are scattered over wide areas ofall the
oceans. They swim great distances to feed and breed, and are hard to track as they dive below the water's
surface. Until now, the best evidence for calculating historic whale populations came from painstaking
efforts to sift through the logbooks of old whaling ships from the 17th through most of the 20th century. The
new study... marks the first time that scientists have applied sophisticated genetic tools to determine how
many whales once roamed the oceans. Looking at telltale genetic variations that increase with population
size, Stanford geneticist Stephen R. Palumbi and his former graduate student Joe Roman at Harvard
determined that 240,000 humpback 360,000 fin and 265,000 minke whales roamed the North Atlantic. By
contrast, there are now about 10,000 humpback, 56,000 fin and 149,000 minke whales in the North
Atlantic, researchers said.
The estimates from the genetic study are much higher than those derived from the logbooks. That already
has stirred a debate among scientists affiliated with the International Whaling Commission, which tries to
manage whaling. The commission's regulations are based on the lower estimates ofhistoric pqpulations
derived by the logbook method. Under the commission's rules the current "pause" in commercial whaling
would remain in effect until certain types ofwhales have reached 54% oftheir pre-exploited populations.
Palumbi says, "Everyone knows that whales have been decimated, and there's an attempt to bring their
populations back. The question is, 'Bring them back to what?' If you believe the logbook numbers, then the
populations ofsome whales will up to exploitable levels before the next presidential election. If these
genetic numbers are correct.. .. it will take another 50 t"" -~" vears of protection." (Mannam Iistserv)
~undin§s
American Cetacean Society ,... Monterey Bay Chapter November- December 2003
The Newsletter ofthe Monterey Bay Chapter ofACS
AMERICAN CETACEAN SOCIETY - MONTEREY BAY CHAPTER
Monthly meeting at HOPKINS MARINE STAnON, LectureHall, Boatworks Building
(Across from the American Tin Cannery Oudet Stores)
Date: Thursday, December 4, 2003 (Please note the change ofdate due to Thanksgiving.)
Time: 7:30 p.m. Please join us at 7:00 for refreshments.
Title: The Mystery of the Minkes; A Video Presentation
The discovery offLizard Island on the northern Great Barrier Reefofa winter aggregation ofDwarfMinke
whales has excited whale enthusiasts and attracted the attention of scientists.
Our chapter's support ofthe research ofJason Gedamke ofthe University ofCalifomia, Santa Cruz, has
introduced us to these animals. This 50 minute video of the role ofthe vessel "Undersea Explorer" in
Minke studies in aimed in part at recruiting participants among ACS members and friends for a June 19-25
2004 cruise. (Contact Billie Foreman 625-3135 or Jerry Loomis 625-2120)
Bring a friend and enjoy encounters with these strikingly marked and curious whales in crystal clear, warm
waters.
(Illustration is by Philip Schuyler, 1992, California's Living Marine Resources and their Utilization.
Compare the markings ofour elusive minke to that ofthe southern hemisphere dwarfMinke in the video.)
Conservation Dote: Often found near shore, minkes, smallest ofour baleen whales, would be effected by
offshore oil drilling activity. See Oct. 16 Coast Weekly article "Offshore Oil Inventory Has Conservationists
Alanned,., available on the web site: http://www.coastweekly.com (Archives) or contact Smmdings editor
fora copy.
ACS MonIcnly Bay Chapter WIlbsitc: www,I!amjtes.CClIIII!!CSI!!hI
~np1(INS "."-AR'NE 5T A.T'n!\l "f)~ It,.. HO~ 11 ZOO]
Jerryt.oeDis,~&
~ Special EWIitS ' .'
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Calendar
December 4: next regular meeting.
January 29: first regular meeting in 2004
.: ;'-:.. Editor's Dote;
A longtime friend told me she gave all her relatives manatees for
Christmas. "It was fun," she said. "None ofmy relatives need anything and
Save the Manatees can use the money better. The manatees have names and
are described so that I could match my relatives to manatees with similar
characteristics: couch potato Sam got a placid one." There are many
opportunities to contribute to worthy organizations involved in cetacean
conservation. One good aspect of the adoption programs (see the list on the
ACS website at www.acsonline.org) is the information given to the new
"parent." It often is enough to inspire lasting interest in the animal. its
species. and its environment. In this issue I have gathered one or two
programs that relate to animals we see locally.
D1ustrations ofmost articles are stickers. some from conservation
organizations that are sending labels and stickers for holiday use. Consider
them for your cards.
Ofcourse, ifyou~ want to feature local cetacean relations. give a
subscription to Soundings and/or membership in ACS Monterey Bay!!!!
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HAPPYBoUdilysfrom all the
whale watchers on the Board I
Even though I've seen hundreds of turtles, I've ver seen enough.
Every time I see one I tingle with delight. That's why reading Sea Turtles of arld was so much fun.
Author/photographer Doug Perrine took the trouble to don a wet suit and pay for a fabulous
underwater camera so I could share, along with him, the exciting, secret lives of Green Sea Turtles,
Loggerhead Turtles, Hawksbill Turtles, Olive Ridley Turtles, Kemp's Ridley Turtles, and the Australian
Flatback Turtles-all in the family Cheloniidae. ~Iso included in the easy-ta-read text is info on the
Leatherback Turtle-the only sea turtle in the family Derrnochelyidae. .
At first glance Perrie's book looks like a glorified coffee table top book to impress a casual house
guest. But Perrine's over sized book is more than just a good-looking book chuck full of fascinating
pictures of these delicate ocean reptiles. It's loaded with interesting info.
For example, did you know that some turtles lay "false eggs?" That's right, a good percentage of
the eggs Mrs. Turtle deposits may be devoid of a yolkl As ,if that's not enough, these "dud" eggs tend
to appear at the top of the clutch. Is this Mother Nature's way of helping out the helpless hatchlings?
Predators digging into a clutch of eggs, looking for a tasty snack, will gobble up these first, thus they
may gorge themselves on eggs that never would have hatched in the first place. Ingenious.
Here's another awesome sea turtle factoid: Angelfish and Hawksbills have a unique symbiotic
relationship. Angelfish love the succulent inner part of sponges, but can't cut through the tough
exterior. Angelfish have wised up and instead of trying to crack the ~ponge's outer portion, angelfish
will trail Hawksbjll sea turtles as they feed on the outside of the sponge. The Hawksbill doesn't like
the innards, so the angelfish gets the rest. The Hawksbill has become the angelfish's living' nutcracker.
Did you know that all sea turtle's carapaces are sensitive to touch? That's why grabbing them and
going for an underwater sleigh ride is not such a good idea. Watch 'em, don't ride 'em.
You've probably asked yourself, "How do those tiny hatchlings find the ocean?" Perrine gives three
theories as to how most baby turtles wind up in the ocean rather that the highway. Newborns
percolate to the top of their nests in the darkness. Once they explode upon the surface of the sand
they head toward the "reflection of starlight and moonlight" on the ocean's surface, keeping.away
from dark silhouettes and heading for the "brightest portion of the horizon." Other theories include
downslope and the sound of the surf.
Perrine's book is lots of fun to read or merely gaze at the colorful pictures, but his text does leave
you with some questions. He tells us that Leatherbacks dive more that 3,900 feet. He doesn't tell us
why. Are they searching for food? If so, how do they see in the depth's darkness? Do they have acute
senses we have yet to discover? One item missing in the book is a simple comparison chart that
would make sea turtle identification a snap. We could copy the chart and take to the sea with us.
A few years ago ACS Monterey Bay went on a gray whale watching trip to the FaraUons. We got
skunked that day, but we did see a Leatherback munching away on a jellyfish. By reading Sea Turtles
of the World I now understand more about the biology and habits of these remarkable sea critters.
Perrine's book on sea turtles makes me want to read another of his works, the one on Manatees and
Dugongs.
I highly recommend Sea Turtles of the World with text and exciting pictures by Dou Perrin . Y,
can order a copy of this book by contacting Voyageur Press CllllDlNAtOCAL~1BEWDl
'L
1
Iat 1-800-888-9653, on line at WWW.voyageurpress.com. or in bookstores. '"
(Drawing ofGreen Sea Turtle by Robert Western) ~ I
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Review of
Sea Turtles of the World
Text and Photography by Doug Perrine
by
Dan Presser, Four Winds Travel and past pres. ACSMB
Information That Comes with Wet. Wonderful Gifts
Nugget. 1--55 - Notes from the 2003 update OD this killer whale (adopted by your editor the past several
years) In 2001, Nugget and other members ofL pod were seen foraging in south Haro strait, W~ when a large
power boat came through the area. Both Nugget and her calf temporarily stopped feeding to surf in the stem wake
of the boat. During March 2003, part ofL-pod was spotted in Monterey, CA. It may be that Nugget was in this area
with her extended family. We do not know exactly where L-pod typically travels during the late winter and early
spring. L-pod, along with K-pod, returned to the San Juan Island area on June 4,2003. To everyone's delight,
Nugget (who was born 1976) showed up with a new calf, Baby L-l03. This calf was born when L-pod was away, so
we do not have a date ofbirth. We'll be keeping a close eye on mother and calf during 2003, and ifit survives and
lives for a full year, the calfwill be named. Nugget's younger sister, Surprise, is often seen traveling with Nugget
and Nu et's older calfKasatka.
The Whale Museum, PO Box 945, Friday Harbor, WA, 98250, www.whalemuseum.com
S30 membership/adoption annually
With the adoption comes email Monthly Orca Updates, a certificate and photo of the adopted
orca, annual updated biographies of it, "Matrilineal Genealogy chart ofthe
Southern Resident Community ofOrcas," the newsletter Cetus, decal, bookmarks,
book ofphoto post cards oforcas, magnet, poster, 10% offpurchases in the
museum gift shop or web site.
The Land-Sea ConDectioD; Sea Otters as a Sentinel Species, (excerpts)by Caryn Owen, from The Otter Raft,
Spring-Sununer2003
It is important to discover the root causes ofsea otter mortality to clearly illuminate the health ofour coastal
ecosystem. Dr. Melissa Miller and her colleagues were able to identify two parasites from terrestrial hosts,
domesticated cats and opossums, in the carcasses ofbeach-cast sea otters. Both organisms are known to cause
often-fatal encephalitis (inflammation ofthe brain) in sea otters. A key element ofMiller's research was a distinct
correlation between the locations ofotter deaths and freshwater runoff sources. Miller also identified sea otter
deaths from human fecal pathogens such as giardia, presenting more evidence of the human effect on marine life.
The Otter's SecoDd Chance. excerpts from a column by Margaret Owings, same issue. The privilege of
watching this smallest ofmarine mammals from the shore offers each ofus a personal reunion with life in the sea.
Gradually, as we familiarize ourselves with the little otter, the whole ecology of the coast commences to unfold.
Friends of the Sea Otter, Education and Retail Center, 381 Cannery Row, Monterey CA 93940
See web site for range ofmembership fees: www.seaotters.org
An unusual gift idea for teachers is the Friends of the Sea Otter Classroom Membership.
For S30: membership which includes The Otter Raft newsletter twice a year,
The Otter Pup Activity Book for each student, FSO bookmarks for each student,
a teacher's education packet, and even more for S50. See the web site for
information about an In-School Sea Otter Program, which brings to the
classroom a PowerPoint presentation, sea otter dress-up costume,
hands-on working stations, sea otter skulls and pelts.
Max. 30 students/class, 4 classes/day.
831-373-2747 for information and scheduling.
New Zealand is home to the tiDy Hector's dolphiD. This little guy boasts the title ofone ofthe smallest dolphins
in the world (growing just 1.5 metres, about 4 feet) and he can only be found in New Zealand. There are two
distinct populations ofHector's dolphin in New Zealand, a North Island population (the Maui's dolphin) and a
South Island population, which combined total about 3-4,000 animals. Luckily, the South Island population are
'lUi.... 1 Humpback Whale
II Blue Whales
2 Minke Whales
*Monterey Bay Whale Watch
8313754658
www.gowha1es.com
Whale Watches make great gifts, Give gift
certificates by contacting the two companies
recommended by ACS Monterey Bay:
*Monterey Whale Watching Cruises
1-800-200-2203
YNIW.montereywhalewatching.com
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Recent Marine Mammal Siebtinp
in the Monterey Bay Remon
Compiled by Monterey Bay Whale Watch. For
updates. see web site: www,gowhales,CQrnlsightings
Sighting 10/2 9 Killer Whales - predation on
Pacific White-sided Dolphin
According to Alan Baldridge, records oforca
attacks on this dolphin are rare here, Richard
Temullo agrees and adds that such attacks may
occur more often than we think, Nancy Black said
the 9 orcas were spread over the area and the actual
attack was made by two female orcas that are
recorded in regular sightings of transients here, The
prey item dolphin was tossed into the air near the
whale watch boat and evidently the orcas eventually
ate it Nancy added that on lOllS the same-orcas
were seen tracking a large herd ofseveral hundred
Pacific white-sided dolphins. but the dolphins
rushed ahead at top speed and weren't seen again.
**
semi-protected by a marine mammal sanctuary which saves some of them from being caught in fishing nets.
However, the North Island population is in big trouble...there are only about 100 ofthese animals left! To make
matters worse, the populations don't even inter-breed.
"Nosey the North Island Hector's dolphin is a charismatic little chap with a very curious nature and bas been
known to approach private boats that fish in his area to investigate what they are doing."
''Tinkerbell is a graceful female Common dolphin who can be found along the Coromandel Peninsula coastline.
Tinkerbell is regularly seen with groups ofabout 30 playful dolphins. Her flawless skin and ability to fly
effortlessly through the water, and perform full somersaults in the air, earned her the name ofTinkerbell, just like
the fairy in Peter Pan."
exce from web site www. 0 - 0) hin m
The Whale and Dolphin Project. PO Box 25 583, St. Heliers, Aukland, New Zealand
www.adQpt-a-dolphin.com. $35 or 548 annual fee
Ifyou are interested in endangered species, a counny with a healthy respect for the marine environment. and would
enjoy adopting species both unusual and familiar to our location. read the offerings ofthe Adopt a Dolphin
program which aids field research by New Zealand universities. For USO$3S, you might choose Ben the or~ Xena
the Dusky dolphin. Nosey the Hector's dolphin, Casper and his Mum the Southern right whales, Baby Face the
Bryde's whale, Tinkerbell the Common dolphin. or Bad Jelly the Bottlenose dolphin.
Or, for USDS48, you can adopt all seven! With each adoption come: a Photo ofyour 4~~~
chosen animal, an adoption certificate, a biography (written with Down-Under flair) I '.~
and sighting map, information from the researcher that is studying your animal, ~ . "
• one year} 4 issues of the newsletter. ~ /.
f
Each year some my whales break off their northern migration past the Washington coast and come into shallow
waters to feed for extended periods oftime. Cascadia Research has been conducting research on these whales since
1983 (Cascadia also leads research on Monterey humpback and blue whale populations each swnmer). The first
surprising finding was that many of these whales return year after year to the same region, and have found
productive areas to feed for several months at a time. You can help support research and education efforts on gray
whales by adopting one ofthese resident animals. These whales have typically fed in several areas ofthe state
including northern Puget Sound near Whidbey Island, the Strait ofJuan de Fuca, the northern Washington coast,
and Grays Harbor. Each spring and summer biologists with Cascadia Research take photographs ofthe whales that
come into Washington waters. These allow them to identify each individual from their distinctive natural marks.
They also determine which whales are using specific areas, how many whales are there, how long whales stay, and
whether the same whales are returning in different years. Working with other organi71ltions that are part ofthe
Northwest Marine Mammal StrandingNetwo~ Cascadia examines whales that die each year in Washington
waters. They use information from tracking live whales to determine where these whales were feeding. They also
work with whales that get into trouble in shallow waters or fishing nets. "Dubknuck" #44 is one ofthe gray
whales to be adopted. Named for the two closely spaced knuckles on his back, this whale was first seen in March
1991 in southern Puget Sound, but after several months moved up into the more productive feeding grounds in
northern Puget Sound. He bas been identified some 34 times over the years, mostly in northern Puget Sound
exce from web site
Adopt a Gray Whale, Cascadia Research CoUedive, 218 Y2 West Fourth Ave., Olympia, WA 98501
WWW,C8Scadiaresearch.org $35 annual adoption fee
A gray whale may be chosen by Cascadia, or the new 'parent' selects by individual
photo on the web site or by region where the whale is found Adoption brings a certificate,
photo, information and sighting history ofthe whale, annual updates on the status of
research and new findings on gray whales.
Altruism and the Spirit of Giving
In the spirit ofgood will toward men - and
cetaceans - I'm thinking ofaltruism.
Altruistic behavior in cetaceans goes beyond
the legends ofdrowning folks being pushed
to the air by dolphins. My own favorite
depiction is by Richard C. Connor and
Dawn Micklethwaite Peterson in Lives of
Whales and Dolphins (American Museum of
Natural History, Henry Holt, 1994). "Whale
and dolphin behavior, like that ofall social
creatures, is shaped by the societies in which
they live....They may squabble, clash over a
potential mate, draw a neighbor's blood, or
worse. But they are also capable of
profound acts ofkindness, not only to
members ofthe group but sometimes to
strangers as well. And in some cetacean
societies, members will go to great length to
maintain these tight bonds. Sometimes even
death is a risk worth taking."
Altruism is a type ofcooperative behavior
where altruists suffer a cost or take a risk for
the benefit ofanother being. Connor gives
three biological bases for such behavior.
First, there is kinship or nepotism. One
animal's kindness may support a common
gene pool. Risk or effort benefits the family
or individual members. Female sperm
whales, groups ofmale and female orcas,
and pilot whales are all made up ofrelatives.
Young female sperm whales may babysit
calves while their mothers dive for food,
thereby delaYing their own feeding to guard
the new generation. Similar care has been
seen among bottlenose dolphins in Shark
Bay, Australia, where older siblings babysit
. the younger. Female dolphins have been
known to support and aid in a birth ofa pod
mate. In·Patagonia, adult male killer whales
teach calves how to catch seals on the beach
- "males have not only been observed
charging the beach toddler in tow, but
actually tossing a seal they caught to their
trainee." This leading into the kill, and
tossing ofprey, has been seen among our
own transient orcas here.
Second, cooperative behavior may involve
exchanging favors. By communicating and
working like cowboys rounding up cattle,
dolphins can concentrate a school offish,
even pressing it toward the wall ofthe
surface, so that each individual has a chance
to dart into the school and grab a fish to eat
Male bottlenose dolphins in Shark Bay often
gang up to herd a female, because one male
can't do it well by himself.
A third kind ofcooperation involves the
roles of individuals in their communities or
herds, and this often yields the most
astonishing tilles. A whale or dolphin may
throw itself against a whaler's boatand try to
push the victim away from harm. More
passively, in one instance, a group ofPacific
striped dolphins remained by a pilot whale
being captured, even after the pilot whale
was aboard This was a surprising overlap
ofaltruism between species.
Favorite stories ofinterspecies altruism
usually involve humans. Connor tells of
false killer whales in Florida who were
joined near shore by a biologist wearing
mask and snorkel. Each time he softly
approached, the flanking whale would break
away and push him toward the beach. After
three tries, the biologist swam without the
snorkel and the whales did not respond to his
presence. "Did the snorkel sound as though
he had a clogged blowhole and was in need
ofhelp? Or did the sound simply irritate the
whales, so they were encouraging him to
leave?" (Cont. on next page)
(Altruism - Conl from previous page)
A photographer in Hawaii was taking underwater
photos offalse killer whales
when one swam up to the photographer's face, then
backed away. The photographer accepted the fish
but gave it back to the whale, who then swam off.
Just as amazing in the interspecies relationships
are the stories ofrestrained behavior toward each
other, and of seeming trust Dolphins in trouble
seem to become reassmed by human touch.
Canadian biologist 10hn Lien tells ofhelping
humpback whales caught in fishing nets, and
realizing the whale has become relaxed,
asleep and snoring. Come to think of it, John Lien
and the whale rescuers who have followed him are
themselves giving and at risk in an interspecies
altruism.
Whether humans as a whole herd, pod or group,
can make the jump to altruism among themselves
and other species yet remains to be seen. For
instance, how can we categorize the giving of
holiday gifts to relatives and friends because we
expect a better gift in return - or maybe we can do
without one holiday package and send the money to
a volunteer group helping cetaceans. -ela
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